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Abstract
We present a Mathematica package for doing computations with gamma matrices,
spinors, tensors and other objects, in any dimension and signature. The approach
we use is based on defining the commutation relations of the relevant matrices, and
is thus general and flexible. As examples, we reproduce torsion conditions for AdS3
compactification of type IIB supergravity from literature, and check the vanishing of
supersymmetry variations of 10-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
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11. Introduction
We present a Mathematica package, "Gamma MaP" (Gamma Matrix Package), for per-
forming calculations involving gamma matrices, spinors and tensors in any dimension and
signature. The main utility of the package is making these computations without needing to
specify an explicit representations, but the package can also be used to perform computations
with explicit representations. Our approach is substantially different from earlier packages,
such as [1–3], in various ways: the approach we use is based on defining basic objects, such as
spinors, gamma matrices and tensors. Then we define functions implementing various oper-
ations involving these objects, including index contraction, non-commutative multiplication,
and more. The leading idea is that any function can be used on any expression that can be
constructed using the basic objects. This allows for a relatively simple and intuitive imple-
mentation of even complex operations, and ensures that the program can be easily extended.
Furthermore, this approach allows for user-defined preferences for example concerning, where
various intertwiner matrices should be commuted when simplifying expressions containing
these. This makes the package ideal for many different types of calculations, since it does
not make many assumptions about the form in which the user gets the simplified output.
Instead, the user can modify most elements of this behaviour.
The approach which we have used to create the basic functionality of the package is based
on essentially defining the commutation properties that the gamma matrices and different
intertwiners satisfy. Then, based on the preferences of the user, matrices are automatically
(anti-)commuted with each other, resulting in greatly simplified expressions in most cases.
This approach could also be easily used in other cases that require commuting operators
with given (anti-)commutation rules to a pre-defined order, such as when calculating CFT
correlation functions.
In addition to the basic operations on gamma matrices, the package contains various opera-
tions familiar from many tensor packages (for example [4]) such as upper and lower indices
compatible with Einstein summation convention, tensors with different symmetries, and
partial derivatives. In addition to the new functionality, there is also some functionality
that already exists in Mathematica, but that has been modified to better suit the needs of
gamma matrix calculations. For example, we have defined new functions for making and
using assumptions, and dealing with real and imaginary parts of expressions, which have
been implemented with gamma matrix calculations in mind.
Below we will present a brief review of relevant properties of gamma matrices, spinors and
tensors following mainly [5], and explain how various properties and operations are imple-
mented in this package. As examples, we reproduce a few results from literature [6, 7]. The
structure of this paper is as follows. We begin in section 2 with a review of the most impor-
tant properties of spinors and gamma matrices in various dimensions. In section 3 we give
instructions for installing and running the package, and defining the Clifford algebra, whose
representation the gamma matrices then form. In the following section 4 we introduce basic
objects such as antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices, and show how they are imple-
mented and used in this package. In section 5 we list basic functions, such as multiplication
of matrices, and show how to use these. Then, in section 6, we explain how to use explicit
representation for the gamma matrices, and other objects instead of using just the abstract
definitions. In section 7 we discuss using features related to subalgebras that are useful, for
2instance, when considering dimensional reduction. Finally, in section 9, a few examples are
provided by reproducing some lengthy calculations from literature.
In appendices A, B, C and D, we provide a reference list of objects, functions, options and
other reserved expressions. In appendix E, we give a list of properties satisfied by gamma
matrices and intertwiners, and summarise the most important formulas from the review of
section 2.
32. Review of Spinors and Gamma Matrices in Different
Dimensions
In this section, we review the basic properties of spinors and gamma matrices in different
dimensions, and show how these are related, mainly following [5]. This section also serves to
fix the notation and conventions that we will be largely following in the following sections,
where we show how these properties are implemented in the package.
2.1. Gamma Matrices
Gamma matrices are matrices that satisfy the following anticommutation relations.
{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν (1)
for some diagonal matrix η that has components ηµν , which take values ±1. We call ηµν the
metric, and the above anticommutation relation the Clifford algebra. Thus gamma matrices
form representations of Clifford algebra. We call the indices α with ηαα = −1 timelike and
denote their number by t. The indices a with ηaa = 1 are called spacelike, and their number
is denoted by s. We call the total number of diagonal entries ηµν the dimension d = s + t.
This is often called the dimension of the representation even though it is not the dimension
of the representation of the Clifford algebra in the usual sense. For ease of notation we will
assume throughout the review (but not the in the following sections) that the signature is of
the form (− . . .−+ . . .+). The generalisation for any permutations of this form is straight-
forward.
In two (and three) dimensions with signature (++) ((+++)), we note that one representation
is given by the sigma matrices σ1 and σ2 (and σ3) that are defined as
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2)
Since these anticommute with each other and square to one, these satisfy the Clifford algebra
for Euclidean signature.
{σi, σj} = 2δij. (3)
For different signatures involving timelike directions, we can also use sigma matrices, since by
multiplying the matrices corresponding to the timelike directions by i. For example, to form
a three dimensional representation with signature (− + +), we can use the representation
given by γ1 = iσ1, γ2 = σ2 and γ3 = σ3.
As is well known, we can use sigma matrices to build higher dimensional representations
as well by taking tensor product of these. In particular, there is a useful representation
that we will in the following call the "special representation". For the case with no timelike
4directions, (+ . . .+), it is given by
γ1 = σ1 ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ2 = σ2 ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ3 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ5 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ . . . ,
. . .
γd = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ2 in even dimensions,
γd = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ3 in odd dimensions.
(4)
In case with timelike directions, the matrices corresponding to the timelike directions can
be just multiplied by i to get a representation with the correct signature. When speaking of
the special representation, we assume that the signature is of the form (− . . . − + . . .+) so
that all the timelike directions are before the spacelike directions.
This representation is actually somewhat more general than it may appear at first. Namely,
we easily see that the matrices γ′µ that are related to the original matrices γµ by an unitary
transformation U still satisfy the same algebra, and thus give still a representation of the
Clifford algebra. Therefore any matrices that are given by the expression of the form
γ′µ = UγµU−1 (5)
also form a valid representation. In fact, it can be shown [8] that up to unitary transforma-
tions there is one unique representation in even dimensions, and two inequivalent represen-
tations in odd dimensions. Therefore actually any representation in an even dimension can
be written in the form (5). In odd dimensions the first of the two representations is exactly
the special representation (4), and the second can be gotten by reversing the sign of the last
matrix, γd → −γd. We note that for these representations, we have exactly that γd = ζγ∗,
where ζ = ±1, and γ∗ is given by the product of all other gamma matrices, γ∗ = γ0...γd−1.
2.2. A-intertwiner and Hermiticity
Armed with the knowledge of the general form of the gamma matrices, we can immediately
deduce the following Hermiticity properties:
γ†µ = −γµ for timelike directions,
γ†µ = γµ for spacelike directions.
(6)
Using the fact that the timelike gamma matrices square to minus identity, and that gamma
matrices with different indices anticommute, we can easily verify, that these two relations
are equivalent to
γ†µ = (−1)t (γ0γ1 . . . γt−1) γµ (γ0γ1 . . . γt−1)−1. (7)
where t denotes the number of timelike directions 0, . . . , t−1. We call the product of timelike
gamma matrices appearing here the A-intertwiner.
A = γ0 . . . γt−1 =
1
t! γ[0 . . . γt−1]. (8)
5With the help of this matrix, we can write the Hermiticity relations of gamma matrices
compactly as
γ†µ = (−1)t AγµA−1. (9)
It is easy to verify the following properties of the A-intertwiner that are true in any repre-
sentation.
A† = A−1 = (−1)t(t+1)/2A,
A∗ = (−1)t(t+1)/2AT . (10)
In addition, by using the expressions (4), we can verify the following properties for special
representations.
A∗ = (−1)bt/2c+tA,
AT = (−1)bt/2c+t(t−1)/2A. (11)
2.3. C-intertwiner and Symmetry
It is always possible to define a matrix C, called charge conjugation intertwiner (or C-
intertwiner), that satisfies the following relations.
γTµ = −η CγµC−1,
CT = − C, (12)
for some signs , η = ±1.
For example, for the special representation mentioned before, these matrices are given by
the following expressions
C = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ . . . for η = 1,
C = σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ . . . for η = −1.
(13)
In even dimensions either of these can be used, but in odd dimensions only one of these
satisfies the required properties (12). In other representations that are related to the special
representation by some unitary transformations, a suitable C-intertwiner is given by
C ′ = UTCU. (14)
Therefore, the C-intertwiner has in general the following properties.
CT = − C,
C† = C−1 = − C∗. (15)
In addition for the special representation, we have.
C = C† = C−1,
C∗ = CT = − C. (16)
6The signs  and η are related to the symmetry properties of the gamma matrices. Namely,
notice that from the first relation (12) follows that
(Cγ(n))T = −(−1)n(n−1)/2(−η)nCγ(n). (17)
We can use this observation, together with a simple counting argument [5] to determine,
which signs  and η are allowed in different dimensions. We begin by noting that it is
easy to show that in even dimensions the antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices
{γ(n) ≡ γ[µ1 . . . γµn]|n = 0, . . . , d} form a basis in the space of all 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c matrices
(see section 2.9). Since The C-intertwiner is invertible, the set {Cγ(n)|n = 0, . . . , d} is also
a basis. In odd dimensions a basis is formed by {Cγ(n)|n = 0, . . . , (d − 1)/2}. Therefore
the number of (anti-)symmetric matrices in these bases must be the same as the number
of (anti-)symmetric 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c matrices. The number of antisymmetric 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c
matrices is
2bd/2c−1(2bd/2c − 1). (18)
And the number of symmetric matrices is
2bd/2c−1(2bd/2c + 1). (19)
On the other hand, the symmetry or antisymmetry of the matrices Cγ(n) is determined by 
and η via (17). The sign −(−1)n(n−1)/2(−η)n is invariant under shifts of n by 4. Therefore
we have four cases Cγ(4j+0), Cγ(4j+1), Cγ(4j+2), and Cγ(4j+3) (j = 0, . . . ) which can be a
priori symmetric or antisymmetric independently of one another. We can in principle choose
 and η so that we can choose the sign for every one of these independently. However, the
consistency requires that there must be (18) antisymmetric and (19) matrices. The number
of matrices in the set {Cγ(4j+0)|j = 0, . . . , bd/4c} is given by(
d
0
)
+
(
d
4
)
+ . . . = 2d−2 + 2d/2−1 cos
(
dpi
4
)
,
and the number of matrices in the other sets is similarly.
{Cγ(4j+1)} :
(
d
1
)
+
(
d
5
)
+ . . . = 2d−2 + 2d/2−1 sin
(
dpi
4
)
,
{Cγ(4j+1)} :
(
d
2
)
+
(
d
6
)
+ . . . = 2d−2 − 2d/2−1 cos
(
dpi
4
)
,
{Cγ(4j+1)} :
(
d
3
)
+
(
d
7
)
+ . . . = 2d−2 − 2d/2−1 sin
(
dpi
4
)
.
We must therefore find a way of choosing which of the sets {Cγ(4j+0)}, {Cγ(4j+1)}, {Cγ(4j+2)}
and {Cγ(4j+3)} contain antisymmetric and which symmetric matrices. The consistency re-
quires that the number of antisymmetric and symmetric matrices is given by the correct
formulae (18), (19). The task is made significantly easier by noting that the problem is
basically invariant under d → d + 8, so we need to only consider dimension modulo 8. We
tabulate the possible solutions in table 1.
7d (mod 8) A S  η
0 1,2 0,3 -1 12,3 0,1 -1 -1
1 2,3 0,1 -1 -1
2 2,3 0,1 -1 -10,3 1,2 1 1
3 0,3 1,2 1 1
4 0,3 1,2 1 10,1 2,3 1 -1
5 0,1 2,3 1 -1
6 0,1 2,3 1 -11,2 0,3 -1 1
7 1,2 0,3 -1 1
Table 1: The allowed values of  and η [5]. The columns A ans S indicate, which of the
matrices γ(n) (n is taken modulo 4) are antisymmetric and which are symmetric.  and η are
the possible values for the signs appearing in conditions (15).
2.4. B-intertwiner and Complex Conjugation
Having discussed hermitian conjugation and transposition of the gamma matrices, the only
basic operation that we are missing1 is the complex conjugation. It is natural to inquire
whether there is an intertwiner that implements the complex conjugation on gamma matrices.
The answer is obviously yes, since we can just combine the effects of the A-intertwiner and
C-intertwiner to get this missing matrix, called the B-intertwiner. We therefore define
B = (A−1C)T . (20)
It is straightforward to verify that the B-intertwiner defined this way satisfies the following
relation.
γ∗µ = −η(−1)tBγµB−1. (21)
Using the relevant properties of the A- and C-intertwiners, we can easily establish the fol-
lowing identities for B.
B† = B−1 = −ηt(−1)t(t+1)/2B∗,
B = −ηt(−1)t(t+1)/2BT . (22)
For the special representation the B-intertwiner can be expressed in terms of A and C as
B = (−1)t2+1+bt/2cAC, giving the following additional relations.
B−1 = ηt(−1)bt/2c+t(3t+1)/2B,
BT = −(−η)t(−1)3/2t(t−1)B,
B∗ = −(−1)(bt/2c+t)B,
B† = (−η)t(−1)(bt/2c+3t(t−1)/2+t)B.
(23)
1The inversion properties of gamma matrices are determined by the Clifford algebra (1) itself.
82.5. Highest Rank Gamma Matrix γ∗
Finally, in even dimensions the product of all gamma matrices is linearly independent of all
the gamma matrices as will be seen in section 2.9. To get as nice properties as possible, we
define the matrix, called γ∗ (or sometimes γd+1, although we will not use this notation) by
γ∗ = (−i)d/2+t γ0 . . . γd−1. (24)
This matrix is Hermitian, anticommutes with all the gamma matrices, and squares to iden-
tity, giving us the following list of properties.
γ∗γnγ−1∗ = −γn,
γ†∗ = γ−1∗ = γ∗,
γT∗ = γ∗∗ .
(25)
In addition, in the special representation also the transpose and complex conjugation are
equal to γ∗ itself.
γT∗ = γ∗∗ = γ∗. (26)
2.6. Clifford Algebra and Lorentz Group
The main application of Clifford algebras in physics comes about from the fact that we
can use representations of Clifford algebras to generate representations of Lorentz (Special
Orthogonal) algebras. Namely, given a representation (a set of gamma matrices) of Clifford
algebra Cliff(t, d − t), the rank 2 antisymmetric products of the gamma matrices form a
representation of SO(t, d− t). The generators of the representation are given by
Σµν =
1
4 γ[µν]. (27)
With a little work, it is easy to check that Σµν defined so satisfy the correct commutation
relations of SO(t, d− t).
[Σµν ,Σαβ] = ηνα Σµβ − ηµα Σνβ − ηνβ Σµα + ηµβ Σνα. (28)
The objects that transform under the transformations generated by Σµν are called (Spin(t, d−
t)) spinors. Explicitly the transformation rules of a spinor ξ under Lorentz transformation
parametrised by ωµν is given by
ξ → e 12ωµνΣµνξ. (29)
The components of the spinors can be ordinary, commuting numbers, but often they are
taken to be anticommuting Grassmann numbers, since this takes correctly the fermionic
statistics of the spinors into account in many cases. For the most part, both types of spinors
are handled similarly. The only difference is that when exchanging the order of spinors, for
example when transposing a bilinear (see section 2.8), we have an additional minus sign com-
ing from exchanging the order of the spinors, if they are anticommuting. In the remainder
9of this section, we will assume that the spinors are anticommuting, but the generalisation to
anticommuting spinors should be obvious.
Under the Lorentz transformations, the antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices can
be considered invariant tensors [9] with the Lorentz indices transforming as a Lorentz vector,
and the two spinor indices transforming under the spinor representation. To see this, let us
start by noting that using the anticommutation relation (1), we can derive the following
relation.
−[Σαβ, γµ] = ηαµ γβ + ηβµ γα. (30)
The right-hand side can be written in a form from which we can recognise the components
of the generators of the vector representation of the Lorentz group.
−[Σαβ, γµ] = (ηαµ δβν + ηβµ δαν ) γν = (Mαβ)µν γν , (31)
where Mαβ are the generators of the vector representation of the Lorentz group. Then this
relation is nothing but the infinitesimal version of the following relation.
e−
1
2ω
αβΣαβ γµ e
1
2ω
αβΣαβ − Λµν γν = 0. (32)
So gamma matrix can indeed be interpreted as an invariant tensor with two indices transform-
ing under spinor representation and one index transforming under the vector representation.
By iterating this relation, we immediately get the transformation rules for all antisymmetric
products of gamma matrices.
e−
1
2ω
αβΣαβ γµ1...µn e
1
2ω
αβΣαβ − Λµ1ν1 . . . Λµnνnγν1...νn = 0. (33)
This relation essentially allows us to commute the factor representing the Lorentz trans-
formation on a spinor with an antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices, at a cost of
introducing a factor representing a Lorentz transformation on the vector indices.
2.6.1. Spinor Bilinears and Tensors
We can utilise the relations (33) to use spinors and gamma matrices to construct objects that
transform as tensors under the Lorentz group. We begin by noting that from the Hermiticity
relations (9) follows that
(e 12ωµνΣµν )† = Ae− 12ωµνΣµν A−1. (34)
Therefore the following combination is clearly a Lorentz scalar.
ξ†i Aξj. (35)
We call the combination ξ†iA ≡ ξ¯i the Dirac conjugate of spinor ξi. Then, by using the
relation (33), we note that if we sandwich gamma matrices between a Dirac conjugated
spinor and another spinor, we get objects that transform as tensors. Specifically, we have
that under Lorentz transformations.
ξ¯i γ
µ1...µn ξj → Λµ1ν1 . . . Λµnνn ξ¯i γν1...νn ξj. (36)
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We call tensors built out of spinors in this fashion bilinears. In even dimensions, we also
have γ∗ that commutes with Σµν , so that we can define spinor bilinears by including also γ∗
between the spinors. The objects defined this way transform under a Lorentz transformation
in exactly the same way as the bilinears that do not include γ∗
ξ¯i γ
µ1...µnγ∗ ξj → Λµ1ν1 . . . Λµnνn ξ¯i γν1...νnγ∗ ξj. (37)
The Lorentz scalar and vector formed thus are often called pseudoscalar and -vector, respec-
tively due to the sign they pick up under parity transformations [10].
In addition to the Dirac conjugate, we can define so-called ("right") charge conjugate, denoted
ξc by
ξc = B−1ξ∗. (38)
Using the defining relations (21) of the B-intertwiner, it is easy to see that the charge
conjugate transforms under Lorentz transformations as
ξc → e 12ωµνΣµν ξc. (39)
Therefore we can use the charge conjugate to define bilinears of the form
ξ1 γ
(n) ξc2, (40)
which transform as antisymmetric tensors under Lorentz transformations. Since ξc trans-
forms like ξ under Lorentz transformations, we can immediately deduce that ξ¯c = ξT (B−1)†A
transforms like ξ under Lorentz transformations. We call ξc the left charge conjugate of ξ,
and can naturally use it to build bilinears. By using the relations in appendix E, we find the
following proportionality.
ξT (B−1)†A = −(−η)t(−1)t(t−1)/2ξTC. (41)
The latter expression is also often used as the definition of the "left" charge conjugate, and
it differs from our definition at most by a sign.
2.7. Irreducible Spinors
By previous discussion, we know that gamma matrices can be used to build generators of
a Lorentz algebra. The modules on which these generators act are called spinors. It is an
interesting question, then, to find the irreducible modules i.e. minimal spinors for every such
representation of the Lorentz algebra.
2.7.1. Weyl Spinors
We can formulate every irreducible spinor with some condition on the spinor. In even
dimensions, we have an obvious candidate for such condition. Recalling that the last gamma
matrix γ∗ anticommutes with every gamma matrix, it is then obvious that it commutes
with the generators Mµν of the Lorentz group. Therefore the spinors corresponding to some
eigenvalue of γ∗ form an irreducible spinor. Since γ2∗ = I, the possible eigenvalues are ±1,
and since Tr(γ∗) = 0, these values must occur in pairs. Therefore there are two eigenspaces,
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corresponding to positive and negative eigenvalues of γ∗. We call these spinors left and right
chiral (or positive and negative chiral) spinors, respectively. These both are called Weyl
spinors. We can define projectors to the left and right chiral parts by
ξL = PL ξ =
1
2(1 + γ∗) ξ,
ξR = PR ξ =
1
2(1− γ∗) ξ.
(42)
2.7.2. Majorana Spinors
The second type of condition we can try to impose on a spinor is a reality condition. To be
completely general, we will assume that the complex conjugated spinor is related to some
other transformation on the spinor, i.e. that
ξ∗ = D ξ (43)
for some matrixD. In order to define an irreducible spinor, this condition must be compatible
with Lorentz transformations (i.e. a "real" spinor should be mapped to a "real" spinor by
Lorentz transformations). This means that we must have(1
4γab ξ
)∗
= D 14 γab ξ. (44)
Using the reality condition for the second time, we can express this as
γ∗abD ξ = Dγab ξ. (45)
This is clearly equivalent to
D−1γ∗abD = γab. (46)
This condition is exactly satisfied by the matrix B in (21). Therefore we can, without loss
of generality, take the reality condition, also called the Majorana condition, to be
ξ∗ = B ξ. (47)
To see if this condition can be imposed on a spinor without making the spinor vanish, we
must consider the consistency condition (ξ∗)∗ = ξ. This immediately leads to a condition
on B, BB∗ = 1. By comparing this to the earlier equation (22), we get a condition on the
signs  and η and the number of timelike directions, t.
−ηt(−1)t(t+1)/2 = 1. (48)
We recall from earlier that  and η can take values that depend on the dimension modulo 8,
and (−1)t(t+1)/2 clearly depends on t modulo 4. Therefore, we can consider the cases one by
one. It turns out that the condition is satisfied in the following cases:
d− 2t = 0, 1, 7 mod 8,
d− 2t = 2 mod 8 if (−1)d/2η = 1,
d− 2t = 6 mod 8 if (−1)d/2η = −1.
(49)
If one of these conditions is satisfied, then we can consistently define a spinor satisfying the
Majorana condition. These spinors are called Majorana spinors.
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2.7.3. Symplectic Majorana Spinors
If the consistency condition (48) is not satisfied so that the left hand side is equal to -1, we
can still impose a condition similar to Majorana condition on spinors if we have more than
one spinor in our disposal. Namely, if we denote our spinors as ξi we can use matrix Ω that
operates on the index i labelling the number of the spinor and impose a condition.
ξ∗i = Ω
j
i B ξj. (50)
The consistency condition (ξ∗i )∗ = ξi is satisfied if Ω is an antisymmetric matrix that satisfies
Ω2 = −I. Spinors satisfying this condition are called Symplectic Majorana spinors.
2.7.4. Majorana-Weyl Spinors
In some cases Majorana or Weyl spinors are not irreducible. This happens when it is possible
to impose both Majorana and Weyl conditions simultaneously. Requiring that the Majorana
condition preserves chirality gives us an additional consistency condition,
BPL/R ξi = (PL/R ξi)∗ = P ∗L/R ξ∗i =
1
2(1± γ
∗
∗) ξ∗i ,
= (1± (−1)d/2+tγ∗∗)B ξi = (1± (−η)d(−1)d/2+tγ∗∗) ξ∗i . (51)
Recalling that the Weyl spinors can only be defined in even dimensions, d = 2m, we see that
the Majorana condition respects chirality if and only if
(−1)d/2+t = 1. (52)
This is satisfied exactly if
d− 2t = 0 mod 4. (53)
2.7.5. Symplectic Majorana-Weyl Spinors
We can similarly impose the symplectic Majorana condition and a Weyl condition simulta-
neously if the symplectic Majorana condition preserves chirality. Since the matrix Ω does
not act on the spinor indices, the consistency condition in this case is exactly the same as
for Majorana-Weyl spinors i.e.
d− 2t = 0 mod 4. (54)
We summarise the possible conditions on spinors in table 2.
2.8. Relations for Bilinears
We can derive various relations for bilinears by using the fact that being scalars in spinor
indices, transpose acts as identity on bilinears. Similarly, the Hermitian conjugation acts
only as complex conjugation on bilinears. In this section, we assume that the spinors are
commuting. The relations for anticommuting spinors have a different sign in each case.
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t=0 (mod 4)
d (mod 8) M W MW SM SMW
0 3 3 3 7 7
1 3 7 7 7 7
2 (η = 1) 7 3 7 3 7(η = −1) 3 7
3 7 7 7 3 7
4 7 3 7 3 3
5 7 7 7 3 7
6 (η = 1) 3 3 7 7 7(η = −1) 7 3
7 3 7 7 7 7
t=1 (mod 4)
d (mod 8) M W MW SM SMW
0 (η = 1) 7 3 7 3 7(η = −1) 3 7
1 3 7 7 7 7
2 3 3 3 7 7
3 3 7 7 7 7
4 (η = 1) 3 3 7 7 3(η = −1) 7 3
5 7 7 7 3 7
6 7 3 7 3 3
7 7 7 7 3 7
t=2 (mod 4)
d (mod 8) M W MW SM SMW
0 7 3 7 3 3
1 7 7 7 3 7
2 (η = 1) 3 3 7 7 7(η = −1) 7 3
3 3 7 7 7 7
4 3 3 3 7 7
5 3 7 7 7 7
6 (η = 1) 7 3 7 3 7(η = −1) 3 7
7 7 7 7 3 7
t=3 (mod 4)
d (mod 8) M W MW SM SMW
0 (η = 1) 3 3 7 7 7(η = −1) 7 3
1 7 7 7 3 7
2 7 3 7 3 3
3 7 7 7 3 7
4 (η = 1) 7 3 7 3 7(η = −1) 3 7
5 3 7 7 7 7
6 3 3 3 7 7
7 3 7 7 7 7
Table 2: Summary of the allowed conditions on spinors in different dimensions d (mod
8) with different number, t, of timelike directions (mod 4). M stands for the Majorana
condition, W for the Weyl conditions and MW for the case when both of these can be
imposed simultaneously. SM stands for the symplectic Majorana condition in case there are
multiple spinors, and SMW for the case when both the symplectic Majorana condition and
the Weyl conditions can be imposed simultaneously.
For example, consider the following:
(ξ1 γ(n) ξ2)∗ = (ξ1 γ(n) ξ2)† = ξ
†
2 (γ(n))†A† ξ1 = (−1)nt(−1)n(n−1)/2(−1)t(t+1)/2 ξ2 γ(n) ξ1. (55)
This relations basically allows us to change the order of two spinors in a bilinear at the
cost of introducing complex conjugation, and possibly a sign. In addition, we can use this
relation to determine whether a bilinear of the form ξ γ(n) ξ is real or imaginary.
ξ γ(n) ξ is
 real if (−1)
nt(−1)n(n−1)/2(−1)t(t+1)/2 = 1,
imaginary if (−1)nt(−1)n(n−1)/2(−1)t(t+1)/2 = −1.
(56)
It is also easy to derive a similar relation for bilinears that are of the form ξ1 γ∗γ(n) ξ2. We
summarise these relations in appendix E.3.
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There are a few relations that simplify the expressions for bilinears in case they are formed
out of irreducible spinors. For Weyl spinors, we note that from the definition of γ∗ it follows
that spinors with different chiralities are orthogonal to each other, and that multiplying a
spinor by a gamma matrix changes the chirality of the spinor. Using this idea, we easily
derive the following relation for a bilinear constructed out of two spinors ξ1 and ξ2, whose
chiralities we denote by (±)1 and (±)2
ξ2 γ
(n) ξ1 = (±)1ξ†2 Aγ(n)γ∗ ξ1 = (−1)n+t(±)1(γ∗ ξ2)†Aγ(n) ξ1
= (−1)n+t(±)1(±)2ξ2 γ(n) ξ1,
(57)
where in the second step we used the fact that we have defined γ∗ so that γ†∗ = γ∗. From
this we can infer when a bilinear formed out of two Weyl spinors vanishes.
ξ2 γ
(n) ξ1 = 0 if
ξ1 and ξ2 have the same chirality, and (−1)
n+t = −1,
ξ1 and ξ2 have the oposite chiralities, and (−1)n+t = 1.
(58)
We can derive a similar relation for simplifying expressions with Majorana spinors. This
time we will make use of the relations
ξ
T = −C ξ,
ξT = ξ C−1,
(59)
which follow directly from the Majorana condition and the definition of the B-intertwiner.
Using this, we have the following.
ξ1 γ
(n) ξ2 = (ξ1 γ(n) ξ2)T = ξT2 (γ(n))T ξ
T
1 = −ξ2C−1γ(n)C ξ1
= −(−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2ξ2 γ(n) ξ1.
(60)
In general, this relation allows us to change the order of the spinors in a bilinear, provided
that both are Majorana, but in a special case, where the spinors on both sides are equal,
this allows us to determine when the bilinear vanishes automatically.
ξ γ(n) ξ = 0 if ξ is Majorana and (−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 = 1 (61)
There are also similar relations for bilinears containing γ∗, and other conjugates. We sum-
marise these in appendix E.3. Especially nice relations are those for charge conjugate bi-
linears. For these, we can derive relations allowing us to basically change the order of the
bilinears, at the cost of possibly introducing a sign. To derive these relations, we simply
express the bilinear in a convenient form, and then transpose it.
ξ
c
1 γ
(n) ξ2 = ±ξT1 Cγ(n) ξ2 = ±ξT2 (γ(n))TCT ξ1 = ±(−)(−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2ξT2 Cγ(n) ξ1
= −(−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 ξc2 γ(n) ξ1.
(62)
In particular this allows us to deduce when certain charge conjugate bilinears vanish auto-
matically.
ξ
c
γ(n) ξ = 0 if (−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 = 1. (63)
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Furthermore, the bilinears that have charge conjugate spinors on both sides, i.e. those of
the form ξc1 γ(n) ξc2 are related to "normal" bilinears of the form ξ2 γ(n) ξ1 by the following
relation.
ξ
c
1 γ
(n) ξc2 = ηn+t(−1)3t(t+1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2 ξ2 γ(n) ξ1. (64)
2.9. Basis for Clifford Algebra
The full representation of the Clifford algebra Cliff(t, d − t) consists not only from gamma
matrices but also from their rank-n antisymmetric products, which are defined for n =
1, . . . , d as γ(n) = γ[µ1 . . . γµn] with µ1, . . . , µn taking values 0, . . . , d − 1 (or 1, . . . , d) with
µ1 < µ2 < . . . < µn and for n = 0 as γ(0) = I. In the case of even dimensions these are
even all linearly independent. One easy way to see this is to introduce the following inner
product.
〈γµ1...µn , γν1...νm〉 =
(−1)n(n−1)/2
2bd/2c Tr(γµ1...µnγ
ν1...νm) = δmn δν1µ1 . . . δ
νn
µn , (65)
The set of all rank-n antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices also forms a basis of the
set of all 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c matrices, which is easy to see by considering a counting argument:
The set of all rank-n matrices contains
(
d
m
)
matrices, so the basis of the Clifford algebra
consists of (
d
0
)
+
(
d
1
)
+ . . .+
(
d
d
)
= 2d (66)
matrices. This is clearly also the number of (complex) components of 2bd/2c×2bd/2c matrices,
so the set must form a basis of all 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c matrices.
In odd dimensions, the story is very similar, but with one crucial difference. In odd dimen-
sions the matrix γd−1 (or γd) corresponds to γ∗ in a representation with dimension d − 1.
Thus not all the matrices are independent, since we have, for example, the following inner
product that is non-zero.
〈γd−1, γ0...d−2〉 = 〈(−i)(d−1)/2+tγ0...d−2, γ0...d−2〉 = (−i)(d−1)/2+t 6= 0. (67)
Therefore, even though the gamma matrices are again complete in the space of 2bd/2c×2bd/2c
matrices, not all the antisymmetrised products are independent, so that to form a basis, we
must choose some subset of the matrices.
It is relatively straightforward to show that we have the following relation between rank-r
and rank-(d− r) matrices in odd dimensions.
γµ1...µr = (−1)tζ i
(d−1)/2+t
(d− r)! 
µ1...µd γµd...µr+1 . (68)
Therefore, to get a basis, it is enough to consider the set {γ(0), . . . , γ(d−1)/2+1} in odd dimen-
sions. As an aside, we note that there is a similar relation in even dimensions.
γµ1...µr = (−1)t i
d/2+t
(d− r)!
µ1...µdγ∗γµd...µr+1 (69)
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2.9.1. Fierz Rearrangement
Using the completeness and orthogonality of the bases discussed above, we can easily derive
a rule for expressing any matrix in these bases. Namely, we clearly have that
M =
∑
Γ
〈M,Γ〉Γ, (70)
where the sum runs over {γ(0), . . . , γ(d)} in even dimensions and over {γ(0), . . . , γ(d−1)/2+1} in
odd dimensions. One important special case of this formula can be derived by considering
the situation where the matrix M is given by an outer product of spinors, such as M = ξχ†.
Then, by plugging this in, and using the fact that Tr(ξχ†γ(n)) = χ†γ(n)ξ, we get the following
formula in odd dimensions d = 2m+ 1.
ξ χ† = 12m
(
χ† ξ + γµ1 χ† γµ1ξ −
∑
µ1<µ2
γµ1µ2χ
† γµ1µ2 ξ + . . .
+
∑
µ1<µ2<...<µm
(−1)m(m−1)/2 γµ1...µm χ† γµ1...µm ξ
)
.
(71)
A slightly more convenient form can be achieved by letting the sum run over all indices, and
compensating this with a combinatorial factor.
ξ χ† = 12m
(
χ† ξ + γµ1 χ† γµ1 ξ −
1
2γµ1µ2 χ
† γµ1µ2 ξ + . . .
+ (−1)
m(m−1)/2
m! γµ1...µm χ
† γµ1...µm ξ
)
.
(72)
This basic identity can be multiplied by gamma matrices and spinors to get a set of relations
between different spinor bilinears. For example, we can derive
β† γa1...,ai ξ χ† γb1...,bj δ = 12m
(
β† γa1...,ai γb1...,bj δ χ† ξ + β† γa1...,ai γµ1 γb1...,bj δ χ† γµ1 ξ + . . .
+ (−1)
m(m−1)/2
m! β
† γa1...,ai γµ1...µm γ
b1...,bj δ χ† γµ1...µm ξ
)
.
(73)
This is usually called the Fierz rearrangement formula.
In even dimensions we have a completely analogous relation, which can be derived in a
completely similar fashion. The basic formula for expressing spinor outer products is
ξ χ† = 12m
(
χ† ξ + χ† γ∗ ξ + γµ1 χ† γµ1 ξ + γµ1 χ† γµ1γ∗ ξ + . . .
+ (−1)
m(m−1)/2
m! γµ1...µmγ∗ χ
† γµ1...µmγ∗ ξ
)
.
(74)
This can be again used to derive the Fierz rearrangement formula in even dimensions.
β† γa1...,ai ξ χ† γb1...,bj δ = 12m
(
β† γa1...,aiγb1...,bj δ χ† ξ + β† γa1...,aiγb1...,bj δ χ†γ∗ξ + . . .
+ (−1)
m(m−1)/2
m! β
† γa1...,aiγµ1...µmγ∗γ
b1...,bj δχ† γµ1...µmγ∗ ξ
)
.
(75)
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2.9.2. Expressing Gamma Matrix Products in Terms of the Basis
Since we have above derived a basis for all 2bd/2c × 2bd/2c matrices, and in particular those
forming the representation of the Clifford algebra, it is useful to be able to express all the
gamma matrix products in this basis. This can be done by basically iterating the relation
(1) defining the Clifford algebra. The most basic example would be to express the product
of two gamma matrices γµγν in terms of the basis for the Clifford algebra. By adding γµν
to both sides of (1), we arrive immediately at expression.
1
2{γ
µ, γν}+ γµν = γµγν = ηµν + γµν . (76)
Then, with more complicated matrix products, we can just iterate this rule. For example,
expressing the product of four gamma matrices γµγνγσγλ can be done as follows:
γµγνγσγλ = γµγν(γσλ + ησλ)
= γµ(ηνσγλ − ηνλγσ + γνσλ + γνησλ)
= ηνσγµγλ − ηνλγµγσ + γµγνσλ + γµγνησλ
= ηνσ(ηµλ + γµλ)− ηνλ(ηµσ + γµσ) + (ηµνγσλ − ηµσγνλ + ηµλγνσ + γµνσλ)
+ (ηµν + γµν)ησλ
= ηµνησλ − ηµσηνλ + ηµληνσ + ηµνγσλ − ηµσγνλ + ηµλγνσ + ηνσγµλ
− ηνλγµσ + ησλγµν + γµνσλ.
(77)
This rather cumbersome and unwieldy computation can also be expressed using more com-
pact diagrammatical rules, using notation similar to Wick contractions. We represent the
relation (76) by the following.
γµγν = γµγν + γµγν = ηµν + γµν . (78)
Note a possible source of confusion: on the right-hand side the term γµγν denotes now the
antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices. The exact rules are:
1. Add together all possible contractions.
2. The contractions γµγν correspond to ηµν .
3. Uncontracted gamma matrices correspond to gamma matrices with all appearing in-
dices antisymmetrised.
4. The sign of each term is determined by anticommuting matrices in every contraction
next to each other before using rule 2.
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To illustrate the usage of these rules, let us redo the example above using, contractions this
time.
γµγνγσγλ = γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ
+ γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ + γµγνγσγλ
= ηµνησλ − ηµσηνλ + ηµληνσ + ηµνγσλ − ηµσγνλ + ηµλγνσ + ηνσγµλ
− ηνλγµσ + ησλγµν + γµνσλ.
These rules have to be modified only slightly to be able to accommodate cases in which we
have products of antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices. We have to introduce one
new rule to avoid contractions that vanish due to antisymmetrisation.
5. Do not contract indices that are antisymmetrised with each other.
To illustrate this, let us consider the case of γµνγσλ.
γµνγσλ = γ[µγν]γ[σγλ] + γ[µγν]γ[σγλ] + γ[µγν]γ[σγλ] + γ[µγν]γ[σγλ] + γ[µγν]γ[σγλ]
+ γ[µγν]γ[σγλ] + γ[µγν]γ[σγλ]
= −ηµσηνλ + ηµληνσ − ηµσγνλ + ηµλγνσ + ηνσγµλ − ηνλγµσ + γµνλσ.
(79)
There is also a completely general formula for computing expressions like this, given in [11].
γµ1...µnγ
ν1...νm =
n+m∑
i=|n−m|
n!m!
si!vi!ui!
δ
[ν1
[µn . . . δ
νsi
µvi+1γ
νsi+1...νm]
µ1...µvi ]
,
si =
1
2(n+m− i), vi =
1
2(n−m+ i), ui =
1
2(m− n+ i)
(80)
We can even generalise these rules to cases where we have repeated indices that we sum over,
although the most general rules will get quite involved. We need to introduce contractions
of more than two indices. Namely, we can contract the repeated indices to arbitrarily many
indices. Therefore we add a new rule:
6. When there are repeated indices, contract the index pair with one another, and then
add all contractions, where arbitrarily many other indices are be contracted with other
indices.
To show how this rule works, we consider the product γµγνγσγµ. Then all the contractions
in this case are given by
γµγνγσγµ = γµγνγσγµ + γµγνγσγµ + γµγνγσγµ + γµγνγσγµ + γµγνγσγµ + γµγνγσγµ (81)
Then we also need an additional rules for determining what we should replace the new
contractions with.
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7. Contractions that contain only repeated indices that are summed over, are replaced by
a combinatorial factor given by
(d−m)(d−m− 1) . . . (d−m− n), (82)
where m is the number of contractions in which we include "empty contractions" cor-
responding to gamma matrices that are not contracted with any other matrices, and
n is the number of contractions involving repeated indices. In case the first term is
negative, we take the expression to be zero.
8. In terms that involve contractions with both repeated sum indices and fixed indices
that appear only once, the gamma matrices with sum indices are replaced by 1 after
commuting them next to one another. Commuting a matrix past another matrix in the
same contraction gives 1, and commuting matrix past index in another contraction (or
uncontracted matrix) gives -1 as usual. Then in the remaining term, the contractions
that involved gamma matrices with indices that were summed over, are removed. Then
the remaining term is treated using the rules 2-4, and the following rule.
γµ1γµ2γµ3 . . . γµn =

γµ1γµ2γµ3γµ4 . . . γµn−1γµn = ηµ1µ2ηµ3µ4 . . . ηµn−1µn if n is even,
γµ1γµ2γµ3γµ4 . . . γµn = ηµ1µ2ηµ3µ4 . . . γµn if n is odd.
(83)
Finally, to every such term we add the condition that the indices that are contracted
are equal, and those that are not contracted are not equal.
To illustrate the rule 7, we compute below the combinatorial factors corresponding to a few
different contractions.
γµγνγσγµ : d− 2,
γµγνγσγµγ
λ : d− 3, ,
γµγνγσγµ : d− 1,
γµγνγσγµγ
λ : d− 2,
γµγνγσγµ : 1,
γνγµγσγλγµγν (d− 2)(d− 3),
γνγµγσγλγµγν : (d− 2).
(84)
Especially the last point of rule 8 probably requires additional explanation, so we give an
example of its usage, and calculate the product γµγαγβγδγµ. It is perhaps easiest to think
of terms in this products falling into five different cases, depending on the contractions of
free indices that are not summed over. These cases are exactly the conditions referred in the
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last point of rule 8.
γµγνγσγδγµ =

γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγνγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ, if α 6= β 6= δ, α 6= δ,
γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ, if α 6= β = δ,
γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ, if α = β 6= δ,
γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ, if α = δ 6= β,
γµγαγβγδγµ + γµγαγβγδγµ, if α = β = δ,
=

−(d− 3)γαβδ + γαβδ + γαβδ + γαβδ, if α 6= β 6= δ, α 6= δ,
−(d− 2)γαηβδ − γαηβδ + γαηβδ, if α 6= β = δ,
−(d− 2)γδηαβ − γδηαβ + γδηαβ, if α = β 6= δ,
−(d− 2)γβηαδ − γβηαδ + γβηαδ, if α = δ 6= β,
−(d− 1)γαγβγδ + γαγβγδ, if α = β = δ
=

−(d− 6)γαβδ, if α 6= β 6= δ, α 6= δ,
−(d− 2)γαηβδ, if α 6= β = δ,
−(d− 2)γδηαβ, if α = β 6= δ,
−(d− 2)γβηαδ, if α = δ 6= β,
−(d− 2)γαηβδ, if α = β = δ.
(85)
We could alternatively express this for example as
−(d− 2)γαηβδδαβ − (d− 6)γαβδ −

(d− 2)γαηβδ if α 6= β = δ,
(d− 2)γδηαβ if α = β 6= δ,
(d− 2)γβηαδ if α = δ 6= β,
(86)
where no sum over the repeated index is implied. There are again some general formulae for
computations like this. For example [11]:
γµ1...µnγν1...νmγ
µ1...µn = (−1)n(n−1)/2+mnn!
min[m,n]∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m
i
)(
d−m
k − i
)
γν1...νm . (87)
2.10. Subalgebras
Often, such as when considering dimensional reduction, it is useful to consider subalgebras
Cliff(n) ⊂ Cliff(d) of the full Clifford algebra Cliff(d).
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2.10.1. Gamma Matrices
In practice, to treat subalgebras, we decompose the gamma matrices forming a representation
of Cliff(d) in terms of the gamma matrices generating the subalgebras Cliff(n) and Cliff(d−n).
For example, in the case where we start with an even-dimensional Clifford algebra Cliff(d)
and consider two odd-dimensional subalgebras Cliff(n) and Cliff(d−n). The gamma matrices
decompose as.
γα = γα(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ1 for α = 1, . . . , n,
γµ = I(1) ⊗ γµ(2) ⊗ σ2 for µ = n+ 1, . . . , d.
(88)
Here the lower-dimensional gamma matrices satisfy the anticommutation relations
{γα(1), γβ(1)} = ηαβ,
{γµ(2), γν(2)} = ηµν ,
(89)
where η is the same as that appearing in (1). Note that these decompositions are not unique.
We could have, for example, chosen the following representation, which also decomposes the
d-dimensional representation into n- and d− n-dimensional ones.
γα = γα(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ2 for α = 1, . . . , n,
γµ = I(1) ⊗ γµ(2) ⊗ σ3 for µ = n+ 1, . . . , d.
(90)
However, by previous discussion we know that there is only one representation in even
dimensions, up to unitary transformations, so every decomposition is equivalent.
There are similar relations for the other two qualitatively different cases, one in which an
even-dimensional representation is decomposed in terms of two even dimensional represen-
tations, and the other in which an odd-dimensional representation is decomposed into an
even-dimensional an odd-dimensional representation. We summarise these in appendix E.4.
2.10.2. Intertwiners
The intertwiner matrices can also be decomposed in terms of lower dimensional matrices.
For the A-intertwiner the decomposition is simple, since the intertwiner can still be given in
terms of gamma matrices, and the decomposition of these induces the desired decomposition.
If µ0, . . . , µt1−1 denote the timelike indices of the first subalgebra, t1 being the number
of timelike directions corresponding to the first subalgebra, and α0, . . . , αt2−1 the timelike
indices of the second subalgebra, we have that
A = γµ1 . . . γµt1−1γα0 . . . γαt2−1 = γµ0(1) . . . γ
µt1−1
(1) γ
t2
∗(1) ⊗ γα0(2) . . . γ
αt2−1
(2) ⊗ σt11 σt22
= A(1)γt2∗(1) ⊗ A(2) ⊗ σt11 σt22 .
(91)
The decomposition of C-intertwiner is not quite as straightforward as that of theA-intertwiner
given that there is no general expression for it in terms of gamma matrices. Instead, we will
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use the definition of the C-intertwiner through the relation (15), and express C and gamma
matrices in terms of tensor products. It is clear that the decomposition must be of the form
C = C(1) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σi, (92)
for some 2×2 matrix that we suggestively denote as σi. Now, let us take a look at, what the
commutation relations of gamma matrices and C written in this form look like, and impose
that these give the right relation (15). This gives us the following conditions.
η1 = ±η, σ−1i σ1σi = ±σ1,
η2 = ±η, σ−1i σ2σi = ±σ2.
(93)
Which conditions we must choose depends on the allowed values of η1 and η2, which are
uniquely determined by the dimensions n and d − n. The solutions to the conditions on σi
are trivial to find, giving us the following possible expressions for the C-intertwiner.
C = C(1) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ I; η1 = η2 = η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ2; η1 = −η, η2 = η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ1; η1 = η, η2 = −η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ3; η1 = η2 = −η.
(94)
The B-intertwiner can still be written as B = (A−1C)T , which is now easy to express using
the decompositions of A and C. We again have four different cases, depending on the signs
η1 and η2.
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt11 σt22 ; η1 = η2 = η,
B = (−1)t+1B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt11 σt2+12 ; η1 = −η, η2 = η,
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt1+11 σt22 ; η1 = η, η2 = −η,
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σ3σt11 σt22 ; η1 = η2 = −η.
(95)
In principle we could define new B-intertwiners so that the constant prefactor would not
need to be included. However, to be consistent in our notation, we choose to include the
prefactor here.
Finally, we decompose the highest rank Clifford algebra element γ∗. Using the definition of
γ∗, we easily decompose it as
γ∗ = (−i)d/2+ti γ0 . . . γd1−1 ⊗ γd1 . . . γd1+d2 ⊗ σ3. (96)
Then we can use the duality relation (68) to express the gamma matrix products appearing
here in a simpler form. It turns out that both of the products are proportional to the identity
matrix, giving us a simple decomposition.
γ∗ = (−i)d/2+ti(ζ1i(d1−1)/2+t1I(1))⊗ (ζ2i(d2−1)/2+t2I(2))⊗ σ3 = ζ1ζ2 I(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ3. (97)
In other cases, we can find decompositions for the intertwiners in a completely similar fashion.
We summarise the results in appendix E.4.
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2.10.3. Representations of Lorentz Algebras
The decomposition Cliff(d) → Cliff(n) × Cliff(d − n) also induces a corresponding decom-
position on the associated special orthogonal representation SO(d) → SO(n) × SO(d − n).
Specifically, the representations of SO(n) and SO(n− d) are generated by
SO(n) : i4 γ
µν ,
SO(d− n) : i4 γ
αβ.
(98)
For example, in the case of even-dimensional full algebra and two odd-dimensional subalge-
bras, the SO-generators are then.
SO(n) : i4 γ
µν = i4 γ
µν
(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ I(3),
SO(d− n) : i4 γ
αβ = I(2) ⊗ i4 γ
αβ
(2) ⊗ I(3).
(99)
Then also the different objects that transform under SO(d), in particular spinors and tensors,
decompose into different representations of SO(n)× SO(d− n).
Spinors decompose as Spin(d)→ Spin(n)× Spin(d− n), which means that we can compose
the Spin(d) spinors  in terms of Spin(n) and Spin(d− n) spinors, η(1) and ξ(2), as a tensor
product. In our example case, we also need an auxiliary spinor θ(3) that does not transform
under SO(n) or SO(d− n).
 = η(1) ⊗ ξ(2) ⊗ θ(3). (100)
Also tensors can be decomposed under SO(d) → SO(n) × SO(d − n). Under this they
decompose into different representations basically based on how many indices are those
transforming under SO(n) and how many transform under SO(d−n) [9]. Let us consider for
example a antisymmetric two-index tensor FMN transforming as 45 under SO(10). Then, if
we reduce to SO(3)× SO(7), we have the SO(3) representation decomposes as follows:
45→ (1,21) + (3,7) + (3,1) (101)
Here the first term corresponds to an object that transforms trivially under SO(3), and
as antisymmetric tensor under SO(7). Therefore we associate this with Fαβ, the part of
the tensor FMN , whose both indices α and β are associated to the SO(7) subgroup, and
transform non-trivially under it. The other parts have similar interpretations, so we can
write this decomposition in terms of components of FMN as.
FMN → Fαβ + (Fαν + Fµβ) + Fµν , (102)
where α and β are the indices that are associated to SO(7), and µ and ν are associated to
SO(3).
In case the representation of F is known, this can lead into simplifications. For example,
if it is known that F transforms trivially under SO(3), then only the first term in the
decomposition (101) can appear. In terms of tensor components, this means that
FMN → Fαβ. (103)
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3. Installation and Setup
3.1. Downloading and Installing
The package comes with two Mathematica files. The file GammaMaP.m contains the package
itself and the file GammaMaP_examples.nb contains instructions and examples. The most up-
to-date versions of these files can be found at https://github.com/PyryKuusela/GammaMaP.
To install the package in Mathematica front end, go to menu File→Install.... Then in
the resulting dialog choose Package as Type of Item to Install, and as Source, choose
From File..., navigate to the directory containing GammaMaP.m, and open it. After this,
choose either to install the package for current user or all users.
Alternatively, to install the package manually, place the file GammaMaP.m to the directory
$UserBaseDirectory/Applications.
3.2. Setup
The package can be loaded by using
In[1]:= <<GammaMaP.m
After doing this, we must specify the relevant Clifford algebra, whose presentation the
gamma matrices form. As discussed in section 2, this is specified by giving the signature
(±1,±1, . . . ,±1), corresponding to the diagonal elements of ηµν appearing in (1), whose
values are ±1.
After this, we need to specify the parameters  and η, appearing in (12), which determine
the properties of the intertwiners. In addition, for odd-dimensional representations, there
are two representations that are inequivalent under unitary transformations. The sign of the
last gamma matrix, ζ, determines which one is used, as discussed in section 2.1.
Therefore, the Clifford algebra, together with the relevant intertwiners, is essentially com-
pletely defined by giving the signature of ηµν together with , η and in odd dimensions ζ.
These parameters can be set using function gSetRep, which has the following structure.
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Function 3.1: gSetRep
gSetRep[signature,,η,ζ,startFrom0]
Defines the Clifford algebra, and the properties of the intertwiners.
Arguments
signature is a list with arguments ±1, corresponding to diagonal elements of ηµν ,
 is the parameter appearing in (12), with values ±1,
η is the parameter appearing in (12), with values ±1.
Optional Arguments
ζ is the parameter with values ±1 that determines which one of the two inequivalent
representations in odd dimensions is used. Note that this is relevant only in odd
dimensions. If this value is not specified for a representation in an odd dimension, 1
is used as the default value.
startFrom0 is a parameter, which takes values True or False, specifying whether the
numbering of gamma matrices begins from 0 or 1. If this is not specified, the default
value is set by whether the first element of signature is -1 or 1. In these cases the
numbering starts from 0 and 1, respectively.
For example, the following command sets a 4-dimensional representation with signature
(−+ ++). The corresponding gamma matrices are γ0, γ1, γ2, and γ3. The parameters η and
 are both 1. Since this Clifford algebra has even dimension, ζ does not need to be specified,
and since startFrom0 is not specified, it uses its default value of True.
In[2]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1]
If we would like to use gamma matrices γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 instead (where γ1 would still be
timelike), we would do this with the following command.
In[3]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1,False]
Given a signature, and the values of η and , the representation of Clifford algebra is not
unique. In particular, the gamma matrices and intertwiners can have some special properties
for some representation that are not true in general. As discussed previously, there is a
particularly nice representation in which the gamma matrices have expressions (4), and the
intertwiners are given by (8), (13) and (20). We refer to this representation as the special
representation.
In general we do not assume that the representation has any of properties specific to certain
representations. However, the properties of the above representation can be used if the option
gUseSpecialRep is set to True. A list of properties of a completely generic representation
and the special representation can be found in appendix E.
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Option 3.1: gUseSpecialRep
gUseSpecialRep[n,opt]
Determines whether the representation (4) is used.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then this changes the setting for every subrepresentation.
Options
True the special representation is used. This is the default value.
False the special representation is not used.
In practice, this means that if gUseSpecialRep is set to True, then in addition to those
relations in appendix E that are true for any representation, also the relations that are true
only for the special representation are used, giving additional commutation relations. In
particular, this relates the transposes, conjugates and inverses of the intertwiners to the
intertwiners themselves.
In the example below gTimes and ? denote multiplication of matrices (see section 5.1). The
intertwiners are automatically commuted as right as possible. This behaviour can, however,
be modified using options (see section 5.1.1).
In[4]:= gUseSpecialRep[False];
Conjugate[m[A]]
gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]}],Conjugate[m[A]]]
gTimes[m[C],m[C]]
gUseSpecialRep[True];
Conjugate[m[A]]
gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]}],Conjugate[m[A]]]
gTimes[m[C],m[C]]
gUseSpecialRep[False];
Out[4]= A*
Out[5]= γµ,ν?A*
Out[6]= C?C
Out[7]= -A
Out[8]= A*?(γµ,ν)†
Out[9]= 1
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As mentioned briefly before, the components of the spinors can either be ordinary, commu-
tative, numbers or anticommutative Grassmann numbers. In the latter case, spinors anti-
commute with each other, and this introduces signs for example when taking a transpose of
a spinor bilinear. Whether spinors are commutative or anticommutative is determined by
option gSpinorType.
Option 3.2: gSpinorType
gSpinorType[opt,n]
Determines whether spinors are commuting or anticommuting.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then this changes the setting for every subrepresentation.
Options
"Anticommutative" anticommuting spinors are used. This is the default value for the
representation of the full algebra, and the first subrepresentation.
"Commutative" commuting spinors are used. The is the default value for all subrep-
resentations apart from the first one.
As mentioned above, this option affects for example, whether or not we pick up a sign when
transposing an expression containing two spinors. Here gT denotes transpose.
In[10]:= gSpinorType["Commutative"]
gTimes[gT[s[ξ,{}]],s[η,{}]]//gT
gSpinorType["Anticommutative"]
gTimes[gT[s[ξ,{}]],s[η,{}]]]//gT
Out[10]= η˜T?ξ˜
Out[11]= -(η˜T?ξ˜)
Note, however, that the program cannot always recognise the situations in which the expres-
sion vanishes automatically due to the anticommutation property of spinors.
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4. Basic Objects
4.1. Indices
We comment first on how the indices appearing in different objects are generically denoted,
since the same form appears in almost all objects that have Lorentz indices. Usually a
list of indices appearing inside curly brackets denotes indices that are antisymmetrised (or
symmetrised, depending on the object in question) with each other, whereas indices inside
different brackets usually have no special relation with each other. Upper indices are put
inside u, so upper indices µ, ν that are antisymmetrised (or symmetrised) would be denoted
by u[µ,ν]. Similarly, lower indices µ, ν are denoted by d[µ,ν].
For example, suppose that we wish to define an object (such as a product of gamma matri-
ces) that has indices a, b, c, µ, ν, σ, of which a, b and c are antisymmetrised with each other,
and µ, ν and σ are similarly antisymmetrised with each other, but a priori we do not impose
any relation between indices denoted by Roman and Greek letters. In addition we impose
that a, c, µ and ν are upper indices and that the rest are lower indices. Then these indices
are denoted by the following list.
{u[a],d[b],u[c]},{u[µ,ν],d[σ]}
4.2. Gamma Matrices
Antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices are denoted by y.
Object 4.1: y
y[{u[a1],d[a2]},...,{u[a(n-1)],d[an]},n]
Denotes a product of gamma matrices.
Arguments
a1,...,an are lists of antisymmetrised indices, which use the conventions explained
in the previous section 4.1.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation part of which the gamma matrix forms (see
section 7 for more information on subalgebras and -representations). If this is left
unspecified then the default value 0, corresponding to the full representation, is used.
In practice, this parameter can almost always be left unspecified, and the program
will take care of this automatically. The only exceptions are the situations, in which
the matrix appears on the left-hand side of a function assignment, in rules, or in
assumptions.
Notation
γ(n)
a1
a2γ(n)
a3
a4...γ(n)
a(n-1)
an
For example, we can write the product γ[µνσ]γ[ab] ≡ γµνσγab as follows.
In[12]:= y[{u[µ,ν],d[σ]},{u[a,b]}]
Out[12]= γµ,νσγ
a,b
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Note that since here the gamma matrices are those corresponding to the full Clifford alge-
bra (i.e. they have n=0), the subscript denoting the subalgebra is not explicitly shown to
avoid cluttering the expressions. The antisymmetrised indices are automatically ordered in
alphabetical order with upper indices first, and lower indices next.
In[13]:= y[{u[a],d[b],u[x]},{u[c]}]
-y[{u[a,x],d[b]},{u[c]}]
Out[13]= -(γa,xbγc)
Out[14]= -(γa,xbγc)
4.3. Other Matrices
Matrices other than the gamma matrices are denoted by m.
Object 4.2: m
m[X,n]
Denotes a matrix X.
Arguments
X is the name of the matrix.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subalgebra to which the matrix is associated (see section 7 for
more information on subalgebras and -representations). If this is left unspecified then
the default value 0, corresponding to the full representation, is used. In practice this
parameter can be almost always left unspecified, and the program will take care of this
automatically. The only exceptions are the situations, in which the matrix appears on
the left-hand side of a function assignment, in rules, or in assumptions.
Notation
X(n)
Special cases of this are intertwiners A,B and B, γ∗, sigma matrices σ1, σ2, and σ3, and the
identity matrix I, which all have predefined behaviour taking into account the properties
(E.1.2)-(E.2.2). A,C and B-intertwiners are denoted by m[A], m[C] and m[B], respectively,
γ∗ is denoted by m[γ5], sigma matrices are denoted by m[σ1], m[σ2] and m[σ3], and the
identity matrix is denoted by m[Id]. For example, γ∗ is written as follows.
In[15]:= m[γ5]
Out[15]= γ*
For more information on the behaviour of these matrices, see section 5.1.
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4.4. Spinors
Spinors are denoted by s.
Object 4.3: s
s[x,{i},n]
Denotes a spinor with name x and an additional index i, transforming under the n:th
subalgebra.
Arguments
x is the name of the spinor.
Optional Arguments
i is an additional index.
n is the number of the subalgebra under which the spinor transforms (see section 7
for more information on subalgebras and -representations). If this is left unspecified
then the default value 0, corresponding to the full representation. In practice this
parameter can be almost always left unspecified, and the program will take care of
this automatically. The only exceptions are the situations, in which the spinor appears
on the left-hand side of a function assignment (for an example, see section 9.2.2), in
rules or in assumptions.
Notation
x˜i
The additional index can be an R-symmetry index, for example, or just an index used
to number different spinors. There is no pre-programmed significance on this index. The
TraditionalForm output notation for spinors has tilde above the name of the spinor to
distinguish it from other similar-looking objects. Note also that if the spinor transforms
under the full algebra, corresponding to n=0, then the subscript (0) is omitted.
In[16]:= s[ξ,{a}]
s[η,{}]
Out[16]= ξ˜a
Out[17]= η˜
There are also various ways of conjugating spinors, and the conjugated spinors have each
their own notation.
4.4.1. Dirac Conjugate
The Dirac conjugate of a spinor (see section 2.6.1), ξ¯ ≡ ξ†A, is implemented by dc.
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Object 4.4: dc
dc[x,{i},n]
Denotes the Dirac conjugate of a spinor with name x and an additional index i,
transforming under the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
x is the name of the spinor,
Optional Arguments
i is an additional index.
n is the number of the subalgebra under which the spinor transforms (see section 7
for more information on subalgebras and -representations). If this is left unspecified
then the default value 0, corresponding to the full representation. In practice this
parameter can be almost always left unspecified, and the program will take care of
this automatically. The only exceptions are the situations, in which the spinor appears
on the left-hand side of a function assignment (for an example, see section 9.2.2), in
rules or in assumptions.
Notation
xi(n)
The arguments work in exactly the same way as those in the definition of spinor s, and the
Dirac conjugate of a spinor is denoted by an overline in output.
In[18]:= gAConvention["ToLeft"];
dc[ξ,{a}]
dc[η,{}]
Out[18]= ξ¯a
Out[19]= ξ¯
Here gAConvention is a setting that determines the behaviour of A-intertwiners. In this case
it makes sure that the A-intertwiner stays next to the spinor so that we may identify this
product with the Dirac conjugated spinor. For more information on this and other similar
options, see section 5.1.1.
4.4.2. Charge Conjugate
Charge conjugate of a spinor is defined as the complex conjugate of the spinor times the
inverse of the B-intertwiner. Also a Dirac conjugate of a charge conjugate can be defined.
ξc ≡ B−1ξ∗, (104)
ξ¯c ≡ (ξc)†A = ξTBA. (105)
Charge conjugated spinor is denoted by rcc, and the Dirac conjugate of a charge conjugated
spinor is denoted by lcc.
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Object 4.5: rcc
rcc[x,{i},n]
Denotes the charge conjugate of a spinor with name x and an additional index i,
transforming under the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
x is the name of the spinor,
Optional Arguments
i is an additional index.
n is the number of the subalgebra under which the spinor transforms (see section 7). If
this is left unspecified then the default value 0, corresponding to the full representation,
is used. In practice this parameter can be almost always left unspecified, and the
program will take care of this automatically. The only exceptions are the situations,
in which the spinor appears on the left-hand side of a function assignment (for an
example, see section 9.2.2), in rules or in assumptions.
Notation
xci
Object 4.6: lcc
lcc[x,{i},n]
Denotes the Dirac conjugate of a charge conjugated spinor with name x and an addi-
tional index i, transforming under the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
x is the name of the spinor,
Optional Arguments
i is an additional index.
n is the number of the subalgebra under which the spinor transforms (see section 7).
If this is left unspecified then the default value 0, corresponding to the full representa-
tion, is used. In practice this parameter can be almost always left unspecified, and the
program will take care of this automatically. The only exceptions are the situations,
in which the spinor appears on the left-hand side of a function assignment (for an
example, see section 9.2.2), in rules or in assumptions.
Notation
xci
The arguments work again in the same way as those in the definition of spinor s. Here
gBConvention determines the behaviour of the B-intertwiner, see section 5.1.1 and below.
In[20]:= gBConvention["ToRight"];
rcc[ξ,{a}]
gBConvention["ToLeft"];
lcc[η,{}]
Out[20]= ξca
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Out[21]= η¯c
Depending on the options, such as gBConvention, the program automatically notices the
product of an appropriate matrix and a spinor as a conjugate whenever possible, using the
definitions of different conjugates. As an example, we compare here different cases. In the
first case we select settings such that the simplifications are not done automatically, so that
we see only a product of the B-intertwiner and a conjugated spinor. In the second case
we change the settings to do the simplification automatically, and see that the product is
automatically interpreted as a charge conjugate. Here gTimes (and its output notation ?)
denotes multiplication of non-commutative objects, see section 5.1.
In[22]:= gBConvention["DoNothing"];
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[ξ,{}]]]
gBConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[ξ,{}]]]
Out[22]= B-1?ξ˜
*
Out[23]= ξc
Also the opposite is true. With appropriate settings, the charge conjugate spinor will be
expressed as a product of a spinor and an intertwiner matrix.
In[24]:= gBConvention["ToLeft"];
rcc[ξ,{}]
Out[24]= B-1?ξ˜
*
4.5. Forms
Components of forms, i.e. tensors with antisymmetrised indices are denoted by gForm.
Object 4.7: gForm
gForm[F,{u[µ],d[ν]}]
Denotes components of a form F.
Arguments
F is the name of the tensor,
µ,ν are lists of Lorentz indices, which are up and down, respectively. All the indices
in lists µ and ν are antisymmetrised with each other.
Notation
Fµν
The upper and lower indices are ordered automatically in alphabetical order, taking into
account possible overall sign from the change of signature. The indices are by default down.
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In[25]:= gForm[G,{u[c,a],d[b]}]
gForm[T,{µ,ν}]
Out[25]= -Ga,cb
Out[26]= Tµ,ν
As with all antisymmetric objects, forms are automatically zero if the same index appears
twice, or if the number of indices exceeds the dimension.
In[27]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gForm[G,{a,b,a}]
gForm[G,{µ,ν,σ,α,β}]
Out[27]= 0
Out[28]= 0
4.6. Symmetric Tensors
Components of symmetric tensors are denoted by gSymm.
Object 4.8: gSymm
gSymm[F,{u[µ],d[ν]}]
Denotes components of a symmetric tensor F.
Arguments
F is the name of the tensor,
µ,ν are lists of Lorentz indices, which are up and down, respectively. All the indices
in lists µ and ν are symmetrised with each other.
Notation
Fˆ
µ
ν
The indices are automatically ordered alphabetically, which results in no sign change, as
the indices are symmetrised. Indices are by default down. In the TraditionalForm output
notation, a symmetric tensor is distinguished by a hat.
In[29]:= gSymm[G,{u[c,a],d[b]}]
gSymm[T,{µ,ν}]
Out[29]= Gˆa,cb
Out[30]= Tˆµ,ν
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4.7. Other Tensors
Tensors with no special symmetry or antisymmetry properties are denoted using gTensor,
which has the following structure.
Object 4.9: gTensor
gTensor[F,{u[µ],d[ν]}]
Denotes components of a generic tensor F.
Arguments
F is the name of the tensor,
µ,ν are lists of Lorentz indices, which are up and down, respectively.
Notation
F¨µν
Now the indices are kept in the order in which they are in the input, and by default the
indices are down. In output, gTensor is denoted by umlaut (double dot).
In[31]:= gTensor[G,{u[b,a],d[c]}]
gTensor[T,{µ,ν}]
Out[31]= G¨b,ac
Out[32]= T¨µ,ν
Note that it is still possible to symmetrise or antisymmetrise some of the indices by defining
the required (anti-)symmetry properties by hand. For example, the following code sym-
metrises the first and third index of a tensor F , while not specifying any symmetry properties
for the second index.
In[33]:= gTensor[F,{d[a_,k_,b_]}]:=gTensor[F,{d[b,k,a]}]/;
!TrueQ[Sort[{a,b}]=={a,b}]
Now the first and third index of F are automatically put into alphabetical order, causing
F to be symmetric in its first and third indices. Note that even though we have defined
relation only for the case in which all the indices are down, the program still recognises the
symmetry property even when the indices are up. Indeed, all the custom properties should
be defined with all indices down so that the program can recognise them.
In[34]:= gTensor[F,{b,c,a}]
gTensor[F,{b,c,a}]//gSimplify
Out[34]= Fa,c,b
Out[35]= Fa,c,b
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The custom tensor properties can be deleted cleared with gClearTensorProperties.
Function 4.1: gClearTensorProperties
gClearTensorProperties[]
Deletes all user-defined properties for tensors.
Arguments
None.
After using this, the tensor Fabc, that previously was symmetrised in the first and last index
does no longer have any special symmetry properties.
In[36]:= gClearTensorProperties[];
gTensor[F,{b,c,a}]
Out[36]= Fb,c,a
4.8. Derivatives
Derivatives of spinors, tensors, scalars, and other objects are denoted by gD.
Object 4.10: gD
gD[δ,{u[µ],d[ν]},expr]
Denotes a derivative ∂µ∂ν of expression expr, or a generic variation δµδν , if the first
parameter is specified.
Arguments
expr is the expression whose derivative gD denotes.
µ,ν are lists of Lorentz indices, which are up and down, respectively.
Optional Arguments
δ is an parameter that can be used to make gD denote variations other that the
usual partial derivative. These obey the sum and Leibniz rules, but do not in general
commute among themselves, or conjugations etc.
Notation
dδµνexpr
Partial derivatives are defined simply by leaving the optional argument δ empty. For example,
we would denote the derivative ∂µFab as.
In[37]:= gD[{µ},gForm[F,{a,b}]]
Out[37]= dµFa,b
Since partial derivatives commute with one another, the indices are automatically ordered in
alphabetical order with up-indices first and down-indices then, like in the case of a symmetric
tensor. The indices are by default down.
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In[38]:= gD[{u[c],d[a],u[b]},x]
gD[{µ},x]
Out[38]= db,cax
Out[39]= dµx
Derivatives can be taken of any expression, including tensors, matrices, spinors, scalars, and
products and sums thereof. Complex numbers, gamma matrices, and intertwiners are by
default considered to be constant.
In[40]:= gD[{µ},gForm[F,{a,b}]]
gD[{µ},m[X]]
gD[{u[a]},3*gForm[F,{a}]*gForm[H,{b}]+3/4*gSymm[S,{a,b}]]//Expand
gD[{µ},gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],y[{u[a,b]}],s[ξ,{}]]]//Expand
Out[40]= dµFa,b
Out[41]= dµX(0)
Out[42]=
3
4
(daSˆa,b)+3(daHb)Fa+3(daFa)Hb
Out[43]= ξ¯?γa,b?(dµξ˜)+(dµξ˜
†)?A?γa,b?ξ˜
Other objects can also be considered to be constant by using assumptions (see section 5.9).
For example, assuming that scalar A is constant, can be done by using gAddAssumptions.
In[44]:= gD[{µ},A]
gAddAssumptions[A∈Constants]
gD[{µ},A]
Out[44]= dµA
Out[45]= 0
This works similarly on other objects, such as tensors, spinors and matrices.
In[46]:= gAddAssumptions[{F∈Constants,m[X]∈Constants,s[ξ,{i}]∈Constants}]
gD[{µ},gForm[F,{a,b}]]
gD[{µ},m[X]]
gD[{µ},dc[ξ,{i}]]
gClearAssumptions[];
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Out[46]= 0
Out[47]= 0
Out[48]= 0
Expressions for derivatives of objects can be defined manually. For example, making the
program automatically recognise the relation ∂aFbc = Gabc can be done with the following
code.
In[49]:= gD[{u[],d[a_]},gForm[F,{b_,c_}]]:=gForm[G,{a,b,c}]
Note that here both u and d must be included in the expression for the derivative, even
though one of them is empty. Now the program automatically simplifies any derivative
∂µFab to Gµab.
In[50]:= gD[{µ},gForm[F,{ν,σ}]]
Out[50]= Gµ,ν,σ
Custom derivatives can be cleared by using gClearDerivatives.
Function 4.2: gClearDerivatives
gClearDerivatives[]
Deletes all user-defined expressions for derivatives.
Arguments
None.
In[51]:= gClearDerivatives[];
gD[{µ},gForm[F,{ν,σ}]]
Out[51]= dµFν,σ
More generic derivatives or variations, such as gauge covariant derivatives or supersymmetry
variations, for example, can be denoted by defining value for the parameter δ. A derivative
defined in this way acts like a completely generic variation, so it satisfies for example the
Leibniz rule, but does not commute with itself. It also treats complex numbers by default
as constants.
In[52]:= gD[δ,{µ},3*x*gForm[F,{a,b}]]
gD[δ,{ν},gD[δ,{µ},gForm[F,{a,b}]]]
-gD[δ,{µ},gD[δ,{ν},gForm[F,{a,b}]]]
gD[δ,{µ},Conjugate[x]]
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Out[52]= 3(x(δdµFa,b)+(δdµx)Fa,b)
Out[53]= -(δdµδdνFa,b)+δdνδdµFa,b
Out[54]= δµ(x*)
This is particularly useful when defining custom values for the derivative, as it can then be
used for example to denote supersymmetry variations. For an example of this usage, see
section 9.2.2.
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5. Functions
5.1. Multiplication
Non-commutative objects, such as gamma matrices, intertwiners and spinors can be mul-
tiplied together by using gTimes, which is used in the same way as the ordinary Times,
i.e. it takes as arguments all objects that are to be multiplied together. The difference is
that gTimes automatically recognises which objects are non-commutative (i.e. have spinor
indices), and does not change the order of those. On commutative objects, such as tensor
components and scalars, gTimes works like Times.
Function 5.1: gTimes
gTimes[x1,x2,...,xn]
Multiplies expressions x1,x2,...,xn together, taking into account that some of the
expressions may contain non-commutative objects.
Arguments
x1,x2,...,xn are the expressions to be multiplied together.
Notation
x1?x2?...?xn
Writing a product of intertwiners, gamma matrices and spinors works as follows. Here the
first line is an option, which governs the behaviour of B-intertwiner (see 5.3).
In[55]:= gBConvention["DoNothing"];
gTimes[m[B],y[{u[a,b]}],rcc[ξ,{i}]]
Out[55]= B?γa,b?ξi
c
The notation ? for multiplication can also be used in input.
In[56]:= m[B]?y[{u[a,b]}]?rcc[ξ,{i}] //InputForm
Out[56]= gTimes[m[B,0],y[{u[a,b],d[]},0],rcc[ξ,{i},0]]
Multiplication recognises commutative objects, and commutes them with the non-commutative
objects.
In[57]:= y[{u[a,b]}]?a?gForm[F,{a,b}]?rcc[ξ,{i}]
Out[57]= aFa,b(γa,b?ξ˜i
c
)
Also, the multiplication of sums works like the usual commutative multiplication.
In[58]:= gAConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[y[{u[a,b]}],3*a+m[A],s[ξ,{i}]]
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Out[58]= 3a(γa,b?ξ˜i)+γa,b?A?ξ˜i
Spinor bilinears are also recognised automatically, and they acts as commutative objects.
In[59]:= gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{}]],y[{u[µ]}],s[ξ,{}],gH[s[η,{}]],y[{d[µ]}],
s[η,{}]]
Out[59]= (η˜†?γµ?η˜)(ξ˜
†
?γµ?ξ˜)
5.1.1. Associated Options
The function gTimes attempts to automatically simplify the expression by using the known
(anti-)commutation and multiplication properties of the matrices, such as those in appendix
E. The process can be controlled by various options, which determine, for example, if the
preferred position of the A-intertwiner in on the left or on the right, or if the gamma matrices
that are Hermitian conjugated should be expressed in the form with A-intertwiners instead.
Option 5.1: gAConvention
gAConvention[n,opt]
Determines the behaviour of the A-intertwiners.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
Options
"ToLeft": A is commuted to left whenever possible,
"ToRight": A is commuted to right whenever possible. This is the default value.
"Unconjugated": A is used to express Hermitian conjugated gamma matrices in a
form without conjugations,
"DoNothing": A-intertwiner is not moved, unless doing so is required by other settings.
For the following examples, let us set up a seven-dimensional representation with signature
(−−−+ + + +), so that we have t = 3, and the parameters  = 1 and η = 1. In addition,
we specify that we do not wish to use the special representation (4).
In[60]:= gSetRep[{-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1},-1,1];
gUseSpecialRep[False];
If "ToLeft" option is used, this commutes the A-intertwiners with gamma matrices using
the formula (10).
In[61]:= gAConvention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[y[{u[a,b]}],m[A]]
gTimes[gH[y[{u[µ]}]],m[A]]
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Out[61]= -(A?(γa,b)†)
Out[62]= -(A?γµ)
Note that since the special representation (4) is not used, the A-intertwiner cannot be com-
muted, for example, with transposed gamma matrices.
In[63]:= gTimes[gT[y[{u[µ]}]],m[A]]
Out[63]= (γµ)T?A
However, AT can of course be commuted with transposed or complex conjugated gamma
matrices.
In[64]:= gTimes[gT[y[{u[µ]}]],gT[m[A]]]
gTimes[Conjugate[y[{u[µ]}]],gT[m[A]]]
Out[64]= -(A*?(γµ)*)
Out[65]= -(A*?(γµ)T)
Here the transposed A-intertwiner is expressed in terms of the complex conjugated A∗ be-
cause of the relation (E.1.7) and because the default value of option gOperationOrder (see
section 5.4) is such that the conjugate is preferred over the transpose.
If gUseSpecialRep is set to True, then the representation (4) is used, which allows for more
commutation relations, owing to the relations (E.1.8).
In[66]:= gUseSpecialRep[True];
gTimes[gT[y[{u[µ]}]],m[A]]
gUseSpecialRep[False];
Out[66]= -(A?(γµ)*)
Hermitian conjugated spinor times the A-intertwiner is automatically interpreted as Dirac
conjugated spinor.
In[67]:= gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{}]],m[A]]
gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{}]],y[{u[a,b]}],m[A]]
Out[67]= ξ
Out[68]= -(ξ?(γa,b)†)
If "ToRight" option is used, the A-intertwiners are commuted to right whenever possible.
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In[69]:= gAConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[gH[m[A]],y[{u[a,b]}]]
gTimes[m[A],y[{u[µ]}]]
gTimes[gT[m[A]],y[{u[µ]}]]
Out[69]= -((γa,b)†?A)
Out[70]= -((γµ)†?A)
Out[71]= A*?γµ
Now the Dirac conjugate ξ is automatically expressed as ξ†A, and A is then commuted as
left as possible.
In[72]:= gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[a,b]}]]
Out[72]= -(ξ˜i
†
?(γa,b)†?A)
The option "Unconjugated" expresses the gamma matrices in a form that does not contain
Hermitian conjugations.
In[73]:= gAConvention["Unconjugated"];
gH[y[{u[a,b]}]]
Out[73]= -(A?γa,b?A)
In a case of complex conjugated and transposed gamma matrices, which can also be related
to each other with the help of A-intertwiner, the option gOperationOrder determines which
one is preferred (see section 5.4).
In[74]:= gOperationOrder[{Conjugate,gT,gH,Inverse}];
gT[y[{u[a,b]}]]
Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]]
gOperationOrder[{gT,Conjugate,gH,Inverse}];
Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]];
gOperationOrder[{Inverse,gH,Conjugate,gT}];
Out[74]= -(A*?(γa,b)*?(A*)-1)
Out[75]= (γa,b)*
Out[76]= -(AT?(γa,b)T?(AT)-1)
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Again, ξ†A is automatically interpreted as the Dirac conjugate ξ, and ξA is simplified by
expressing the Dirac conjugate as ξ = ξ†A, and then using the property A−1 = (−1)1/2t(t+1)A.
In[77]:= gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{i}]],m[A]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],m[A]]
Out[77]= ξi
Out[78]= ξi
†
The option "DoNothing" makes the A-intertwiners not to move, except if it is required by
other rules, such as gIntertwinerOrder that determines the preferred order of intertwiners
(see 5.5).
In[79]:= gAConvention["DoNothing"];
gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{i}]],m[A]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],m[A]]
gIntertwinerOrder[{m[γ5],m[A],m[C],m[B]}];
gTimes[m[A],m[γ5]]
Out[79]= ξ˜i
†
?A
Out[80]= ξi?A
Out[81]= γ*?A
Option 5.2: gCConvention
gCConvention[n,opt]
Determines the behaviour of the C-intertwiners.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
Options
"ToLeft": C is commuted to left whenever possible,
"ToRight": C is commuted to right whenever possible. This is the default value.
"Unconjugated": C is used to express transposed gamma matrices in a form without
transpositions,
"DoNothing": C-intertwiner is not moved, unless doing so is required by other settings.
The options for the C-intertwiner work in a completely similar way to those of the A-
intertwiner, except that the relations (E.1.9)-(E.1.11) relevant to C are used.
The option "ToLeft" commutes C left whenever possible, transposing the gamma matrices.
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In[82]:= gCConvention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[gT[y[{u[a,b]}]],m[C]]
gTimes[y[{u[µ]}],m[C]]
gTimes[gH[y[{u[µ]}]],m[C]]
Out[82]= -(C?γa,b)
Out[83]= γµ?C
Out[84]= (γµ)†?C
Using the special representation gives again more commutation relations that can be used.
In[85]:= gUseSpecialRep[True];
gTimes[y[{u[µ]}],m[C]]
gTimes[gH[y[{u[µ]}]],m[C]]
gUseSpecialRep[False];
Out[85]= -(C?(γµ)T)
Out[86]= -(C?(γµ)*)
The option "ToRight" commutes the C-matrices to right whenever possible.
In[87]:= gCConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[m[C],y[{u[a,b]}]]
gTimes[m[C],gT[y[{u[µ]}]]]
gTimes[m[C],gH[y[{u[µ]}]]]
Out[87]= -((γa,b)T?C)
Out[88]= C?(γµ)T
Out[89]= C?(γµ)†
In case we are using a generic representation, this works for conjugates of C, such as the
complex conjugated C∗, only if they are next to a suitably conjugated gamma matrix.
In[90]:= gOperationOrder[{Conjugate,gT,gH,Inverse}];
gTimes[Conjugate[m[C]],y[{u[a,b]}]]
gTimes[Conjugate[m[C]],Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]]]
Out[90]= C*?γa,b
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Out[91]= -((γa,b)†?C*)
Finally, the setting "Unconjugated" makes it so that the transposes of gamma matrices are
expressed in terms of C-intertwiners instead. In case of Hermitian conjugates and transposes,
the option gOpertationOrder determines, which form is preferred.
In[92]:= gCConvention["Unconjugated"];
gT[y[{u[a,b]}]]
gOperationOrder[{gH,Conjugate,Inverse,gT}];
Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]]
Out[92]= -(C?γa,b?C*)
Out[93]= -(C?(γa,b)†?C†)
Note that here we get the conjugates in terms of the C-intertwiner instead of the A-
intertwiner, since we have set the gAConvention to "DoNothing", earlier, and instead
gCConvention is set to "Unconjugated".
Option 5.3: gBConvention
gBConvention[opt,n]
Determines the behaviour of the B-intertwiners.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
Options
"ToLeft": B is commuted to left whenever possible,
"ToRight": B is commuted to right whenever possible. This is the default value.
"Unconjugated": B is used to express complex conjugated gamma matrices in a form
without conjugations,
"DoNothing": B-intertwiner is not moved, unless doing so is required by other settings.
The settings for the B-intertwiner work in a completely analogous fashion to gAConvention
and gCConvention. "ToRight" and "ToLeft" commute the B-intertwiners to right and left,
respectively, whenever possible, complex conjugating the gamma matrices in the process.
Here we set gCConvention to "DoNothing" so that we will not get C-intertwiners appear-
ing in the following examples. (For example now the program does not try to express
Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]] in terms of gT[y[{u[a,b]}]] and C-intertwiners.)
In[94]:= gCConvention["DoNothing"];
gBConvention["ToRight"];
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gTimes[m[B],y[{u[a,b]}]]
gBConvention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[Conjugate[y[{u[a,b]}]],m[B]]
Out[94]= (γa,b)*?B
Out[95]= B?γa,b
There are also related spinor conjugates, the left and right charge conjugates. These are
recognised automatically, and expressed in the more compact short-hand notations lcc and
rcc when the settings are appropriate. Conversely, these short-hand notations are expressed
in their explicit form, if the settings require that.
In[96]:= gBConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[ξ,{}]]]
lcc[ξ,{}]
gBConvention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[gT[s[ξ,{}]],gH[Inverse[m[B]]],m[A]]
rcc[ξ,{}]
Out[96]= ξc
Out[97]= ξ˜
T
?B?A
Out[98]= ξ
c
Out[99]= B†?ξ˜
*
The option "Unconjugated" expresses the complex conjugated gamma matrices with the
help of B-intertwiners.
In[100]:= gBConvention["Unconjugated"];
Conjugate[y[{u[µ,ν]}]]
Out[100]= B?γµ,ν?B†
Finally, as with other intertwiners, the option "DoNothing" will make the program not to
attempt to move the B-intertwiner, unless required to do so by other settings.
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Option 5.4: gγ5Convention
gγ5Convention[n,opt]
Determines the behaviour of γ∗. This does not affect γd in odd dimensions.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
Options
"ToLeft" γ∗ is commuted to left whenever possible. This is the default value.
"ToRight" γ∗ is commuted to right whenever possible.
"DoNothing" γ∗ is not moved, unless doing so is required by other settings.
As with the intertwiners, "ToLeft" and "ToRight" attempt to commute γ∗ to left or right,
respectively. Note that here we need to use an even-dimensional representation of the Clifford
algebra in order to be able to use γ∗
In[101]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gγ5Convention["ToRight"];
gTimes[m[γ5],y[{u[µ,ν,σ]}]]
gγ5Convention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν,σ]}],m[γ5]]
Out[101]= -(γµ,ν,λ?γ*)
Out[102]= -(γ*?γµ,ν,λ)
Unlike in the other cases with intertwiners, γ∗ does not represent any conjugation, so that
there is no "Unconjugated" option. Also, as is the case with the intertwiners, the option
"DoNothing" makes the program not to commute γ∗ automatically, unless required to do so
by other options.
Finally, the intertwiners can also commute among themselves. The preferred order of inter-
twiners is determined by gIntertwinerOrder.
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Option 5.5: gIntertwinerOrder
gIntertwinerOrder[n,opt]
Determines the order to which the special matrices that are next to each other are
commuted.
Arguments
opt is a list containing m[A], m[C], m[B] and m[γ5] in some order. These matri-
ces are automatically commuted to the same order if possible. The default order is
{m[B],m[A],m[γ5],m[C]} so that the B-intertwiner is commuted to left of all other
intertwiners, if possible, then A is commuted to left of all other intertwiners except B,
and so on.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
For example, if we have a product of γ∗ and A, which can be commuted for any representation,
we can set their preferred order by modifying gIntertwinerOrder.
In[103]:= gIntertwinerOrder[{m[γ5],m[A],m[B],m[C]}];
gTimes[m[γ5],m[A]]
gTimes[m[A],m[γ5]]
gIntertwinerOrder[{m[A],m[γ5],m[B],m[C]}];
gTimes[m[γ5],m[A]]
gTimes[m[A],m[γ5]]
Out[103]= γ*?A
Out[104]= -(γ*?A)
Out[105]= -(A?γ*)
Out[106]= A?γ*
As is the case with the gamma matrices, some intertwiners cannot be commuted for generic
representations, but only for the special representation, for which the product of two inter-
twiners can actually be expressed in the term of the third.
In[107]:= gUseSpecialRep[False];
gTimes[m[C],m[B]]
gTimes[m[B],m[C]]
gUseSpecialRep[True];
gTimes[m[C],m[B]]
Out[107]= C?B
Out[108]= B?C
Out[109]= -A
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5.2. Products of Gamma Matrices
As explained in section 2.9, antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices γ(1), . . . , γ(d) form
a basis of all 2m × 2m matrices, where d = 2m + 1 or d = 2m. In particular, this implies
that given any product of antisymmetrised products gamma matrices, such as γµνγab, we
can express that as a linear combination of antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices
γ(1), . . . , γ(n).
This operation is implemented by function gOrd.
Function 5.2: gOrd
gOrd[expr]
Expresses expr in a form in which gamma matrices appear only in antisymmetrised
products.
Arguments
expr is any expression
For example, the product γµνγσ can be expressed as a linear combination of antisymmetrised
products of 3 and 1 gamma matrices. Here η denotes the metric used to define the Clifford
algebra (1). The symbol δ* denotes different cases i.e. which indices are equal, and which
are not (see the next section 5.2.1).
In[110]:= gOrd[y[{u[µ,ν]},{u[σ]}]]
Out[110]= δ*{µ},{σ}ηˆ
ν,σγµ-δ*{ν},{σ}ηˆµ,σγν+γµ,ν,σ
5.2.1. Cases
The result of expressing products of gamma matrices in terms of antisymmetrised products
depends on whether the indices appearing in various gamma matrices are equal or not.
Therefore, to represent the most general result, we denote different cases by gCase, which
appears in the previous output as δ∗.
Object 5.1: gCase
gCase[{X1},...,{Xn}]
Denotes a case where indices in lists X1,..,Xn are all equal to the indices in the same
list, and not equal to the indices in different lists. This can be though of as a kind
of generalised Kronecker delta, which is equal to one when this condition is satisfied,
and is otherwise zero.
Arguments
X1,..,Xn are lists of indices that are assumed to be equal to other indices in the same
list, and not equal to indices in different lists.
Notation
δ*{X1},...,{Xn}
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To illustrate how gCase is used, let us consider as an example δ*{µ},{ν,σ}. This has two lists,
{µ} and {ν,σ}. The indices ν and σ are therefore equal in the case where this δ∗ is not zero.
Similarly, µ and ν are in the different lists, so they must be unequal. Therefore, we see that
we can read this δ∗ as
δ*{µ},{ν,σ} =
1 in case ν = σ 6= µ,0 otherwise.
As another example, we can read the whole expression in the previous example as
δ*{µ},{σ}η
ν,σγµ-δ*{ν},{σ}ηµ,σγν γµ,ν,σ =

ηνσγµ + γµνσ in case σ 6= µ,
ηµσγν + γµνσ in case σ 6= ν,
γµνσ otherwise.
As with other functions, gOrd can be used on expressions that contain many terms with
gamma matrices appearing in different places. For example
In[111]:= 2*gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],y[{u[a]},{u[b]}],s[ξ,{}]]+
gTimes[y[{u[µ]},{d[ν]}],s[ξ,{}]]//gOrd
Out[111]= 2ηˆa,b(ξ?ξ˜)+γµν?ξ˜+2(ξ?γa,b?ξ˜)+ηˆ
µ
ν ξ˜
If there are other objects, such as forms that are contracted with some indices appearing in
the gamma matrices, the symmetry or antisymmetry properties of these objects is taken into
account when expressing the gamma matrix products in a new form. For example, in the
product Fµνγµγν , only the antisymmetric part Fµνγµν can appear if Fµν is antisymmetric.
Similarly, only the symmetric part Fµνηµν can appear if Fµν is symmetric.
In[112]:= y[{u[µ]},{u[ν]}] //gOrd
gForm[F,{µ,ν}]*y[{u[µ]},{u[ν]}] //gOrd
gSymm[F,{µ,ν}]*y[{u[µ]},{u[ν]}] //gOrd//gSimplify
Out[112]= ηµ,νI+γµ,ν
Out[113]= Fλ1,λ2γλ1,λ2
Out[114]= Fλ1λ1I
Here in the last example the function gSimplify is used to simplify result (see section 5.8),
in effect deleting the part where symmetric Fµν is contracted with antisymmetric γµν . Notice
also that gOrd replaces the dummy indices µ and ν with new dummy indices λ1 and λ2.
This is done so that terms that differ only in the names of dummy indices are put into the
same form, and can thus be simplified. As a further example, consider the following.
In[115]:= gForm[F,{µ,ν}]*y[{u[µ]},{u[ν]}]+gForm[F,{a,b}]*y[{u[a]},{u[b]}]//
gOrd
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Out[115]= 2Fλ1,λ2γλ1,λ2
If there are repeated indices in the gamma matrices, one should be a lower and other an
upper index. Then gOrd sums over repeated indices. However, indices which are integers
are naturally not summed over.
In[116]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1},-1,1];
gOrd[y[{u[µ,ν]},{u[σ],d[µ]}]]
gOrd[y[{u[µ,1]},{1}]]
Out[116]= 6ηˆν,σI+5γµ,ν
Out[117]= δ*{1},{µ}γ
µ
Assumptions are taken into account by gOrd (for more information on using assumptions,
see section 5.9). Here in the first line we make the assumption that µ and ν are not equal.
Thus, when expressing the product γµγν in terms of antisymmetrised products, only the
term which is proportional to γµν appears.
In[118]:= gAddAssumptions[gUnequal[µ,ν]];
y[{d[µ]},{d[ν]}]//gOrd
Out[118]= γµ,ν
5.3. Real and Imaginary Parts
Commutative objects, such as tensors, scalars and bilinears can be automatically split into
their real and imaginary parts by using the command gReIm.
Function 5.3: gReIm
gReIm[expr]
Splits the commutative objects appearing in expression expr to their real and imagi-
nary parts.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be modified.
For example a tensor Fa,b can be split into its real and imaginary parts as follows.
In[119]:= gReIm[gTensor[F,{a,b}]]
Out[119]= igIm[F¨a,b]+gRe[F¨a,b]
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The real and imaginary parts are denoted by gRe and gIm, respectively.
Object 5.2: gRe
gRe[expr]
Denotes the real part of expr.
Arguments
expr is the expression whose real part gRe[expr] denotes.
Object 5.3: gIm
gIm[expr]
Denotes the imaginary part of expr.
Arguments
expr is the expression whose imaginary part gIm[expr] denotes.
The objects gRe and gIm have some additional functionality compared to the basic Re and
Im. For example, they check automatically whether a tensor or a spinor is assumed to be
real. Here gAddAssumptions is a function that is used to make assumptions (see section
5.9), and gImaginaries denotes the set of imaginary scalars, matrices, tensors and spinors.
In[120]:= gAddAssumptions[{F∈Reals, G∈gImaginaries}];
gRe[gTensor[F,{a,b}]]
gRe[gTensor[G,{a,b}]]
gRe[gTensor[H,{a,b}]]
gIm[gTensor[F,{a,b}]]
gIm[gTensor[G,{a,b}]]
gIm[gTensor[H,{a,b}]]
Out[120]= F¨a,b
Out[121]= 0
Out[122]= gRe[H¨a,b]
Out[123]= 0
Out[124]= G¨a,b
Out[125]= gIm[H¨a,b]
These also simplify the expressions by, for example, eliminating imaginary units inside gRe
and gIm.
In[126]:= gRe[I*a]
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Out[126]= -gIm[a]
Furthermore, in order to ensure automatic simplification of similar terms whenever possible,
the expressions inside gRe and gIm are put into a standard form, by conjugating the expres-
sions, if needed. The standard form is defined so that the object which is first in alphabetical
order is not conjugated.
In[127]:= gRe[Conjugate[a]*b]
gRe[a*Conjugate[b]]
gRe[Conjugate[a]*b]-gIm[I*a*Conjugate[b]]
Out[127]= gRe[a(b)*]
Out[128]= gRe[a(b)*]
Out[129]= 0
The command gReIm is especially useful if only the real or imaginary part of an object
appears. For instance, consider the following.
In[130]:= gReIm[gForm[X,{u[µ,ν]}]+Conjugate[gForm[X,{u[µ,ν]}]]]
Out[130]= 2gRe[Xµ,ν]
5.4. Conjugations
5.4.1. Complex Conjugation
Complex conjugation of objects, including gamma matrices, forms and other objects is still
done by using Conjugate. This has, however, been modified to take into account, for exam-
ple, whether a tensor is assumed to be real. Also the notation has been changed in order to
make long expressions more readable.
Function 5.4: Conjugate
Conjugate[expr]
Gives the complex conjugate of expr.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be complex conjugated.
Notation
expr*
For example, we can assume that the form F and scalar a are real, and form G and scalar b
are imaginary. Then the redefined Conjugate acts on these as follows.
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In[131]:= gUseSpecialRep[False];
gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{F∈Reals,G∈gImaginaries,a∈Reals}];
Conjugate[gForm[F,{µ,ν}]]
Conjugate[gForm[G,{µ,ν,σ}]]
Conjugate[gForm[H,{µ}]]
Conjugate[3*I*a+4]
Conjugate[m[A]]
Out[131]= Fµ,ν
Out[132]= -Gµ,ν,σ
Out[133]= -H*µ
Out[134]= 4-3ia
Out[135]= A*
Conjugate can also be used on expressions containing sums, multiplications etc.
In[136]:= gBConvention["ToLeft"];
gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{i}]],y[{u[µ]}]]*gForm[H,{µ}]+
a*gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν,λ]}],s[ξ,{}]]//Conjugate
Out[136]= a((γµ,ν,λ)*?ξ˜
*
)+H*µ(ξ˜i
T
?(γµ)*)
5.4.2. Transpose
Non-commutative objects can be transposed (in spinor indices) using gT. Obviously this does
not affect commutative objects such as tensor components or scalars.
Function 5.5: gT
gT[expr]
Gives the transpose of expr.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be transposed.
Notation
exprT
In[137]:= gT[3*a]
gT[gForm[F,{µ,ν}]]
gT[y[{u[µ,ν]}]]
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Out[137]= 3a
Out[138]= Fµ,ν
Out[139]= (γµ,ν)T
As with other functions, gT can be used on more complicated expressions as well. As usual,
transposition reverses the order of transposed matrices and vectors, which results in a change
of sign, if the operation exchanges the order of anticommuting spinors. Note that in the sec-
ond term here, due to the gAConvention setting "ToLeft", theA-intertwiner is automatically
commuted to left.
In[140]:= gAConvention["ToLeft"];
gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gUseSpecialRep["False"];
y[{u[µ,ν]}]+3*gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{j}]]//gT
Out[140]= (γµ,ν)T+3(ξ˜j
T
A*?(γµ,ν)*?ξ˜i
*
)
5.4.3. Hermitian Conjugation
Hermitian conjugation, which is the combination of complex conjugation and transposition,
is implemented by function gH. On commutative objects this acts simply as the ordinary
complex conjugation.
Function 5.6: gH
gH[expr]
Gives the Hermitian conjugate of expr.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be Hermitian conjugated.
Notation
expr†
In[141]:= gOperationOrder[{gH,Inverse,Conjugate,gT}];
gH[gForm[H,{µ}]]
gH[y[{u[µ,ν]}]]
gH[dc[ξ,{i}]]
gH[m[B]]
Out[141]= H*µ
Out[142]= (γµ,ν)†
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Out[143]= -(A?ξ˜i)
Out[144]= B†
On expressions containing non-commutative multiplications defined using gTimes, the order
of non-commutative objects is reversed. Note that in the case of the second term, the A-
intertwiner is again commuted automatically to left, and therefore Hermitian conjugation
acts effectively just as an exchange of indices i and j. This relation can be used to simplify
some expressions, as will be seen in section 5.5.1.
In[145]:= gAConvention["ToLeft"];
gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
I*gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{}]]+
3*gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{j}]]//gH
Out[145]= -i(ξ˜
†
?(γµ,ν)†)-3(ξ¯jγµ,ν?ξ˜i)
5.4.4. Associated Options
As can be seen by looking at the relations (E.1.7)-(E.2.2) in appendix E, some conjugates
of the intertwiners can be expressed in terms of other conjugates. For example the complex
conjugated A∗ is related to the transposed AT by a sign. In this situation it is not clear,
which form should be used. The form, which is the most desired one to appear in the output
is determined by the option gOperationOrder.
Option 5.6: gOperationOrder
gOperationOrder[n,opt]
Determines, which form of a matrix is used, if, for example, the inverse and Hermitian
conjugation of a matrix can be related to each other.
Arguments
opt is a list containing gH, gT, Conjugate and Inverse in some order. This de-
termines, which form of a matrix should be preferred in the final output if two or
more of these operations on the matrix are equivalent up to a sign (or in case of
gamma matrices, up to a sign and conjugation by intertwiners). The default value of
gOperationOrder is {Inverse, gH, Conjugate, gT}, so that if, for example, it is
possible to express the transposed matrix AT in terms of the complex conjugated A∗,
the latter is then used in the output.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
In[146]:= gUseSpecialRep[False];
gOperationOrder[{Inverse,gH,Conjugate,gT}];
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gT[m[A]]
Conjugate[m[A]]
gH[m[C]]
Inverse[m[B]]
gOperationOrder[{gT,Conjugate,Inverse,gH}];
gT[m[A]]
Conjugate[m[A]]
gH[m[C]]
Inverse[m[B]]
Out[146]= -A*
Out[147]= A*
Out[148]= C-1
Out[149]= B-1
Out[150]= AT
Out[151]= -AT
Out[152]= -C*
Out[153]= B*
This works also on gamma matrices, provided the "Unconjugated" option is enabled for the
intertwiner relating the two operations on matrices.
In[154]:= gAConvention["DoNothing"];
gCConvention["DoNothing"];
gOperationOrder[{Inverse,gH,Conjugate,gT}];
gT[y[{u[a,b,c]}]]
gAConvention["Unconjugated"];
gT[y[{u[a,b,c]}]]
Out[154]= (γa,b,c)T
Out[155]= A*?(γa,b,c)*?(A*)-1
In case gOperationOrder is in conflict with gIntertwinerOrder, the latter overrides the
former.
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5.5. Bilinears
As discussed in section 2.6.1, bilinears are forms whose components are given by sandwiching
an antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices between two spinors. They are denoted by
gBL.
Object 5.4: gBL
gBL[F,{i},{u[µ],d[ν]},n]
Denotes components of a form F defined by some bilinear with Lorentz indices µ and
ν, and additional indices i, transforming under the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
i is a list of additional indices (can be empty),
µ and ν are lists of Lorentz indices.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation under which the bilinear transforms (see
section 7). If this is left unspecified then the default value 0, corresponding to the
full representation, is used. In practice this parameter can be almost always left
unspecified, and the program will take care of this automatically. The only exceptions
are the situations, in which the spinor appears on the left-hand side of a function
assignment, in rules or in assumptions.
Notation
Fi:νµ
For example, we can consider the form F µν12 , whose components are given by expression
ξ†1γ
µνξ2. Then, we can denote the bilinear corresponding to this expression by
In[156]:= gBL[F,{1,2},{u[µ,ν]}]
Out[156]= F1,2:µ,ν
This is just a more compact notation for the following, completely equivalent expression.
In[157]:= gTimes[dc[ξ,{1}],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{2}]]
Out[157]= ξ1?γ
µ,ν?ξ2
However, there is some additional functionality for calculations with bilinears in gBL notation
(see section 5.5.1). To be able to translate between the gBL notation and product notation, we
can define the correspondence between the two by using the function gSetBilinearNames.
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Function 5.7: gSetBilinearNames
gSetBilinearNames[n,bilinearNames,ccBilinearNames,γ5bilinearNames,
ccγ5BilinearNames,ξ,η] Defines the correspondence between bilinears denoted by
product of spinors and gamma matrices, and more condensed notation using gBL.
Arguments
bilinearNames is a list of names for bilinears where gamma matrices are sandwiched
between a Dirac conjugate spinor and another spinor, i.e. bilinears of the form
ξ¯γµ1...µmη. The first argument in the list denotes the name for the scalar ξ¯η, the sec-
ond entry is the name for the one-form ξ¯γµη, and so on, the m:th entry corresponding
to bilinears of the form ξ¯γ(m−1)η.
ccBilinearNames is a list of names of bilinears which are formed by sandwiching
gamma matrices between a charge conjugate spinor and another spinor, i.e. bilinears
of the form ξ¯cγµ1...µmη. The first argument denotes again the scalar, and the m:th
entry the bilinear ξ¯cγ(m−1)η.
γ5BilinearNames is a list of names of bilinears which are formed by sandwiching
an antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices and γ∗ between a Dirac conjugated
spinor and another spinor, i.e. bilinears of the form ξ¯γ∗γµ1...µmη. Note that these
make sense only in even dimensions. The m:th entry denotes the name for the bilinear
ξ¯γ∗γ(m−1)η.
ccγ5BilinearNames is a list of names of bilinears which are formed by sandwiching
an antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices and γ∗ between a charge conjugate
spinor and another spinor, i.e. bilinears of the form ξ¯cγ∗γµ1...µmη. The m:th entry
denotes the name for the bilinear ξ¯cγ∗γ(m−1)η.
ξ is the name of the spinor which is on the left side of the bilinear.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subalgebra under which the spinors forming the bilinears
transform. If this parameter is not specified, then 0, corresponding to the full algebra
is used as the default value.
η is the name of the spinor which is on the right side of the bilinear. If this is not
specified, ξ is used as the default value.
For example, in a 3-dimensional space we could define the following notation for different
bilinears
Sij = ξiξj, K
µ
ij = ξiγµξ,j U
µν
ij = ξiγµνξj, X
µνλ
ij = ξiγµνλξj, (106)
Aij = ξ
c
iξj, B
µ
ij = ξ
c
iγ
µξ,j V
µν
ij = ξ
c
iγ
µνξj, Y
µνλ
ij = ξ
c
iγ
µνλξj, (107)
using the following command.
In[158]:= gSetRep[{1,1,1},1,1]
gSetBilinearNames[{S,K,U,X},{A,B,V,Y},{},{},ξ]
Translating between these two equivalent notations can now be done by using two functions,
gProductToBL and gBLToProduct.
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Function 5.8: gProductToBL
gProductToBL[expr]
Expresses every bilinear in expr in the gBL notation.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be modified.
Function 5.9: gBLToProduct
gBLToProduct[expr]
Expresses every bilinear in expr in the product notation.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be modified.
After having previously defined the correspondence between the two notations for bilinears,
we can now easily translate between the two. Note in particular that changing the notation
preserves the lowered and raised indices, and takes into account the extra indices of spinors.
In[159]:= gProductToBL[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{}]],s[ξ,{}]]]
gProductToBL[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],s[ξ,{2}]]]
gProductToBL[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{2}]]]
gProductToBL[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],y[{u[µ],d[ν]}],s[ξ,{2}]]]
Out[159]= S
Out[160]= S1,2
Out[161]= U1,2:µ,ν
Out[162]= U1,2:µν
This works also the other way round. The gBL notation is changed to product notation with
gBLToProduct.
In[163]:= gBLToProduct[gBL[S,{},{}]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[S,{1,2},{}]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[U,{1,2},{u[µ,ν]}]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[U,{1,2},{d[µ,ν]}]]
Out[163]= ξ?ξ˜
Out[164]= ξ1?ξ˜2
Out[165]= ξ1?γ
µ,ν?ξ˜2
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Out[166]= ξ1?γ
µ
ν?ξ˜2
If we want to define a different notation for bilinears that have spinor ξ on the left side, and
spinor η on the right side, this can be done as follows.
In[167]:= gSetBilinearNames[{S1,K1,U1,X1},{A1,B1,V1,Y1},{},{},ξ,η]
Now bilinears of the form ξ¯γ(n)η and ξ¯cγ(n)η can also be expressed in both notations.
In[168]:= gProductToBL[gTimes[dc[ξ,i],y[{u[µ]}],s[η,j]]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[K1,{i,j},{u[µ]}]]
Out[168]= K1i,j:µ
Out[169]= ξ¯i?γ
µ?ηj
Note that this does not override the previous definitions for bilinears involving ξ only. We
can still use both definitions simultaneously.
In[170]:= gBLToProduct[gBL[K,{i,j},{u[µ]}]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[K1,{i,j},{u[µ]}]]
Out[170]= ξ¯i?γ
µ?ξj
Out[171]= ξ¯i?γ
µ?ηj
All these definitions can be deleted using gClearBilinearNames.
Function 5.10: gClearBilinearNames
gClearBilinearNames[]
Clears all definitions made by gSetBilinearNames.
Arguments
None.
In practice this means that after using gClearBilinearNames the functions gProductToBL
and gBLToProduct no longer recognise the notation set earlier.
In[172]:= gClearBilinearNames[];
gProductToBL[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{2}]]]
gBLToProduct[gBL[U,{1,2},{u[µ,ν]}]]
Out[172]= ξ1?γ
µ,ν?ξ˜2
Out[173]= U1,2:µ,ν
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5.5.1. Associated options
Compared to other tensors, in certain cases bilinears have additional properties due to their
construction, as mentioned in section 2.8. For instance, the bilinear of the form ξ¯1γ(n)ξ2
is related to the bilinear ξ¯2γ(n)ξ1 by relation (55). In order to aid with simplification of
expressions, these relations can be used to automatically put bilinears to a standard form.
The following options define the behaviour of bilinears in these cases.
Option 5.7: gBLConvention
gBLConvention[n,opt]
Determines the automated behaviour of bilinears in cases in which bilinear relations,
such as (55), can be used to express the bilinears in different equivalent ways.
Arguments
opt is one of the options listed below.
Optional Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies (see section 7).
If this value is not specified, then the setting is changed for every subrepresentation.
Options
"Alphabetical": the bilinears of the form ξ¯iγ(n)ξj, that are expressed in gBL notation
are automatically expressed in a form in which the indices i and j are alphabetically
ordered, by conjugating the bilinears if needed.
"Unconjugated": the bilinears of the form ξ¯iγ(n)ξj, when expressed using gBL notation,
are expressed in a form in which they are not complex conjugated, if possible. This is
done by reversing the order of spinors, if necessary.
"DoNothing": bilinears are not expressed in another form. This is the default setting.
For example, consider the bilinear ξ2γµνξ1. Then, by taking the complex conjugate of this,
we arrive at relation ξ2γµνξ1 = −(ξ1γµνξ2)∗. The function gBLConvention determines, which
form is used in the output. First we use the option "Alphabetical", which expresses the
bilinears in such a way that the spinor whose additional index is first in alphabetical order,
is always on the left side.
In[174]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gSetBilinearNames[{S,K,U,X,Z},{A,B,V,Y,W},{S5,K5,X5,Z5},
{A5,B5,V5,Y5,W5},ξ];
gBLConvention["Alphabetical"];
gBL[U,{2,1},{u[µ,ν]}]
gBL[U,{1,2},{u[µ,ν]}]
gBL[S,{2,1},{}]
Out[174]= (U1,2:µ,ν)*
Out[175]= U1,2:µ,ν
Out[176]= -(S1,2)*
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This affects the bilinears that are of the form ξ¯γ(n)η or ξ¯γ∗γ(n)η, but not the charge conjugate
bilinears, i.e. bilinears of the form ξ¯cγ(n)η or ξ¯cγ∗γ(n)η, since the relation these have to their
complex conjugates depends on the chosen representation.
In[177]:= gBL[U,{j,i},{u[µ],d[ν]}]
gBL[U5,{j,i},{u[µ],d[ν]}]
gBL[V,{j,i},{u[µ],d[ν]}]
gBL[V5,{j,i},{u[µ],d[ν]}]
Out[177]= (Uµi,j:ν)*
Out[178]= -(U5µi,j:ν)*
Out[179]= Vµj,i:ν
Out[180]= V5µj,i:ν
The second option, "Unconjugated", expresses the bilinears in such a form that they are
not complex conjugated, if this is possible. This also affects only on the bilinears that do
not contain charge conjugate spinors.
In[181]:= gBLConvention["Unconjugated"];
gBL[U,{j,i},{u[µ,ν]}]
Conjugate[gBL[U,{i,j},{u[µ,ν]}]]
Conjugate[gBL[U,{j,i},{u[µ,ν]}]]
Conjugate[gBL[U5,{i,j},{u[µ,ν]}]]
Conjugate[gBL[V,{i,j},{u[µ,ν]}]]
Out[181]= Uj,i:µ,ν
Out[182]= Uj,i:µ,ν
Out[183]= Ui,j:µ,ν
Out[184]= -U5j,i:µ,ν
Out[185]= (Vj,i:µ,ν)*
The option "DoNothing" ensures that the bilinears are not modified from the form in which
they are input.
In[186]:= gBLConvention["DoNothing"];
gBL[U,{2,1},{u[µ,ν]}]
Conjugate[gBL[U,{2,1},{u[µ,ν]}]]
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Out[186]= U2,1:µ,ν
Out[187]= (U2,1:µ,ν)*
Note that this works only for the bilinears expressed in the gBL notation. This is so because,
for example, when not expressed in the gBL notation, the complex conjugate of a bilinear is
automatically expressed in terms of complex conjugates of the spinors and gamma matrices
appearing in it. One of the main benefits of using the gBL notation is that this does not
happen.
In[188]:= gBLConvention["Alphabetical"];
gTimes[dc[ξ,{2}],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{1}]]
Conjugate[gTimes[dc[ξ,{2}],y[{u[µ,ν]}],s[ξ,{1}]]]
Out[188]= ξ2?γ
µ,ν?ξ˜1
Out[189]= -(ξ˜2
T
?A?(γµ,ν)*?ξ˜1
*
)
Using these options is especially useful for simplifying expressions that include bilinears that
look at a first glance different, but are actually related by complex conjugation. For example
In[190]:= gBL[K,{2,1},{µ}]+Conjugate[gBL[K,{1,2},{µ}]]
gBL[K,{2,1},{µ}]+
gTimes[dc[ξ,{1}],y[{u[µ]}],s[ξ,{2}]]//gProductToBL//gReIm
Out[190]= 2(K1,2:µ)*
Out[191]= 2gRe[K1,2µ]
There are also various other identities involving bilinears, such as (60) for bilinears formed
out of Majorana spinors. Relation (60) is always used by gSimplify (see section 5.8) to
express the bilinear in such a form that the spinors appearing are ordered alphabetically.
For this, and other similar relations, there is no need for options similar to gBLConvention,
since this does not introduce complex conjugation or other similar complication. Thus we
can always use the other relations to order the spinors in alphabetical order.
5.6. Dual Elements in Clifford Algebra
As has been noted before in section 2.9, every 2m×2m (where d = 2m or d = 2m+1) matrix
can be expressed in terms of antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices γ(1), . . . , γ(d).
As can be ascertained by a simple counting argument, not every matrix in this set can be
independent. Indeed, the linearly independent set is provided by matrices γ(1), . . . , γ(m), and
the relation between matrices of rank r and d− r is given by formulae (68) and (69).
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Exchanging between an antisymmetrised product and its dual is implemented by function
gDual.
Function 5.11: gDual
gDual[expr]
Expresses every rank r antisymmetrised product of gamma matrices in expr in terms
of antisymmetrised products of rank d− r, using formulae (68) or (69).
Arguments
expr is any expression.
For example, to reproduce the formulae (69) and (68) for the signatures (− + ++) and
(+ + + + + + +), we can use the following.
In[192]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gDual[y[{u[a,b]}]]
gSetRep[{1,1,1,1,1,1,1},-1,1];
gDual[y[{u[a,b,c,d]}]]
Out[192]= -
1
2
ia,bλ1,λ2 (γ*?γλ1,λ2)
Out[193]=
1
6
ia,b,c,dλ1,λ2,λ3 γ
λ1,λ2,λ3
This works not only for basic gamma matrices, but also for the expressions where the gamma
matrices are multiplied by other objects. It also works on sums, products and so on.
In[194]:= gDual[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{}]],y[{u[a,b,c,d]}],s[ξ,{}]]]
gDual[gForm[F,{a,b}]*gTimes[gH[s[ξ]],y[{u[a,b,c,d]}],s[ξ,{}]]+
3*gTimes[y[{u[a,b]}],s[ξ,{}]]]
gDual[gTimes[gT[s[ξ,{}]],y[{u[a,b,c]}],s[ξ,{}]]*y[{d[a,b,c]}]]
Out[194]=
1
6
ia,b,c,dλ1,λ2,λ3 (ξ¯?γλ1,λ2,λ3?ξ˜)
Out[195]= -
1
40
ia,bλ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5 (γλ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5?ξ˜)+
1
6
iFλ1,λ2c,d,λ1,λ2λ3,λ4,λ5 (ξ¯?γλ3,λ4,λ5?ξ˜)
Out[196]= -
1
576
λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5,λ6,λ7
λ1,λ2,λ3
λ10,λ11,λ8,λ9(ξ˜
T
?γλ10,λ11,λ8,λ9?ξ˜)γλ4,λ5,λ6,λ7
This works also on bilinears defined using gBL notation, as long as correspondence between
the gBL and product notation for bilinears has been defined (see 5.5).
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In[197]:= gSetBilinearNames[{S,K,V,X,L,M,N,Y},{},{},{},ξ];
gDual[gBL[V,{i,j},{u[µ,ν]}]]
gClearBilinearNames[];
Out[197]= -
1
120
iMi,j:λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5µ,νλ1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5
5.7. Fierz Rearrangement
In section 2.9, we used the fact that the matrices γ(1), . . . , γ(m) form a basis of 2m × 2m
matrices in dimensions d = 2m+ 1, to derive the Fierz arrangement formulae (72) and (73),
and similar relations (74) and (75) for even-dimensional representations.
Given a product of two bilinears, or other expression that can be rearranged using (72)
or (74), we can get an alternative form for the expression using the Fierz rearrangement
relations. This is done by using gFierz.
Function 5.12: gFierz
gFierz[expr]
Gives an equivalent form of expr, where every product of two spinor bilienars, or other
suitable expression has been rearranged using (72), (74), or an analogous relation.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be rearranged.
To illustrate the basic usage of this function, we can find the Fierz identity involving the
contraction of two vector bilinears in a 5-dimensional representation, and a contraction of a
2-form with a 1-form.
In[198]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1},1,-1]
gSpinorType["Commutative"];
gFierz[gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]]
gFierz[gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ,ν]},s[ξ,{j}]]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]]
Out[198]=
5
4
(ξi?ξ˜j)
2
-
3
4
(ξi?γλ1?ξ˜j)(ξi?γλ1?ξ˜j)-
1
8
(ξi?γλ1,λ2?ξ˜j)(ξi?γλ1,λ2?ξ˜j)
Out[199]= (ξi?γλ1?ξ˜j)(ξi?γνλ1?ξ˜j)
If the short gBL notation for bilinears has been defined using gSetBilinearNames (see section
5.5), then this will be automatically used.
In[200]:= gSetBilinearNames[{S,K,U,X,Z},{},{},{},ξ]
gFierz[gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]]
gFierz[gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ,ν]},s[ξ,{j}]]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]]
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Out[200]= -
3
4
Ki,j:λ1Ki,j:λ1+
5
4
Si,j2-
1
8
Ui,j:λ1,λ2Ui,j:λ1,λ2
Out[201]= Ki,j:λ1Ui,j:νλ1
The gBL notation can be also used in input.
In[202]:= gFierz[gBL[K,{i,j},{u[µ]}]gBL[K,{i,j},{d[µ]}]]
Out[202]= -
3
4
Ki,j:λ1Ki,j:λ1+
5
4
Si,j2-
1
8
Ui,j:λ1,λ2Ui,j:λ1,λ2
As is the case with virtually any function, gFierz can be used on more complicated expres-
sions as well.
In[203]:= gFierz[3*a*gBL[S,{i,j},{}]*gBL[K,{i,j},{u[µ]}]-
5*gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[σ,µ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[σ]},s[ξ,{j}]]]]
Out[203]=
3
2
aKi,j:µSi,j+5Ki,j:λ1Ui,j:λ1,µ-
3
8
aUi,j:λ1,λ2Xi,j:λ1,λ2,µ
gFierz does not need to be used on a product of two bilinears, but can also be used on other
expressions that can be manipulated using relations (72) or (73).
In[204]:= gFierz[gTimes[s[ξ,{}],gT[s[η,{1}]],y[{u[µ]}],s[η,{}]]]
Out[204]=
1
4
(η˜1T?ξ˜i)(γµ?η˜2)-
1
4
(γµλ1?η˜2)(η˜1T?γλ1?ξ˜i)+
1
4
(γλ1?η˜2)(η˜1T?γµλ1?ξ˜i)-
1
8
(γµλ1,λ2?η˜2)(η˜1T?γλ1,λ2?ξ˜i)+
1
4
(η˜1T?γµ?ξ˜i)η˜2
5.8. Simplifying expressions
Expressions containing gamma matrices and other non-commutative objects, as well as ob-
jects with Lorentz indices, can be simplified by using the function gSimplify.
Function 5.13: gSimplify
gSimplify[expr]
Simplifies the expression expr that contains non-commutative objects, such as gamma
matrices, spinors or intertwiners, or objects with Lorentz indices.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be simplified.
The function gSimplify has multiple distinct features. First of all, it recognises the sit-
uations in which an expression simplifies due to the symmetry properties of the tensors
involved. For instance, if an antisymmetric tensor is contracted with a symmetric one, the
term containing the contraction is automatically simplified to be zero.
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In[205]:= gSimplify[gForm[F,{a,b}]*gTensor[S,{u[a]}]*gTensor[S,{u[b]}]]
gSimplify[gForm[F,{a,b}]*gSymm[S,{u[a,b]}]]
gSimplify[gSymm[S,{u[a,b]}]*(gTimes[y[{u[a,b,c]}],s[ξ,{i}]]
+s[ξ,{i}])]
Out[205]= 0
Out[206]= 0
Out[207]= Sˆa,bξ˜i
Note that this also works with tensors with user-defined properties. For example, if we
define the tensor to be symmetric in its first and third indices, this is taken into account by
gSimplify.
In[208]:= gTensor[T,{d[a_,b_,c_]}[]:=gTensor[T,{c,b,a}]/;
!OrderedQ[{a,c}]
gSimplify[gForm[F,{u[µ,ν]}]*gTensor[T,{µ,α,ν}]]
Out[208]= 0
It also automatically raises and lowers indices of tensors that are contracted with the metric
ηµν or its inverse.
In[209]:= gSimplify[gSymm[η,{u[b,c]}](gForm[F,{u[a,b]}]+y[{d[a,b]}])]
gSimplify[gSymm[η,{u[a,α]}]*gSymm[η,{u[b,β]}]*gSymm[S,{d[α,β]}]]
gSimplify[gSymm[η,{u[a,b]}]*gSymm[η,{u[a,b]}]]
Out[209]= -Fca-γca
Out[210]= Sˆa,b
Out[211]= ηˆλ1λ1
The contracted indices are raised or lowered so that the terms which differ only by the
placement of dummy indices are recognised as equal.
In[212]:= gSimplify[gForm[F,{u[a,b]}]*y[{d[a,b]}]+gForm[F,{a,b}]*
y[{u[a,b]}]]
gSimplify[gTensor[F,{u[a,b],d[c],u[f]}]*
gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{d[a,f],u[c]},{d[b]}]]]
Out[212]= 2Fλ1,λ2γλ1,λ2
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Out[213]= -F¨λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4(ξi?(γλ1,λ3,λ4γλ2))
As already seen in the last example, the names of dummy indices are updated when using
gSimplify so that if two expressions differ only by naming of the dummy indices, they are
recognised as equal.
In[214]:= gSimplify[gForm[F,{a,b}]*gTensor[G,{u[a,b]}]+
gForm[F,{i,j}]*gTensor[G,{u[i,j]}]]
gSimplify[gForm[F,{a,b}]*y[{u[a,b,c]}]]
Out[214]= 2Fλ1,λ2G¨λ1,λ2
Out[215]= Fλ1,λ2γc,λ1,λ2
Note that gSimplify is not simply an improved version of Simplify. On the contrary, on
many expressions gSimplify works like Expand, since this tends to result in more readable
output, when these expressions contain non-commutative objects. Simplify can be used if
further simplification is needed.
In[216]:= gSimplify[gTensor[F,{a,b}]*(gSymm[H,{u[a,b]}-y[{u[a,b]}]])]
gSimplify[gTensor[F,{a,b}]*(gSymm[H,{u[a,b]}-y[{u[a,b]}]])]//
Simplify
Out[216]= Hˆλ1,λ2F¨λ1,λ2-F¨λ1,λ2γλ1,λ2
Out[217]= F¨λ1,λ2(Hˆ
λ1,λ2-γλ1,λ2)
5.9. Using Assumptions
We have already seen examples where to achieve some functionality it has been necessary to
use assumptions. To a large extent this works just as usual in Mathematica: assumptions can
be made by including statements in the list named $Assumptions. For example, assuming
that variable a belongs to the set of real numbers can be done by using the following code.
In[218]:= $Assumptions={a∈Reals};
There are, however, some additional features in the package that make working with gamma
matrices and bilinears easier. In particular, we have introduced a new command called
gAddAssumptions that can be used to add new assumptions.
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Function 5.14: gAddAssumptions
gAddAssumptions[assumptions]
Adds a list of new assumptions, assumptions, to the list of all assumptions,
$Assumptions. This function also checks in many cases whether the new assump-
tions are consistent with other assumptions made, and derives other assumptions that
follow from assumptions and assumptions made earlier.
Arguments
assumptions is a list of new assumptions to be added to the list of all assumptions
$Assumptions. If only one assumption is to be added, then the argument can also be
the assumption to be added (without the need to include it in a list of one element).
The list of all assumptions can be cleared using gClearAssumptions
Function 5.15: gClearAssumptions
gClearAssumptions[]
Clears all the assumptions made earlier.
Arguments
None.
As we have already shown in an previous example, making an assumption that a tensor,
whether it be gForm, gSymm or gTensor, is real (i.e all of its components are real) is done by
entering the following.
In[219]:= gAddAssumptions[F∈Reals]
Out[219]= {a∈Reals,F∈Reals}
where F is the name of the tensor. The output here is just the list containing all the
assumptions made, including also all the assumptions made earlier, which in this case is the
assumption that a be real (which was manually added in the beginning of this section). In
this case this is equivalent to the usual way of making assumptions in Mathematica.
After using either of these ways of inputting an assumption, it is now assumed that any
tensor (gForm, gSymm or gTensor with any number of indices) that has name F is real.
In[220]:= gRe[gForm[F,{a,b}]]
gRe[gSymm[F,{a,b,c}]]
gRe[gTensor[F,{a}]]
Out[220]= Fa,b
Out[221]= Fˆa,b,c
Out[222]= F¨a
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To assume that a tensor is imaginary (i.e. all of its components are purely imaginary), we
need to write the following.
In[223]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[F∈gImaginaries];
Here the first line clears the assumption made earlier that F is real. Now any tensor with
name F is assumed to be imaginary.
In[224]:= gIm[gTensor[F,{a}]]
Out[224]= F¨a
Note that here we introduced gImaginaries to denote the set of imaginary objects.
Object 5.5: gImaginaries
gImaginaries
Denotes the set of all purely imaginary scalars, tensors, matrices and spinors.
Arguments
None.
5.9.1. Assumptions on Indices
Another new thing that can be done with the assumptions, is to assume that some indices
are equal, or to assume that they cannot be equal. This is done by making use of two new
objects, gEqual and gUnequal, which are defined as follows.
Object 5.6: gEqual
gEqual[µ1,...,µn]
When entered as an assumption, assumes that the indices µ1,...,µn are all equal.
Arguments
µ1,...,µn are the indices (such as those appearing in gForm or y) that are assumed
to be equal.
Of course in many situations this could be achieved by simply setting the indices equal.
However, if we for example have a gamma matrix product of the form γµνγσ, where we want
to assume that µ = σ, but do not want to sum over µ, we cannot simply set µ = σ, since
then this would be interpreted as summing over the repeated index σ. The way to simplify
this expression without summing is to use assumptions.
In[225]:= gSetRep[{1,1,1,1},1,1]
µ=σ;
y[{u[µ,ν]},{d[σ]}]//gOrd
Clear[µ];
gAddAssumptions[gEqual[µ,σ]];
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y[{u[µ,ν]},{u[σ]}]//gOrd
gForm[F,{µ,σ}]
Out[225]= -3γν
Out[226]= -δ*{µ},{ν}ηˆµσγν
Out[227]= 0
Similarly, assuming that the indices are never equal is done by using gUnequal.
Object 5.7: gUnequal
gUnequal[µ1,..,µn]
When entered as an assumption, assumes that the indices µ1,...,µn are never equal.
Arguments
µ1,...,µn are the indices that are assumed not to be equal.
In[228]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[gUnequal[µ,σ]];
y[{u[µ,ν]},{u[σ]}]//gOrd
Out[228]= ηˆν,σγν + γµ,ν,σ
The main reason to use the function gAddAssumptions, instead of manually updating the list
$Assumptions, is that gAddAssumptions automatically also adds assumptions that follow
from the assumptions just added in conjunction with those that have already been made
earlier. For example, assuming that µ = ν and µ = σ naturally means also that ν = σ.
gAddAssumption notices this, and adds ν = σ to the list of assumptions even if this is not
explicitly added. This works whether the assumptions are made at the same time or if the
other is made first, and the second only at a later point. We can easily demonstrate this,
recalling that gAddAssumptions prints as its output the list of all assumptions made.
In[229]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{gEqual[µ,ν],gEqual[µ,σ]}]
gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[gEqual[µ,ν]]
gAddAssumptions[gEqual[µ,σ]]
Out[229]= {gEqual[µ,ν,σ]}
Out[230]= {gEqual[µ,ν]}
Out[231]= {gEqual[µ,ν,σ]}
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This also works with more complicated cases. Consider, for instance, setting µ 6= ν, ν = σ
and µ = λ. Then from these assumptions also follows that σ 6= λ, σ 6= µ, and so on. These
all are automatically derived by gAddAssumptions.
In[232]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{gUnequal[µ,ν],gEqual[ν,σ],gEqual[µ,λ]}]
Out[232]= {gEqual[µ,λ],gEqual[ν,σ],
gUnequal[λ,σ],gUnequal[λ,ν],gUnequal[µ,ν],gUnequal[µ,σ]}
In addition to all this, gAddAssumptions also checks in many cases whether the assumptions
entered are consistent with each other, gives a warning if this is not so, and does not add
the inconsistent assumptions.
In[233]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[gEqual[µ,ν]]
gAddAssumptions[gUnequal[µ,ν]]
Out[233]= {gEqual[µ,ν]}
gAddAssumptions: Assumptions are not consistent with each other.
5.9.2. Assumptions on spinors
Assumptions can also be used to define irreducible spinors, i.e. Majorana or Weyl spinors.
For this, there are thee new objects, that denote the set of Weyl spinors with positive and
negative chiralities, and Majorana spinors.
Object 5.8: gPositiveChiral
gPositiveChiral
Denotes the set of all Weyl spinors with positive chirality.
Arguments
None.
Object 5.9: gNegativeChiral
gNegativeChiral
Denotes the set of all Weyl spinors with negative chirality.
Arguments
None.
Object 5.10: gMajorana
gMajorana
Denotes the set of all Majorana spinors.
Arguments
None.
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For example, if a spinor is assumed to be a Weyl spinor, this is automatically taken into
account when multiplying the spinor by γ∗ and simplifying the resulting expression.
In[234]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1];
gAddAssumptions[{s[ξ,{}]∈gPositiveChiral}];
gγ5Convention["ToRight"];
gTimes[m[γ5],s[ξ,{}]]//gSimplify
Out[234]= ξ˜
Also, after making this assumption the program can use simplifying identities like (E.3.5)
that are specific to chiral spinors.
In[235]:= gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],s[ξ,{}]]//gSimplify
Out[235]= 0
The assumption that a spinor is Majorana works in a completely similar fashion. For exam-
ple, for Majorana spinors the product B−1ξ∗ is automatically simplified to ξ, the left charge
conjugate is automatically expressed in terms of the Dirac conjugate, and the identities
specific to Majorana spinors, such as (E.3.6) are used.
In[236]:= gUseSpecialRep[False];
gAddAssumptions[{s[η,{}]∈gMajorana,s[ξ,{}]∈gMajorana}];
gBConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[η,{}]]]//gSimplify
gBConvention["ToLeft"];
gCConvention["ToLeft"];
lcc[η,{}]//gSimplify
gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],y[{u[µ]}],s[η,{}]]//gSimplify
Out[236]= η˜
Out[237]= η
Out[238]= -(η?γµ?ξ˜)
Note that the Majorana condition and reality condition are treated as different conditions.
Assuming that the spinor is real makes the program treat all components of the spinor as
real (which is not, in general compatible with Lorentz transformations). So for example
In[239]:= gAddAssumptions[{s[η,{1}]∈gMajorana,s[η,{2}]∈Reals}];
Conjugate[s[η,{1}]]
Conjugate[s[η,{2}]]
gBConvention["ToRight"];
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[η,{1}]]]//gSimplify
gTimes[Inverse[m[B]],Conjugate[s[η,{2}]]]
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Out[239]= η˜1
Out[240]= η˜2
*
Out[241]= η˜1
Out[242]= B-1?η˜2
Note also that whether these assumptions can be consistently used depends on the dimension
and possibly the intertwiners chosen (see table 2). The spinors that can be used for the chosen
dimension and representation can be checked by using the function gAllowedSpinors.
Function 5.16: gAllowedSpinors
gAllowedSpinors[n]
Gives a list of irreducible spinors that can be used for n:th subrepresentation.
Arguments
n is the number of subrepresentation. If this is left empty, then the function tells
allowed spinors for the full representation.
gAllowedSpinors[signature,η]
Gives a list of allowed spinors for a Clifford algebra defined by signature signature,
and the intertwiners defined by η.
Arguments
signature is the signature defining the Clifford algebra.
η us the sign defining the properties of the intertwiners, appearing in equation (15).
For example, if we wish to know which spinors are allowed for the 10-dimensional Clifford
algebra with a Lorentzian signature, we could check this as follows.
In[243]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1];
gAllowedSpinors[]
Out[243]= {Majorana,Weyl,Majorana-Weyl}
This function can also be used to check which spinors are possible for other representations
without changing the representation. This is done by using the second form of the function.
In[244]:= gAllowedSpinors[{-1,1,1,1},1]
Out[244]= {Majorana,Weyl}
Also the function gAddAssumptions will check whether the assumptions made about the
spinors are consistent.
In[245]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
gAddAssumptions[{s[ξ,{}]∈gMajorana,s[ξ,{}]∈gPositiveChiral}]
Out[245]= gAddAssumptions: Majorana-Weyl spinors are not allowed for this
representation.
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6. Explicit Representations
This far we have only seen the package working with completely abstract expressions for
gamma matrices and intertwiners. In many situations, however, it is also useful to be able to
consider explicit representations for gamma matrices and intertwiners, as well as for spinors
and tensors. For this purpose, the package includes functions for defining explicit expressions
for different objects, and for displaying symbolic expressions using these.
6.1. Defining Explicit Representation
6.1.1. Gamma Matrices and Intertwiners
Explicit expressions for the gamma matrices can be set by using gSetRepMatrices.
Function 6.1: gSetRepMatrices
gSetRepMatrices[gammas,C]
Sets an explicit representation for the gamma matrices and the A-, C- and B-
intertwiners.
Arguments
gammas is a list of explicit expressions for the gamma matrices with indices up. The
first matrix in the list gives the value for γ0 or γ1, depending on whether the number-
ing of indices starts from 0 or 1 (see section 3.2) and the following matrices give values
to the subsequent gamma matrices.
C is the matrix for C-intertwiner.
Note that the values for A- and B-intertwiners are not needed, since these will be automat-
ically determined using the gamma matrices and C-intertwiner, as explained in appendix
E.
If we would like to setup a representation for 2-dimensional Lorentzian Clifford algebra with
the following definitions:
γ0 = iσ1, γ1 = σ2, C = σ1, (108)
this would be done as follows: First we need to use gSetRep to define the abstract Clifford
algebra.
In[246]:= gSetRep[{-1,1},-1,-1,1];
Then we can set up the actual explicit representation for the gamma matrices and intertwin-
ers.
In[247]:= s1={{0,1},{1,0}};
s2={{0,-I},{I,0}};
s3={{1,0},{0,-1}};
gSetRepMatrices[{I*s1,s2},s1];
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6.1.2. Coordinates
To be able to use derivatives, we must also define coordinates. This is done by function
gSetCoordinates.
Function 6.2: gSetCoordinates
gSetCoordinates[x1,x2,...,xd]
Sets explicit expressions for coordinates that are used for computing explicit expres-
sions for derivatives.
Arguments
x1,...,xd are coordinates. The first, x1, corresponds to the index 1 (or 0 if number-
ing of indices is set to begin from 0), the second, x2, corresponds to index 2 (or 1),
and so on.
To set two coordinates x0 and x1 corresponding to two indices 0 and 1, we can use the
following code.
In[248]:= gSetCoordinates[{x0,x1}];
6.1.3. Spinors
Explicit expressions for spinors can be set using function gSetSpinor.
Function 6.3: gSetSpinor
gSetSpinor[s[x,{i},n],components]
Sets explicit expression components for spinor x˜(n)i.
Arguments
s[x,{i},n] is the spinor (with name x and additional indices i transforming under
the n:th subrepresentation) for which the explicit expressions components will be set.
components is a list containing the components of the spinor.
For instance, setting explicit expression (a1, a2)> for a spinor named ξ1 is done with the
following code.
In[249]:= gSetSpinor[s[ξ,{1}],{a1,a2}];
All the explicit expressions for spinors can be deleted using gClearSpinors.
Function 6.4: gClearSpinors
gClearSpinors[]
Clears all explicit expressions for spinors.
Arguments
None.
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6.1.4. Tensors
For tensors, including symmetric gSymm and antisymmetric gForm, explicit components can
be set by using gSetTensor.
Function 6.5: gSetTensor
gSetTensor[F,components]
Sets an explicit expression components for tensor F.
Arguments
F is the name of the tensor, which can be either gTensor, gForm or gSymm,
components is a table containing the components of the tensor with the indices down.
For example, in a 2-dimensional space, if we would like to define a two-index antisymmetric
tensor F as follows.
[Fab] =
(
0 −2
2 0
)
. (109)
We could do this by using the following code.
In[250]:= gSetTensor[F,{{0,-2},{2,0}}];
Similarly, in a 3-dimensional space, an arbitrary 2-index tensor can be defined by
[Gab] =
1 −2 32 0 4
2 1 3
 . (110)
The code for making this identification is (we need to temporarily define a 3-dimensional
representation).
In[251]:= gSetRep[{1,1,1},-1,-1]
gSetTensor[G,{{1,-2,3},{2,0,4},{2,1,3}}];
gSetRep[{-1,1},-1,-1,1];
gSetCoordinates[{x0,x1}]
Note that setting a new value for tensor components of a tensor will override their old values,
but changing the dimension of the representation leaves the old explicit expressions for the
tensors. These expressions can be cleared using gClearTensors.
Function 6.6: gClearTensors
gClearTensors[]
Clears all explicit expressions for tensors.
Arguments
None.
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6.2. Using Explicit Representations
Once the explicit expressions for the gamma matrices, intertwiners, and possibly spinors and
tensors have been defined, any expression containing them can be given in the explicit form
by using gExplicit.
Function 6.7: gExplicit
gExplicit[expr]
Gives an explicit form of a symbolic expression expr using the explicit represen-
tations for the gamma matrices, intertwiners, spinors, and tensors set by using
gSetRepMatrices, gSetSpinor and gSetTensor.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be expressed in explicit form.
The simplest use of gExplicit is to give explicit forms for products of gamma matrices,
spinors, or forms. For example, accessing the explicit definitions made in the previous
section can be done as follows.
In[252]:= gExplicit[y[{u[0,1]}]]
gExplicit[s[ξ,{1}]]
gExplicit[gForm[F,{0,1}]]
gExplicit[dc[ξ,{1}]]
gExplicit[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],m[A]]]
Out[252]= {{-1,0},{0,1}}
Out[253]= {a1,a2}
Out[254]= -2
Out[255]= {i(a2)*,i(a1)*}
Out[256]= {i(a2)*,i(a1)*}
As mentioned in the previous section, the explicit components defined for the gamma ma-
trices are those with indices up, and for tensors those with indices down. Therefore we get
the appropriate signs when using gExplicit to give explicit forms for objects with lowered
or raised indices.
In[257]:= gExplicit[y[{d[0]}]]
gExplicit[gForm[F,{u[0,1]}]]
gExplicit[gForm[F,{u[0],d[1]}]]
Out[257]= {{0,-i},{-i,0}}
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Out[258]= 2
Out[259]= 2
If the tensors or spinors have no value set by gSetTensor or gSetSpinor, an alternative
notation will be used to represent the components of these objects.
In[260]:= gExplicit[s[η,{}]]
gExplicit[gForm[H,{0,1}]]
Out[260]= {η[1],η[2]}
Out[261]= H[0,1]
The function gExplicit is not, however, limited only to simple expressions like these. In-
deed, sums and products, both commutative, and non-commutative are given an explicit
expression just as easily.
In[262]:= gExplicit[gTimes[gH[s[ξ,{1}]],y[{u[0,1]}],s[ξ,{1}]]]
gExplicit[3*s[ξ,{1}]+2*gTimes[y[{u[0]}],s[ξ,{1}]]]
Out[262]= -(a1)*a1+(a2)*a2
Out[263]= {3a1+2ia2,2ia1+3a2}
Although expressions with symbolic indices cannot be expressed in explicit form, gExplicit
can still be used on expressions with dummy indices, and these will be converted into sums,
and can thus be evaluated explicitly.
In[264]:= gExplicit[gForm[F,{a,b}]*y[{u[a,b]}]]
gSetTensor[G,{{-1,0},{0,0}}];
gExplicit[gTensor[G,{0,b}]*y[{u[0,b]}]]
Out[264]= {{4,0},{0,-4}}
Out[265]= 0
There are two tensors, the form gForm[,{µ1,...,µn}] and symmetric tensor gSymm[η,{µ,ν}],
that have pre-defined explicit expressions in any representation. Form  is interpreted as the
Levi-Civita symbol, with the convention that 1,...,d = 1 or 0,..,d−1 = 1 (depending on whether
the numbering of the gamma matrices starts from 1 or 0). The symmetric tensor η is inter-
preted as the metric ηµν appearing in the definition of the Clifford algebra (1).
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In[266]:= gExplicit[gForm[,{0,1}]]
gExplicit[gSymm[η,{0,0}]]
gExplicit[gSymm[η,{1,1}]]
Out[266]= -1
Out[267]= -1
Out[268]= 1
Notice, however, that, for example, the form η and symmetric tensor  have no predefined
meaning.
In[269]:= gExplicit[gSymm[,{0,1}]]
gExplicit[gForm[η,{0,1}]]
Out[269]= [0,1]
Out[270]= η[0,1]
Recalling that we have set coordinates previously, we can also make use of derivatives. On
expressions containing coordinates, these work as ordinary derivatives.
In[271]:= gExplicit[gD[{0},x0]]
gExplicit[gD[{0},x0]]
Out[271]= 1
Out[272]= 0
However, unlike with the symbolic expressions, now any symbol that does not have explicit
functional dependence on the coordinates, will be treated as a constant.
In[273]:= gExplicit[gD[{1},a]]
gExplicit[gD[{1},a[x1]]]
Out[273]= 0
Out[274]= a’[x1]
We can also take derivatives of tensors, spinors, and other objects. For example, by con-
tracting indices, we can calculate the divergence of a tensor, or represent a box operator.
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In[275]:= gSetTensor[T,{x0^2*x1,1/x1}]
gSetSpinor[s[ξ,{i}],{x0,x1}]
gD[{µ},gTensor[T,{u[µ]}]]//gExplicit
gD[{u[µ],d[µ]},x1^2]//gExplicit
gD[{µ},gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[µ]}],s[ξ,{i}]]]//gExplicit
Out[275]= -
1
x12
-2x0x1
Out[276]= 2
Out[277]= -x0+x1-(x0)*+(x1)*
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7. Subalgebras
As discussed in section 2.10 Clifford algebras Cliff(d) can be broken into subalgebras Cliff(d1)×
Cliff(d2)× . . .×Cliff(dm), with d1 + . . .+ dm = d. This also induces a decomposition of the
associated special orthogonal groups, SO(d) → SO(d1) × . . . × SO(dm) A concrete realisa-
tion of this decomposition in terms of gamma matrices can be found by using formulae in
appendix E.4, and iterating these if needed. These decompositions and many properties of
the corresponding decomposition of special orthogonal groups are also implemented in the
package, providing useful tools for example for computing expressions related to dimensional
reduction.
7.1. Defining Subalgebras
Setting subrepresentations can be done by using the function gSetSubRep.
Function 7.1: gSetSubRep
gSetSubRep[n,dimension,,η,ζ]
Defines the n:th subalgebra of the full Clifford algebra, and the properties of the
intertwiners.
Arguments
n is the number of the subalgebra,
dimension is the dimension of the subalgebra,
 is the parameter with values ±1 appearing in (15),
η is the parameter with values ±1 appearing in (15).
Optional Arguments
ζ is the parameter with values ±1 that determines which one of the two inequivalent
representations in odd dimensions is used. Note that this is relevant only in odd
dimensions. If this value is not specified for an representation in an odd dimension, 1
is used as the default value.
The function works essentially like gSetRep (3.1), except for two differences. The subalgebras
must be defined in increasing order (so that first one should define the first subalgebra, then
the second, and so on). Secondly, unlike with gSetRep, the numbering of indices cannot be
modified, but this is instead determined by the numbering of indices of the full algebra, so
that if for example, the full algebra has indices 0, . . . , d − 1, then the first subalgebra will
have indices 0, . . . , d1 − 1, the second will have indices d1 − 1, . . . and so on.
For example, defining subalgebras Cliff(0, 3) × Cliff(0, 3) × Cliff(1, 3) ⊂ Cliff(1, 9) would be
done as follows: First we need to set up the full representation Cliff(1, 9) by using
In[278]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1]
Then, we define the subalgebras, first the Cliff(1, 3) (since this corresponds to the first four
terms of the signature of the full algebra), then the first Cliff(0, 3), and after that the second
Cliff(0, 3).
In[279]:= gSetSubRep[1,4,1,1]
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gSetSubRep[2,3,1,1]
gSetSubRep[3,3,1,1]
By default, an index can take any value 1, . . . , d, but when considering subalgebras and
their representations, it is useful to define variables that can, for example, only take values
1, . . . , d1 corresponding to the first subalgebra. Indices like this can be defined by using the
function gSetIndices.
Function 7.2: gSetIndices
gSetIndices[n,indices]
Defines, which variables represent indices that take only values corresponding to the
n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
n is the number of the subalgebra.
indices is a list of indices that take only values corresponding to the n:th subalgebra.
For example, making the variables α and β take values 0, . . . , 3 corresponding to Cliff(1, 3),
µ and ν take values 4, . . . , 6 corresponding to the first Cliff(0, 3), and indices a and b take
values 7, . . . , 9 corresponding to the second Cliff(0, 3), is done by the following code.
In[280]:= gSetIndices[1,{α,β}]
gSetIndices[2,{µ,ν}]
gSetIndices[3,{a,b}]
The indices that do not appear in the any of the lists, can correspond to any direction, as
before.
7.2. Decomposing Expressions
Before we begin discussing subrepresentations, we need to introduce notation for tensor
products, gTensorProduct.
Object 7.1: gTensorProduct
gTensorProduct[x1,...,xm]
Denotes tensor product of objects x1,...,xm.
Arguments
x1,...,xm are the objects whose tensor product gTensorProduct[x1,...,xm] de-
notes.
Tensor product can be taken of any objects, such as spinors, matrices or scalars and products
thereof. The commutative objects are automatically recognised and commuted to the front.
In[281]:= gTensorProduct[m[A],s[ξ,{}],3,m[σ3]]
gTensorProduct[s[ξ,{}],gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]}],2*s[η,{}]],3,
m[σ3]*gForm[A,{µ}]]
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Out[281]= 3(A(1)⊗ξ˜(2)⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)3)
Out[282]= 6Aµξ˜(1)⊗(γ(2)µ,ν?η˜(2))⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)3
Also sums and products of tensor products are handled using the usual rules of summing and
multiplying tensor products. Recall that the non-commutative product can be expressed as
? also in input, which is what we have done in the second line.
In[283]:= gTensorProduct[m[Id],m[Id]+m[C],m[Id],m[Id]]
gTensorProduct[y[{u[α,β]}],m[Id],m[Id],m[σ1]]?
gTensorProduct[s[ξ,{}],m[Id],m[Id],m[σ2]]
Out[283]= I(1)⊗C(2)⊗I(3)⊗I(4)+I
Out[284]= i(γ(1)α,β?ξ˜(1))⊗I(2)⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)3
Any functions can be used on the tensor products.
In[285]:= gD[{M},gTensorProduct[s[η,{},1],s[ξ,{},2],m[A,3],m[Id,4]]]
gSymm[η,{α,β}]gTensorProduct[gTimes[y[{u[α]}],s[ξ,{}]],
gTimes[y[{u[µ]},{u[ν]}],s[ξ,{}]],3,m[σ3]*gForm[A,{µ}]]//gOrd//
gSimplify
Out[285]= (dMη˜(1))⊗ξ˜(2)⊗A(3)⊗I(4)+η˜(1)⊗(dMξ˜(2))⊗A(3)⊗I(4)
Out[286]= 3Aλ2$1(γ(1)β?ξ˜(2))⊗(γ(2)λ2$1,ν?ξ˜(2))⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)3+
3Aν(⊗γ(1)β?ξ˜(1))⊗ξ˜(2)⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)3
Here the index λ2$1 runs over values corresponding to the 2nd subalgebra i.e. over 4, 5, and
6. This default notation can be customised by modifying option gSumIndexIndicator.
Option 7.1: gSumIndexIndicator
gSumIndexIndicator[n,indicator]
Sets the name for variables indicating sum indices corresponding to the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
indicator is a string with which the name of every sum index corresponding to n:th
subalgebra will begin.
n is the number of the subrepresentation for which the setting applies.
For example, if we would like the indices of the form γn, σn, and cn denote the sum indices
corresponding to the first, second and third subalgebra, respectively, we could do this by
using the following.
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In[287]:= gSumIndexIndicator[1,"γ"]
gSumIndexIndicator[2,"σ"]
gSumIndexIndicator[3,"c"]
After this, for example the expression AMAM looks much nicer when decomposed in terms
of the subrepresentations than it would look had we left the default notation for indices
corresponding to the subalgebras.
In[288]:= gForm[A,{u[M]}]gForm[A,{M}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[288]= Ac1Ac1+Aγ1Aγ1+Aσ1Aσ1
Like in the previous example, expressions can be automatically expressed in terms of sub-
representations using gDecomposeToSubReps.
Function 7.3: gDecomposeToSubReps
gDecomposeToSubReps[expr]
Expresses the tensors, spinors and matrices in terms of those associated to the sub-
representations whenever possible, if subalgebras have been defined.
Arguments
expr is the expression to be modified.
In practice this does several different things: First of all, all spinors, gamma matrices and
intertwiners are all expressed in terms of tensor products of spinors, gamma matrices and
intertwiners associated to the subalgebras, using expressions like those listed in appendix
E.4.
In[289]:= m[A]//gDecomposeToSubReps
s[ξ,{i}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
gTimes[y[{u[µ]}],m[A],s[ξ]]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[289]= A(1)⊗I(2)⊗I(3)⊗I(4)
Out[290]= ξ˜(1)i⊗ξ˜(2)i⊗ξ˜(3)i⊗ξ˜(4)i
Out[291]= -((A(1)?γ*(1)?ξ˜(1))⊗(γ(2)µ?ξ˜(2))⊗ξ˜(3)⊗(σ(4)2?ξ˜(4)))
In case of gamma matrices, this naturally requires that all the antisymmetrised indices
appearing in the gamma matrices are those associated to some subalgebra (see 7.2).
In[292]:= y[{u[α,β]}] //gDecomposeToSubReps
y[{u[α,β]},{u[µ]}] //gDecomposeToSubReps
y[{u[α,β]},{u[k]}] //gDecomposeToSubReps
y[{u[α,β,k]}] //gDecomposeToSubReps
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Out[292]= γ(1)
α,β⊗I(2)⊗I(3)⊗I(4)
Out[293]= (γ*(1)?γ(1)α,β)⊗γ(2)µ⊗I(3)⊗σ(4)1
Out[294]= γ(1)
α,β⊗I(2)⊗I(3)⊗I(4)?γk
Out[295]= γα,β,k
Here in the last example the gamma matrices were not decomposed into tensor products,
since among the antisymmetrised indices there appears an index k, which is not associated
to any particular subalgebra.
Even though the decompositions we have seen so far have all used pre-programmed expres-
sions, it is also possible to define custom decompositions for matrices and spinors by using
the function gSetDecomposition.
Function 7.4: gSetDecomposition
gSetDecomposition[obj,decomposition]
Sets a custom decomposition in terms of subrepresentations for spinors and matrices
other than the gamma matrices.
Arguments
obj is the object (a matrix or a spinor), for which the custom decomposition is defined.
decomposition is the decomposed expression for the object.
gSetDecomposition[y,n,decomposition]
Sets a custom decomposition in terms of subrepresentations for the gamma matrices.
Arguments
n is the number of the subalgebra to which the gamma matrix is associated.
decomposition is the decomposed expression for the gamma matrix. Here the free
index must be denoted by gx$, and this index must be up. In addition, the n:th
argument in the tensor product gTensorProduct must be an expression involving the
gamma matrix if n:th subrepresentation.
For example, using the first form of gSetDecomposition, we could define a custom decom-
position for a matrix called X, or for a spinor ξi.
In[296]:= gSetDecomposition[m[X],gTensorProduct[m[X],2,m[A],m[Z]]]
gSetDecomposition[s[ξ,{i}],gTensorProduct[s[η,{i}],s[λ,{}],
s[ζ,{}],s[θ,{}]]]
m[X]//gDecomposeToSubReps
s[ξ,{i}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
gAConvention["ToLeft"];
dc[ξ,{i}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[296]= 2X(1)⊗I(2)⊗I(3)⊗Z(4)
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Out[297]= η˜(1)i⊗λ˜(2)⊗ζ˜(3)⊗θ˜(4)
Out[298]= η(1)i⊗λ(2)⊗ζ(3)⊗θ(4)†
Custom decompositions for the gamma matrices can be set by using the second form of
gSetDecomposition. For example, if we would like to use a different decomposition in the
case Even→ Odd×Odd, in which the gamma matrices are given by
γµ = γµ(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ2 for µ = 0, . . . , n− 1,
γα = I(1) ⊗ γα(2) ⊗ σ3 for α = n, . . . , d− 1,
(111)
we could do this by doing the following.
In[299]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},-1,-1];
gSetSubRep[1,3,1,1];
gSetSubRep[2,5,1,-1];
gSetIndices[1,{µ}];
gSetIndices[2,{α}];
gSetDecomposition[y,1,gTensorProduct[y[{u[gx$]}],m[Id],
m[σ2]]]
gSetDecomposition[y,2,gTensorProduct[m[Id],y[{u[gx$]}],
m[σ3]]]
gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{u[µ]}]]
gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{u[α]}]]
gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{d[α]}]]
gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{u[µ,α]}]]
Out[299]= γ(1)
µ⊗I(2)⊗σ(3)2
Out[300]= I(1)⊗γ(2)α⊗σ(3)3
Out[301]= I(1)⊗γ(2)α⊗σ(3)3
Out[302]= iγ(1)
µ⊗γ(2)α⊗σ(3)1
Custom decompositions can be deleted by using gClearDecompositions.
Function 7.5: gClearDecompositions
gClearDecompositions[]
Clears custom decompositions that have been defined for spinors and matrices by using
gSetDecompositions.
Arguments
None.
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In[303]:= gClearDecompositions[];
gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{u[α]}]]
s[ξ,{i}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[303]= I(2)⊗γ(2)α⊗σ(3)2
Out[304]= ξ˜(1)i⊗ξ˜(2)i⊗ξ˜(3)i
Apart from decomposing the matrices and spinors with spinor indices into tensor prod-
ucts corresponding to the subalgebras, the function gDecomposeToSubReps also decomposes
tensors into parts that transform differently under the subalgebras. For example, we can
decompose the expression FMNFMN in terms of parts that transform differently under
SO(1, 2)× SO(7), as in formula (102).
In[305]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1];
gSetSubRep[1,3,1,1];
gSetSubRep[2,7,-1,1];
gForm[F,{u[M,N]}]gForm[F,{M,N}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[305]= Fγ1,γ2Fγ1,γ2+2Fγ1,σ1Fγ1,σ1+Fσ1,σ2Fσ1,σ2
Recall that here the indices γn are those transforming under the the first SO subalgebra,
SO(1, 2), and the indices σn transform under SO(7).
7.3. Using Assumptions
Coordinate dependence of different objects, including tensors, spinors and scalars, and the
decomposition properties of tensors can be set using gΩ.
Object 7.2: gΩ
gΩ[a1,...,an][x1,...,xm]
Used in assumptions to denote the decomposition of an antisymmetric or symmetric
tensor under subalgebra SO(d1) × . . . × SO(dm) ⊂ SO(d), and the coordinate depen-
dence of tensors, spinors, and scalars. Specifically, this denotes the set of tensors that
have a1 indices corresponding to (transforming under) the first subalgebra, a2 indices
corresponding to the second subalgebra, and so on. The second list denotes the coor-
dinate dependence of a tensor with these indices, specifically, such a tensor can depend
on coordinates x1,...,xm.
Arguments
a1,...,an are numbers of indices in the tensor that transform under different subalge-
bras. The first, a1 denotes the number of indices corresponding to the first subalgebra,
the second the number of indices corresponding to the second subalgebra and so on.
x1,...,xm are the coordinates, on which the components of tensors that have a1 in-
dices corresponding to the first subalgebra, a2 corresponding to the second subalgebra
and so on, can depend on. If the first list is left empty, then this applies for every
component of the tensor. If this list is left empty, then the corresponding components
of the tensor can depend on any coordinate.
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To get an idea of how this works, let us concentrate first on the case where we make no
assumptions on the transformation properties of F under the subalgebras. In this case, we
leave the first list empty, then the second list just defines the coordinate dependence, so
that gΩ[][x1,...,xm] denotes the set of tensors that depend on coordinates x1,...,xm.
For example, assuming that a 2-form with components FM,N depends on the coordinates
x0,x1,x2,x3, associated to the first subalgebra SO(1, 3) in the decomposition SO(1, 9) →
SO(1, 3)× SO(3)× SO(3), is done by using the following command.
In[306]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1];
gSetSubRep[1,4,1,1];
gSetSubRep[2,3,1,1];
gSetSubRep[3,3,1,1];
gSetCoordinates[{x0,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9}];
gAddAssumptions[F∈gΩ[][x0,x1,x2,x3]];
Now we can, for example take derivative ∂µ of F , and define that µ takes values 4,5 and
6. Then µ corresponds to directions x4,x5 and x6, which are associated to the second
subalgebra SO(3) ⊂ SO(1, 9). Thus we see that this derivative is zero. On the other hand,
since F can a priori depend on coordinates corresponding to the first direction, ∂αFMN is
not necessarily zero if α denotes an index that corresponds to one of coordinates x1,x2,x3
and x4.
In[307]:= gSetIndices[1,{α}];
gSetIndices[2,{µ}];
gD[{µ},gForm[F,{M,N}]]
gD[{α},gForm[F,{M,N}]]
Out[307]= 0
Out[308]= dαFM,N
This usage of gΩ extends also to objects without Lorentz indices, such as spinors and scalars.
For example, we can assume that scalar ∆ and spinor ξ depend only on the coordinates x4,x5
and x6.
In[309]:= gAddAssumptions[{∆∈gΩ[][x4,x5,x6],s[ξ,{}]∈gΩ[][x4,x5,x6]}];
gD[{α},∆]
gD[{µ},∆]
gD[{α},s[ξ,{}]]
Out[309]= 0
Out[310]= dµ∆
Out[311]= 0
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The first part of the object gΩ determines the decomposition of the form under the sub-
algebras. For example, consider again the subalgebra Cliff(1, 3) × Cliff(0, 3) × Cliff(0, 3) ⊂
Cliff(1, 9). If we wish to assume that the form F transforms non-trivially only under the
first induced SO subalgebra, SO(1, 3), then we will need to assume that the form has two
indices corresponding to these directions, and no indices corresponding to other directions.
Thus, we can do this by using the following.
In[312]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[F∈gΩ[2,0,0][]];
This is reflected in the way in which the contraction FMNFMN decomposes to parts that
transform differently under the subalgebras.
In[313]:= gForm[F,{M,N}]gForm[F,{u[M,N]}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[313]= Fγ1,γ2Fγ1,γ2
If we wanted to assume that there are terms that contain only indices corresponding to the
first subalgebra, but also terms that contain an index corresponding to the first subrepre-
sentation, and another to the second or third subrepresentation, we could do this by adding
additional assumptions as follows.
In[314]:= gAddAssumptions[{F∈gΩ[1,1,0][],F∈gΩ[1,0,1][]}];
Now these additional terms will also be included when considering the decomposition of
FMNF
MN .
In[315]:= gForm[F,{M,N}]gForm[F,{u[M,N]}]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[315]= 2Fc1,γ1Fc1,γ1+Fγ1,γ2Fγ1,γ2+2Fγ1,σ1Fγ1,σ1
These two functionalities can also be combined to make assumptions on the coordinate de-
pendence of components transforming differently under the subalgebra. For example, we
can assume that, in the previous example, the components transforming only under SO(1, 3)
depend only on coordinates x1,x2,x3 and x4 corresponding to the SO(1, 3) subalgebra, and
that the components transforming under both SO(1, 3) and SO(3) depend on coordinates
x4,x5 and x6, by entering the following assumption. Note that we do not make any assump-
tions on the coordinate dependence of the remaining terms, so this part can depend on any
coordinate.
In[316]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{F∈gΩ[2,0,0][x0,x1,x2,x3],F∈gΩ[1,1,0][x4,x5,x6],
F∈gΩ[1,0,1][]}];
Now we see that, for example, the part transforming only under SO(1, 3) indeed depends
only on the coordinates corresponding to that subalgebra, and the other terms have similar
properties.
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In[317]:= gSetIndices[3,{a}]
gD[{α},gForm[F,{γ1,γ2}]]
gD[{µ},gForm[F,{γ1,γ2}]]
gD[{a},gForm[F,{γ1,γ2}]]
gD[{α},gForm[F,{γ1,σ1}]]
gD[{µ},gForm[F,{γ1,σ1}]]
gD[{a},gForm[F,{γ1,σ1}]]
gD[{1},gForm[F,{γ1,σ1}]]
Out[317]= dαFγ1,γ2
Out[318]= 0
Out[319]= 0
Out[320]= 0
Out[321]= dµFγ1,σ1
Out[322]= 0
Out[323]= 0
7.4. Explicit Representations
Explicit representations for the gamma matrices generating the subalgebras can be set by
using the function gSetSubRepMatrices that is very similar to gSetRepMatrices.
Function 7.6: gSetSubRepMatrices
gSetSubRepMatrices[n,gammas,C]
Sets an explicit representation for the gamma matrices and the A-, C- and B-
intertwiners forming a representation of the n:th subalgebra.
Arguments
n is the number of the subrepresentation.
gammas is a list of explicit expressions for gamma matrices with indices up. The first
matrix in the list gives the value for γi where i is the first index corresponding to
the n:th subalgebra, and the following matrices give values to the subsequent gamma
matrices.
C is the matrix for C-intertwiner.
The function gSetSubRepMatrices works in just the same way as gSetRepMatrices. As
an example, we consider a Clifford algebra Cliff(1, 4) and its subalgebra Cliff(1, 2)×Cliff(2).
We first define explicit three- and two-dimensional gamma matrices, and use them as rep-
resentations of Cliff(1, 2) and Cliff(2), building a 5-dimensional representation of Cliff(1, 4)
out of these. Note that here s1, s2 and s3 denote sigma matrices as we defined them earlier
in section 6.1.1.
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In[324]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1},1,-1]
gSetSubRep[1,3,1,1]
gSetSubRep[2,2,1,1]
gSetSubRepMatrices[1,{I*s1,s2,s3},s2];
gSetSubRepMatrices[2,{s1,s2},s2];
We can now, as an example, check that the 5-dimensional representation provided by these
matrices is indeed a representation of the Clifford algebra. We do this by first writing the
anticommutator γiγj + γjγi, then express this in terms of subrepresentations, set this equal
to 2ηij, and take the explicit form of this equality. Then we take a table of all the results
and delete duplicates.
In[325]:= Table[gExplicit[gDecomposeToSubReps[y[{u[i]},{u[j]}]+
y[{u[j]},{u[i]}]]==gSymm[η,{u[i,j]}]m[Id]],{i,0,4},{j,0,4}]//
Flatten//DeleteDuplicates
Out[325]= {True,{{0,0,0,0},{0,0,0,0},{0,0,0,0},{0,0,0,0}}==0}
This shows that these matrices indeed form a representation of the five-dimensional Clifford
algebra. Note that besides True, there is also an equation in the resulting list. This is
because Mathematica differentiates between zero scalar and a zero matrix. For our purposes,
however, they are equal.
7.5. Options and Subrepresentations
For the most part, using assumptions with subrepresentations is no different from using
them with no subrepresentations. However, there are a few things that should be taken
into consideration when dealing with subrepresentations. First of all, it is possible to define
different options for different subrepresentations. For example, if we have two subalgebras, we
could make the A-intertwiners commute automatically to right for the first subrepresentation,
and commute automatically to left for the second subrepresentation.
In[326]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1},-1,-1]
gSetSubRep[1,4,1,1]
gSetSubRep[2,4,1,1]
gAConvention[1,"ToRight"];
gAConvention[2,"ToLeft"];
gTensorProduct[gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]},1],m[A,1],y[{d[µ,ν]},1]],
gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]},2],m[A,2],y[{d[µ,ν]},2]]]
Out[326]= (γ(1)µ,ν?(γ(1)µ,ν)†?A(1))⊗(A(2)?(γ(2)µ,ν)†?γ(2)µ,ν)
Changing the value of gAConvention for all subrepresentations can be done by leaving
the subrepresentation number out of gAConvention. For example, we could make the A-
intertwiner not to move automatically for both subrepresentations by using the following.
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In[327]:= gAConvention["DoNothing"];
gTensorProduct[gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]},1],m[A,1],y[{d[µ,ν]},1]],
gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]},2],m[A,2],y[{d[µ,ν]},2]]]
Out[327]= (γ(1)µ,ν?A(1)?γ(1)µ,ν)⊗(γ(2)µ,ν?A(2)?γ(2)µ,ν)
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8. Other Topics
8.1. Naming Conventions
Almost all new functions introduced in the package begin with prefix g. This is to avoid
any clashes with the names of built-in or user-defined functions. Therefore new functions
can still be defined without problems provided that their names do not begin with prefix g.
The only exceptions to this naming rule are a few common objects whose names have been
kept short in order to keep giving input as easy as possible. Specifically, the functions that
do not begin with g are y, s, m, dc, lcc and rcc.
The variables and functions that are used internally begin with the prefix $g. Users do not
usually need to modify or access the internal variables directly, but their values should instead
be set through such functions as gSetRepMatrices, and accessed trough other functions, such
as gExplicit. The variables that users should modify directly begin, like functions, with
prefix g.
Apart from functions and variables, there are other reserved expressions that have a pre-
defined significance, and should not therefore be used. For example, the symbols u and d are
reserved for denoting upper and lower indices. Variables of the form λ and λx (where x is any
other symbol) are reserved for sum dummy indices that are automatically generated by func-
tions such as gOrd or gSimplify, unless this has been modified using gSumIndexIndicator.
In order to avoid irregularities when simplifying expressions, users should avoid using indices
beginning with λ, if they are not dummy indices.
There are also a few other expressions with pre-defined special meaning. For example
gSymm[η,{µ,ν}] denotes the metric ηµν , gForm[,{µ1,...,µn}] denotes the Levi-Civita
symbol, and m[A], m[B], and m[C] denote the intertwiners. Therefore, to ensure that these
work properly, η,  A, B, and C should not be used as variables. For the full list of reserved
expressions like this, see appendix D.
8.2. Limitations and Known Issues
Here we list some of the limitations of the program, and some known issues with implemen-
tations. We hope to be able to fix many of the issues listed here in future.
• While most of the output notation can be also used as input, sometimes copying output
and using it as a new input causes errors.
• There are some checks on inputs but many functions do not give any warnings, when
given faulty input, and therefore may give unexpected output if the input is even
slightly wrong.
• There is no symbolic notation for all combinations of up- and down indices for tensors
without special symmetry properties. Similarly, there is no symbolic notation for
products of more than five antisymmetrised products of gamma matrices.
• Unlike gForm, gSymm and gTensor, y and gBL do not have default positioning of indices,
so every index appearing in these objects must be inside of either u or d.
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8.3. Bug Reports and Feature Requests
Bug reports or requests for new features can be either sent using the bug report feature on
GitHub, or alternatively sent directly to the author via email to pyry.r.kuusela@gmail.com.
When reporting bugs, please include a brief description of the problem, and if possible in-
structions how it can be reproduced, or a short Mathematica notebook illustrating the
problem. This ensures that the bug can be fixed as soon as possible.
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9. Examples
In this section, we give a few more involved examples of computations that can be performed
with the package. This will both serve as a non-trivial demonstration of the properties of ob-
jects and functions presented in the previous sections, and also shows how these objects can
be used in an optimal fashion when performing calculations that appear often in practical
applications of gamma matrices and Clifford algebras. While we will present the exam-
ples here for completeness, although it may be more convenient to use the accompanying
Mathematica file GammaMaP_examples.nb to inspect the code used in these examples.
9.1. Torsion Conditions for Supersymmetric SUGRA Compactification
In this example we reproduce the torsion conditions for AdS3 ×M7 compactifications of
IIB supergravity, preserving at least (0,2), following [6]. In particular, we will reproduce
the equations (2.14)-(2.21) of that paper. The basic idea is to start from 10-dimensional
supersymmetry conditions, the use the decomposition SO(1, 9)→ SO(1, 2)×SO(7) to reduce
the equations to 7 dimensions. We can use the 7-dimensional spinors parametrising the
supersymmetry transformations to form bilinears. The supersymmetry conditions can then
be expressed equivalently as conditions on the bilinears obtained in this fashion. It can then
be shown that these in turn impose conditions on so-called torsion tensor. In the process we
will demonstrate how to use some features related to dimensional reduction, and how to use
derivatives, bilinears and relations involving spinors.
We start with the 10-dimensional IIB supergravity, whose NS-NS sector of consists of a real
scalar φ, called dilaton, the metric g, and a real two-form B(2). The RR sector contains a
real scalar and a two-form, C(0) and C(2), and a real four-form C(4) with a self-dual field
strength F (5). For the purposes of this example, we will assume that only the scalars, the
metric and the four-form are non-zero.
The scalars can be combined into a single field, τ , called axio-dilaton
τ = τ1 + iτ2 ≡ C(0) + ie−φ, (112)
which can then be used to define a one-form field P , and a derivative that is covariant with
respect to both Lorentz and U(1) transformations.
P = i2τ2
dτ,
Dµ = ∇µ + iq 12τ2dτ1.
(113)
We are looking for supersymmetric solutions, so we must require that the supersymmetry
variations of the fermionic fields vanish. The supersymmetry transformations of fermionic
fields are, in our case, given by
δψM = DM+ i192Γ
P1...P4F
(5)
MP1...P4 = 0 , (114)
δλ = iΓMPMc = 0. (115)
Here  is the type IIB supersymmetry parameter, i.e. a Weyl spinor satisfying Γ11 = −.
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For the purposes of compactification, we take the metric to be
ds2 = e2∆(ds2(AdS3) + ds2(M7)), (116)
where M7 is some internal 7-dimensional manifold. As discussed in [12], the appropriate
spinor decomposition in this case is given by
 = η ⊗ e∆/2ξ ⊗ θ, (117)
where θ satisfies σ3θ = θ2 and is purely imaginary, and η satisfies the Killing spinor equation
on AdS3.
∇aη = αn2 γ(1)aη, (118)
where α = ±1, and n is a real parameter.
9.1.1. Reducing the 10-dimensional Supersymmetry Conditions to 7-dimensions
We begin by defining the full Clifford algebra to be Cliff(1, 9), and the two subalgebras to
be Cliff(1, 2) and Cliff(7). The coordinates on the underlying manifold are defined to be
x0,. . . ,x9. In addition, we wish to keep in mind the explicit representations for subalgebras
defined in [12], so we need to use ζ = −1 for the first subrepresentation.
In[328]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1]
gSetSubRep[1,3,1,1,-1]
gSetSubRep[1,7,-1,1]
gSetCoordinates[{x0,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9}]
After this, we define the indices α and β to correspond to the first subalgebra, and the indices
µ, ν, and ρ to the second. In addition, we define the sum indices corresponding to the first
representation to be of the form δn, and those corresponding to the second representation
to be of the form σn.
In[329]:= gSetIndices[1,{α,β}]
gSetIndices[2,{µ,ν,ρ}]
gSumIndexIndicator[1,"δ"]
gSumIndexIndicator[2,"σ"]
At this point, it is convenient to define the decomposition of the supersymmetry parameter
. As discussed above, we take the decomposition to be
 = η ⊗ e∆/2ξ ⊗ θ. (119)
In[330]:= gClearDecompositions[];
gSetDecomposition[s[,{}],gTensorProduct[s[η,{}],
Exp[∆/2]*s[ξ,{}],s[θ,{}]]]
2Note that we use different decomposition for gamma matrices, which is the origin of a different sign here.
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Imposing that σ3θ = θ can be done, for instance, with the following function definition.
Alternative ways are, among others, using rules like we will do for components of F (5) below.
In[331]:= gTimes[a___,m[σ1,3],s[θ,{},3],b___]:=gTimes[a,s[θ,{},3],b]
Then we move on to making assumptions about the fluxes, spinors, and scalars appearing in
the computation. The warp factor ∆ is a real scalar that can only depend on the coordinates
on the internal space M7. The five-form flux F(5) has two parts, as discussed above. One
has indices only along M7, and the other has three indices along AdS3, and two indices
alongM7. These both parts can only depend on coordinates onM7. The flux P has only
indices alongM7, and depends only on coordinates onM7. The spinor η appearing in the
decomposition of  depends only on coordinates along AdS3, ξ depends only on coordinates
alongM7, and θ is a purely imaginary constant.
In[332]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{∆∈Reals,∆∈gΩ[][x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9],F5∈Reals,
F5∈gΩ[0,5][x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9],
F5∈gΩ[3,2][x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9],
P∈gΩ[0,1][x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9],s[η,{},1]∈gΩ[][x0,x1,x2],
s[ξ,{},2]∈gΩ[][x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9],s[θ,{},3]∈Constants,
s[θ,{},3]∈gImaginaries}];
We need also to make η satisfy the Killing spinor equation (118). In what follows, we will
denote the covariant derivative on η simply by gD, so that we can use the following line to
make η automatically satisfy the Killing spinor equation.
In[333]:= gClearDerivative[];
gD[{u[],d[a_]},s[η,{},1]]:=n*α/2*gTimes[y[{d[a]},1],s[η,{},1]]
After this, we are almost ready to begin the proper computation. First, we just make sure
that both gBConvention and gCConvention are set to "ToRight", as that will be most
convenient for us in what follows.
In[334]:= gBConvention["ToRight"];
gCConvention["ToRight"];
Even though we will not need the reduced dilatino equation for deriving the torsion condi-
tions, we will still derive it as a simple example. Since there are no free indices, there is only
one case we need to consider, so deriving the reduced conditions can be done almost entirely
automatically. We just input the dilatino variation, and use gDecomposeToSubReps.
In[335]:= I*Exp[∆/2]*gForm[P,{P1}]*gTimes[y[{u[P1]}],rcc[,{}]]//
gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[335]= e∆/2Pσ1η˜(1)c⊗(γ(2)σ1?ξ˜(2)
c
)⊗θ˜(3)
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The condition that this is zero is clearly equivalent to
Pµγ
µξc = 0, (120)
which is precisely the reduced dilatino supersymmetry condition.
Then we move on to the reduced gravitino variations (114). Let us first consider the case in
which the index M takes values corresponding to the first subalgebra. We can denote these
values by α due to the definitions we have made previously. For clarity, let us consider the
expression for the gravitino variation term-by-term, and put everything together only in the
end.
One of the few things in this calculation that we cannot do automatically using this package
is to derive the expression for the covariant derivative Dα in the local frame on AdS3. The
difficulty here is the warp factor e2∆, which corresponds to a Weyl transformation of the
metric. Including this warp factor can, however, be easily done by hand, and after a short
calculation, we find that in terms of the local frame
Dαˆ = (∇α + 12∂µ∆Γ
µ
α ), (121)
where αˆ is a curved index, and α is the corresponding flat (local frame) index. Thus the
first term in the gravitino variation can be decomposed as follows.
In[336]:= gD[{α},s[,{}]]+1/2*gD[{µ},∆]gTimes[y[{d[α],u[µ]}],s[,{}]]//
gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[336]= -
1
2
ie∆/2(dσ1∆)(γ(1)α?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)+
1
2
e∆/2nα(γ(1)α?η˜(1))⊗ξ˜(2)⊗θ˜(3)
We can then move on to the second term. We first decompose the 10-dimensional term.
Here we have also multiplied F(5) by e4∆, which takes into account the Weyl transformation.
In[337]:= I/192*gForm[F5,{α,P1,P2,P3,P4}]*gTimes[y[{u[P1,P2,P3,P4]}],
s[,{}]]//gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[337]=
1
32
ie9/2∆F5α,δ1,δ2,σ1,σ2(γ(1)δ1,δ2?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1,σ2?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
At this point we must recall that F(5) is given by (1 + ∗)dVol(AdS3) ∧ F , which means, in
terms of components, that F(5)α,δ1,δ2,σ1,σ2 = αδ1δ2Fσ1σ2 . We therefore substitute this form to
the expression above.
In[338]:= %/.{gForm[F5,{u[],d[α,δ1,δ2,σ1,σ2]}]→
gForm[,{α,δ1,δ2}]*gForm[F,{σ1,σ2}]}
Out[338]=
1
32
ie9/2∆Fσ1,σ2α,δ1,δ2(γ(1)δ1,δ2?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1,σ2?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
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Here we recognise the familiar αδ1δ2γδ1δ2 that looks like the dual element of γα, possibly up
to some prefactor. We can easily verify this, and find the prefactor by using gDual.
In[339]:= gDual[y[{d[α]},1]]
Out[339]= -
1
2
α,δ1,δ2γ(1)
δ1,δ2
We can easily solve this for αδ1δ2γδ1δ2 , and then we substitute the resulting expression to
the previous form for the reduced gravitino variation by using the following rule.
In[340]:= %%/.{gForm[,{α,δ1,δ2}]→1,y[{u[δ1,δ2],d[]}]→2*y[{d[α]},1]}
Out[340]= -
1
16
ie9/2∆Fσ1,σ2(γ(1)α?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1,σ2?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
We are now ready to put everything we have done so far together. By noting that every
term is of the form γ(1)αη ⊗ (. . . )ξ(2) ⊗ θ(3), we easily see that the gravitino supersymmetry
condition reduces in this case to(
1
2
/∂∆− imα2 +
e4∆
8
/F
)
ξ = 0, (122)
where we have denoted 1/2γµνFµν ≡ /F .
Then, we can move on to the case, where the index M in the gravitino variation (114) takes
values µ, corresponding to M7. The computation itself proceeds along similar lines as the
previous one. We start again with the covariant derivative Dµ in the local frame, which is
given by
Dµˆ = (Dµ + 12∂ν∆Γ
ν
µ ), (123)
where µˆ is again a curved index, and µ is the flat one. Therefore the first term can be
calculated by using the following.
In[341]:= gD[{µ},s[,{}]]+1/2*gD[{ν},∆]gTimes[y[{d[µ],u[ν]}],s[,{}]]//
gDecomposeToSubReps
Out[341]= e∆/2η˜(1)⊗(dµξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)+
1
2
e∆/2(dµ∆)η˜(1)⊗ξ˜(2)⊗θ˜(3)-
1
2
e∆/2(dσ1∆)η˜(1)⊗(γ(2)σ1µ?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
Then, we can again write out the second term, and decompose it.
In[342]:= I/192*gForm[F5,{µ,P1,P2,P3,P4}]*gTimes[y[{u[P1,P2,P3,P4]}],
s[,{}]]//gDecomposeToSubReps
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Out[342]=
1
48
e9/2∆F5δ1,δ2,δ3,µ,σ1(γ(1)δ1,δ2,δ3?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)+
1
192
ie9/2∆F5µ,σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4η˜(1)⊗(γ(2)σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
We need to once again use the facts we know about the form of F (5) to be able to simplify
this expression. This time both terms in (1 + ∗)dVol(AdS3) ∧ F (2) contribute. In the above
result, F (5)δ1,δ2,δ3µσ1 appearing in the first term can again be written as
F
(5)
δ1,δ2,δ3µσ1 = δ1,δ2,δ3F
(2)
µσ1 . (124)
The second term F (5)µσ1σ2σ3σ4 comes from ∗dVol(AdS3)∧F (2) = ∗7F (2), and can thus be written
as
F (5)µσ1σ2σ3σ4 =
1
2
νρ
σ1σ2σ3σ4µ F
(2)
νρ . (125)
We can substitute these to the result of the last computation by using suitable rules.
In[343]:= % /.{gForm[F5,{µ,σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4}]→
1/2*gForm[,{d[σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4,µ],u[ν,ρ]}]*gForm[F,{ν,ρ}],
gForm[F5,{δ1,δ2,δ3,µ,σ1}]→
gForm[,{δ1,δ2,δ3}]*gForm[F,{µ,σ1}]}
Out[343]=
1
48
e9/2∆Fµ,σ1δ1,δ2,δ3(γ(1)δ1,δ2,δ3?η˜(1))⊗(γ(2)σ1?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)+
1
384
ie9/2∆Fν,ρν,ρµ,σ1,σ2,σ,σ4η˜(1)⊗(γ(2)σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
Here we can again recognise that the contractions of the Levi-Civita symbol and gamma
matrices look like those in formula (68). In fact, we have that
δ1δ2δ3γ
δ1δ2δ3 = 6 I,
 νρσ1σ2σ3σ4µ γ
σ1σ2σ3σ4 = 24iγ νρµ .
(126)
This is again easy to check by using gDual.
In[344]:= gDual[y[{d[µ],u[ν,ρ]},2]]
Out[344]= -
1
24
iν,ρσ1,σ2,σ3,σ4,µγ(2)
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
We can make these substitutions, once again, by using rules.
In[345]:= %% /.{gForm[,{u[µ,ν,ρ],d[σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4],}]→1,
gForm[,{δ1,δ2,δ3}]→1,
y[{u[δ1,δ2,δ3]},1]→6*m[Id,1],
y[{u[σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4]},2]→24*I*y[{d[µ],u[ν,ρ]}]}
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Out[345]=
1
8
e9/2∆Fµ,σ1η˜(1)⊗(γ(2)σ1?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)-
1
16
e9/2∆Fν,ρη˜(1)⊗(γ(2)ν,ρµ?ξ˜(2))⊗θ˜(3)
We can now put everything together. By looking at this result and the one derived before,
we see that now all the terms appearing in the supersymmetry variation of the gravitino
are of the form η ⊗ (. . . )ξ ⊗ θ. Collecting these terms, we find the reduced supersymmetry
condition. (
Dµ + 12∂µ∆−
1
2∂ν∆γ
ν
µ −
e−4∆
16 Fνργ
νρ
µ +
e−4∆
8 Fµνγ
ν
)
ξ = 0. (127)
This is not, however, the simplest form that we are after. We can still multiply the condition
(122) by γµ, and add this to the equation above, which leads to a simpler form. To do this,
it is useful to switch to using the 7-dimensional representation, since we do not need to deal
with the spinors η and θ any more.
In[346]:= gSetRep[{1,1,1,1,1,1,1},-1,1]
Then we store the relations (122) and (127) that we have derived above to variables rel1
and rel2. To make manipulation of these expressions easier, we do not include the left-hand
side = 0 in these relations, and just remember that these are supposed to be equal to zero.
In[347]:= rel1=1/2*gD[{ρ},∆]*gTimes[y[{u[ρ]}],s[ξ,{}]]-I*α*n/2+
Exp[-4*∆]/16*gForm[F,{ν,ρ}]*gTimes[y[{u[ν,ρ]}],s[ξ,{}]];
rel2=gD[{µ},s[ξ,{}]]+1/2*gD[{µ},∆]*s[ξ,{}]-
1/2*gD[{ν},∆]*gTimes[y[{u[ρ],d[µ]}],s[ξ,{}]]-
Exp[-4*∆]/16*gForm[F,{ν,ρ}]*gTimes[y[{d[µ],u[ν,ρ]}],s[ξ,{}]]+
Exp[-4*∆]/8*gForm[F,{µ,ν}]*gTimes[y[{u[ν]}],s[ξ,{}]];
To derive a more useful form of the second relation, we can multiply the first relation by γµ,
and then subtract this from the second relation.
In[348]:= rel2-gTimes[y[{d[µ]}],rel1]//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[348]= dµξ˜-
1
8
e-4∆Fλ1,λ2(γ(2)λ1,λ2µ?ξ˜(2))+
1
2
inαγµ
This is the simple form that we were after.(
Dµ + inα2 γµ −
e−4∆
8 Fνργ
νρ
µ
)
ξ = 0. (128)
9.1.2. Deriving the 7-dimensional Torsion Conditions
Since we are now making computations with spinors that used to form a part of a decom-
position of the original spinor , we need to switch to using commutative spinors.
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In[349]:= gSetRep[{1,1,1,1,1,1,1},-1,1]
gSpinorType["Commutative"]
Then we need to make a few assumptions about the scalars and forms appearing in the
following computations. We know that ∆, m, and α are all real scalars, from which obviously
follows that the exterior derivative form d∆ is also real. F is a real two-form.
In[350]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{∆∈Reals, m∈Reals, α∈Reals, d∆∈Reals, F∈Reals}];
We are now ready to input the relations (122) and (128). We will leave out =0 from both
relations for computational simplicity, and store the relations to variables reld1 and relD1,
respectively.
In[351]:= reld1=1/2*gD[{µ},∆]*gTimes[y[{u[µ]}],s[ξ,{}]]-
1/2*I*α*n*s[ξ,{}]+
Exp[-4∆]/16*gForm[F,{µ,ν}]*gTimes[y[{u[µ,ν]},s[ξ,{}]]]
relD1=gD[{µ},s[ξ,{}]]+1/2*I*α*n*gTimes[y[{d[µ]}],s[ξ,{}]]-
Exp[-4∆]/8*gForm[F,{ν,σ}]*gTimes[y[{d[µ],u[ν,σ]}],s[ξ,{}]]
Out[351]=
1
2
(dµ∆)(γµ?ξ˜)+
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(γµ,ν?ξ˜)-
1
2
inξ˜α
Out[352]= dµξ˜+
1
2
in(γµ?ξ˜)α-
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(γν,σµ?ξ˜)
These relations imply a few additional relations. We can derive these by taking Hermitian
conjugates of the relations above, by taking complex conjugates of them, and multiplying the
relations by B-intertwiner. We store these relations to new variables. Note that in order to
get the nicest possible forms in each case, we have to modify the gBConvention to commute
the B-matrices to right or left, depending on which results in the most useful form.
In[353]:= reld2=gH[reld1]
relD2=gH[relD1]
gBConvention["ToRight"];
reld3=gTimes[m[B],Conjugate[reld1]]
relD3=gTimes[m[B],Conjugate[relD1]]
gBConvention["ToLeft"];
reld4=gH[reld3]
relD4=gH[relD3]
Out[353]=
1
2
inξ¯α+
1
2
(dµ∆)(ξ¯?γµ)-
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(ξ¯?γµ,ν)
Out[354]= dµξ¯-
1
2
in(ξ¯?γµ)α+
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯?γν,σµ)
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Out[355]= -
1
2
(dµ∆)(γµ?ξ˜
c
)+
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(γµ,ν?ξ˜
c
)+
1
2
inαξ˜
c
Out[356]= B?(dµξ˜)
*
+
1
2
inα(γµ?ξ˜
c
)+
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(γν,σµ?ξ˜
c
)
Out[357]= -
1
2
(dµ∆)(ξ¯
c
?γµ)-
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(ξ¯
c
?γµ,ν)-
1
2
inαξ¯c
Out[358]= (dµξT)?B-
1
2
inα(ξ¯i
c
?γµ)-
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯
c
?γν,σµ)
Having exhausted all additional relations, we can now read the derivatives of spinors ξi, ξ¯i,
and ξ¯ci from the relations containing the covariant derivative D. We store the derivatives
of these spinors into variables rightDerivative, leftDerivative, and leftDerivativecc,
respectively.
In[359]:= gD[{u[],d[a_]},s[ξ,{},0]]:=-
1
2
inα(γa?ξ˜)+
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(γν,σa?ξ˜);
gD[{u[],d[a_]},dc[ξ,{},0]]:=
1
2
inα(ξ¯?γa)-
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯?γν,σa);
gD[{u[],d[a_]},lcc[ξ,{},0]]:=
1
2
inα(ξ¯c?γa)+
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯
c
?γν,σa)
As a last step before proceeding to a proper computation, we set names for different bilinears.
As mentioned in section 5.5, the bilinears of type ξ¯iγµ1...µnξj are in the first list, beginning
from scalar, and ending in 7-form. Similarly, the bilinears of the form ξ¯ci γµ1...µnξj are in the
second list, again beginning from the scalar and ending in the 7-form.
In[360]:= gSetBilinearNames[{S,K,U,X,Z,C,T,O},{A,B,V,Y,Q,J,H,L},{},{},ξ]
9.1.3. Scalar Bilinear S
We can begin the proper computations with the computation of the exterior derivative of
the scalar bilinear. It can be straightforwardly shown that when doing the computation, we
can just replace the ordinary derivatives d with the covariant derivatives D, and therefore
we can use for the derivatives the expressions we have derived above. The exterior derivative
of the scalar Si,i = ξ¯iξi is given simply by dS = d(ξ¯iξi) = Dµ(ξ¯iξi)eµ, which we can easily
calculate. We store the result in variable dS.
In[361]:= dS=gD[{µ},gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],s[ξ,{}]]]*gForm[e,{u[µ]}]
Out[361]= 0
This is already enough to prove the first result, (2.15), of [6].
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9.1.4. One-form K
The calculation of the exterior derivative of the one-form starts similarly to the scalar case.
Now we have just to remember to include the gamma matrix appearing in the definition of
K. Recalling that we work in the orthonormal frame, we do not need to take derivative of
the gamma matrix, as it is constant, and therefore the exterior derivative of K is simply
given by dK = Dµ(ξ¯iγaξi)eµa
In[362]:= dK=gD[{µ},gTimes[dc[ξ,{}],y[{d[a]}],s[ξ,{}]]]*gForm[e,{u[µ,a]}]
Out[362]= -ea,µ
(
-
1
2
inα(ξ¯?γaγµ?ξ˜)+
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯?(γaγν,σµ)?ξ˜)+
1
2
inα(ξ¯?γµγa?ξ˜)-
1
8
e-4∆Fν,σ(ξ¯?γν,σµγa?ξ˜)
)
Now we can use gOrd to express the gamma matrix products in the standard form, and then
gProductToBL to get the expression to a nicer form. It is also useful to use gSimplify to
simplify the expression a bit further. We store the result back in the variable dK.
In[363]:= dK=dK//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[363]= inαU:λ1,λ2eλ1,λ2-
1
4
e-4∆Z:λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4eλ1,λ2Fλ3,λ4
This time, we are not yet ready, since we have to include the effect of e−4∆ in the calculation.
As can be easily seen, the effect of including this factor is adding an extra term of 4d∆∧K.
To calculate this term, we use the relations reld1-reld4 that we have derived earlier. We
multiply the expressions reld1 and reld2 by a suitable combination of gamma matrices and
spinors that we have chosen so that we will, in the end, get an expression for 4d∆ ∧K. At
first we get two different linear combinations that are both equal to zero.
In[364]:= reldrK=gTimes[dc[ξ,{i}],y[{u[a,b]}],reld1]
reldlK=gTimes[reld2,y[{u[a,b]}],s[ξ,{i}]]
Out[364]= -
1
2
inα(ξ¯?γa,b?ξ˜)+
1
2
(dµ∆)(ξ¯?(γa,bγµ)?ξ˜)+
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(ξ¯?(γa,bγµ,ν)?ξ˜)
Out[365]=
1
2
inα(ξ¯?γa,b?ξ˜)+
1
2
(dµ∆)(ξ¯?(γa,bγµ)?ξ˜)-
1
16
e-4∆Fµ,ν(ξ¯?(γµ,νγa,b)?ξ˜)
We can then take the difference of the two expressions, contract the result with the vielbein
ea,b = ea ∧ eb that we can represent here by gForm (since it is antisymmetric in indices a
and b), and then use gOrd to simplify the gamma matrix products. Finally, gProductToBL
expresses the bilinears in the gBL notation. To get the simplest possible form, we also use
gSimplify.
In[366]:= (reldrK-reldlK)*gForm[e,{d[a,b]}]//gOrd//gProductToBL//
gSimplify
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Out[366]= -inαU:λ1,λ2eλ1,λ2-2K:λ2(dλ1∆)eλ1λ2+
1
8
e-4∆Z:λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4eλ1,λ2Fλ3,λ4-
1
4
e-4∆Seλ1,λ2Fλ1,λ2
Here, we recognise the first term as −2d∆∧K. Recalling that the whole expression is equal
to zero, we can solve for d∆ ∧K, and store the result in a variable called d∆K.
In[367]:= d∆K=1/2*(%+2*gBL[K,{},{u[λ2]}]*gD[{d[λ1]},∆]*
gForm[e,{u[λ1],d[λ2]}])//Expand
Out[367]= -
1
2
inαU:λ1,λ2eλ1,λ2+
1
16
e-4∆Z:λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4eλ1,λ2Fλ3,λ4-
1
8
e-4∆Seλ1,λ2Fλ1,λ2
Now we are ready to compute the quantity e−4∆d(e4∆K) that we are interested in.
In[368]:= dK+4d∆K
Out[368]= -inαUi,i:λ1,λ2eλ1,λ2-
1
2
e-4∆Si,i:eλ1,λ2Fλ1,λ2
This is exactly the result (2.16) once we recall that in [6] S = 1 and α = 1.
9.1.5. Higher Forms
Computing the supersymmetry conditions for the higher forms proceeds in exactly analogous
way to the two computations presented above. For this reason we do not include them here.
However, they can be found on the file GammaMaP_examples.nb that comes with the package.
9.2. Supersymmetric Yang-Mills Theory
In this section, we prove a couple of well-known properties of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theories. Specifically, we first show that the 10-dimensional Yang-Mills action is invariant un-
der supersymmetry transformations, and then we consider supersymmetry transformations
of dimensionally reduced N = 1 D = 4 SYM, and show that the supersymmetry transfor-
mations form the correct supersymmetry algebra. In the process, we will see examples of
how to handle derivatives, Fierz identities, and different types of spinors.
9.2.1. Invariance of 10D SYM-action Under SUSY Transformations
The Lagrangian of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in 10 dimensions is given by [7].
L = 12g2Tr(FµνF
µν)− i2Tr(ψ /Dψ), (129)
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where the field strength Fµν is given by the usual expression Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ− i[Aµ, Aν ],
and both the gauge field Aµ, and the spinor ψ transform under the adjoint representation of
the gauge group. The supersymmetry transformations are given by.
δAµ = iγµψ,
δψ =
1
2Fµνγ
µν.
(130)
There is a slight complication arising from the fact that for a generic gauge group the fields
Aµ and ψ do not necessarily commute. In Mathematica, there is limited support for non-
commutative expressions, so it is perhaps easiest to consider the Abelian case first, and only
later amend it to include the terms which arise from taking non-commutativity into account.
In principle some techniques, like non-commutative multiplication NonCommutativeMultiply
could be used to partially circumvent the problems, but here we just calculate the non-
commutative parts by hand, since these computations will be relatively easy, and deal with
the rest of the computations in Mathematica.
We begin our computations, as usual, by defining the relevant representation, and the prop-
erties of the spinors and tensors. We work in the 10-dimensional Lorentzian signature. The
spinor ψ is Majorana-Weyl (we can take its chirality to be positive), and the field strength
and the gauge field, Fµν and Aµ, are both real. Also, the spinor  parametrising the super-
symmetry transformations is Majorana-Weyl and constant.
In[369]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1},1,1];
gAddAssumptions[{s[ψ,{}]∈gPositiveChiral,s[ψ,{}]∈gMajorana,
s[,{}]∈gPositiveChiral,s[,{}]∈gMajorana,s[,{}]∈Constants,
F∈Reals,A∈Reals}];
After this, we can define a derivative δ representing the supersymmetry transformations.
We cheat a little and treat  as if it were a Lorentz index, since this does not matter here.
In[370]:= gD[δ,{u[],d[]},gForm[A,{u[],d[a_]}]]:=
I*gTimes[s[,{}],y[{d[a]}],s[ψ,{}]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[]},gForm[A,{u[a_],d[]}]]:=
I*gTimes[s[,{}],y[{u[a]}],s[ψ,{}]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[]},s[ψ,{},0]]:=
I*gForm[F,{a,b}]gTimes[y[{u[a,b]}],s[,{}]]
It is convenient to use both Fµν and its expression in terms of Aµ. Therefore we define a set
of rules expressing Fµν in terms of Aµ. This has to be done for all the possible position of
indices.
In[371]:= frule={gForm[F,{u[],d[a_,b_]}]:→
gD[{a},gForm[A,{b}]]-gD[{b},gForm[A,{a}]],
gForm[F,{u[a_,b_],d[]}]:→
gD[{u[a]},gForm[A,{u[b]}]]-gD[{u[b]},gForm[A,{u[a]}]],
gForm[F,{u[a_],d[b_]}]:→
gD[{u[a]},gForm[A,{b}]]-gD[{b},gForm[A,{u[a]}]]};
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We can now begin computing the supersymmetry transformations. Let us first look at the
variation of the Dirac term i2ψ /Dψ.
In[372]:= gD[δ,{},I/2*gTimes[dc[ψ,{}],y[{u[µ]}],gD[{µ},s[ψ],{}]]]//Expand
Out[372]= -
1
4
iFa,b(?(γa,bγµ)?(dµψ˜))+
1
4
i(dµFa,b)(ψ?(γµγa,b)?˜)
Here we can immediately see that it might be useful to add an total derivative i4∂µ(Fa,bγ
a,bγµψ)
to the expression. After doing this, we simplify the expression.
In[373]:= %+gD[{µ},gTimes[dc[,{}],y[{u[a,b]},{u[µ]}],s[ψ,{}]]]//gOrd
//gSimplify
Out[373]= iFλ1,λ2(?γλ2?(dλ1ψ˜))-
1
2
i(Fλ1,λ2)(?(γλ1,λ2,λ3)?(dλ3ψ˜))
Now we add the variation of the Yang-Mills term. For this, we need to use the rule that
expresses Fµν in terms of Aµ, before we take the variation, since the variation is defined for
Aµ and not Fµν . We also express Fµν in terms of Aµ in the first term to be able to compare
terms in the two expressions.
In[374]:= (%/.frule)-gD[δ,{d[]},1/4*gForm[F,{µ,ν}]
*gForm[F,{u[µ,ν]}]/.frule]//gSimplify
Out[374]= i(dλ1Aλ)(?(γλ1,λ2,λ3)?(dλ2ψ˜))
We note that this term vanishes after partial integration. Thus we have shown that the
supersymmetry variation of the Lagrangian vanishes up to a total derivative.
We then move on to discuss the non-Abelian case. After a few lines of computation that
goes through essentially like the one above, the main difference being that derivatives are
replaced with covariant derivatives, we will find out that there is an additional term that is
not a total derivative.
δL = ∂µ(. . . ) + i2Tr(ψγ
µ[γµψ, ψ]) (131)
By using some group theory, we can express the trace over the gauge group indices as
i
2Tr(ψγ
µ[γµψ, ψ]) =
1
2fabcψaγµψbγ
µψc. (132)
The supersymmetry variation of the action vanishes if we can show that this term must be
zero. To do so, we use the Fierz rearrangement. Let us consider rearranging the two bilinears
appearing in the expression. For this, we need to remember to assume that all spinors are
Majorana-Weyl, and to set gγ5Convention to "ToRight" to make sure that the expressions
are simplified using the Weyl property of the spinors.
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In[375]:= gAddAssumptions[{s[ψ,{a}]∈gPositiveChiral,
s[ψ,{b}]∈gPositiveChiral,s[ψ,{c}]∈gPositiveChiral,
s[ψ,{a}]∈gMajorana,s[ψ,{b}]∈gMajorana,,s[ψ,{c}]∈gMajorana}];
gFierzRearrange[gTimes[dc[ψ,{a}],y[{d[µ]}],s[ψ,{b}]]*
gTimes[dc[,{}],y[{u[µ]}],s[ψ,{c}]]]//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[375]=
1
2
(¯?γλ1?ψ˜b)(ψ¯a?γλ1?ψ˜c)-
1
24
(¯?γλ1,λ2,λ3?ψ˜b)(ψ¯a?γλ1,λ2,λ3?ψ˜c)
Since ψa and ψc are Majorana spinor, we have the relation
ψaγ
(3)ψ˜c = ψcγ(3)ψ˜a, (133)
as we can easily verify.
In[376]:= (ψa?γµ,ν,σ?ψ˜c)==(ψc?γµ,ν,σ?ψ˜a)//gSimplify
Out[376]= True
Using this, and the previous Fierz identity, we are easily able to derive the following identity.
1
2fabcψaγµψbγ
µψc =
1
4fabcψaγµψcγ
µψb = −14fabcψaγµψbγ
µψc, (134)
from which it follows that the term (132) vanishes. We have therefore shown that the action
is supersymmetric also in the non-Abelian case.
9.2.2. Supersymmetry Transformations of D=4 N = 1 SYM
In this section, we will consider the four-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
given by the Lagrangian
L = −14FµνF
µν − 12ψ /Dψ +
1
2H
2, (135)
where we have kept the auxiliary field H, as we will need this for the supersymmetry algebra.
The supersymmetry transformations on the fields are as follows [8].
δAµ = −12γµψ,
δλ =
1
4γ
µνFµν+
i
2γ∗H,
δH =
i
2γ∗
/Dψ.
(136)
We will now endeavour to find the algebra satisfied by these transformations. This can be
done by computing the commutators of the transformations δ1 and δ2 on the fields Aµ, ψ
and H. We will this time confine ourselves to the Abelian case, since the generalisation to
the non-Abelian case is again straightforward.
Let us first define the Clifford algebra that we are using. We work in four dimensions with
Lorentzian signature, so we can take  = η = 1
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In[377]:= gSetRep[{-1,1,1,1},1,1];
We then proceed, as in the previous example, to define derivatives corresponding to the
supersymmetry transformations.
In[378]:= gClearDerivatives[]
gD[δ,{u[],d[e_]},gForm[A,{u[],d[a_]}]]:=
-1/2*gTimes[s[e,{}],y[{d[a]}],s[ψ,{}]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[]},gForm[A,{u[a_],d[]}]]:=
-1/2*gTimes[s[,{}],y[{u[a]}],s[ψ,{}]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[]},s[ψ,{},0]]:=
I/2*gForm[F,{a,b}]gTimes[y[{u[a,b]}],s[,{}]]+
1/2*I*D*gTimes[m[γ5],s[,{}]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[e_]},H]:=
1/2*I*gTimes[dc[e,{}],m[γ5],y[{u[c]}],gD[{c},s[ψ,{}]]]
gD[δ,{u[],d[e_]},s[1,{},0]]:=0
gD[δ,{u[],d[e_]},s[2,{},0]]:=0
Then we will make the required assumptions on different spinors. We are assuming that both
ψ, and the spinors parametrising supersymmetry transformations, 1 and 2, are Majorana.
In addition, we are still assuming that Fµν and Aµ are real.
In[379]:= gClearAssumptions[];
gAddAssumptions[{A∈Reals,F∈Reals,s[ψ,{}]∈gMajorana,
s[1,{}]∈gMajorana,s[2,{}]∈gMajorana}]
After this, the computations can be done in few lines. We begin with computing [δ2 , δ1 ]Aµ.
We can do this simply by taking the variation δ1Aµ, and then taking the variation δ2δ1Aµ
of it. After this, we exchange the order of variations, and subtract the two terms. Finally,
gOrd can be used to simplify the resulting expressions that contains products of gamma
matrices.
In[380]:= gD[δ,{2},gD[δ,{1},gForm[A,{µ}]]]
-gD[δ,{1},gD[δ,{2},gForm[A,{µ}]]]//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[380]=
1
2
Fλ1,µ(1?γλ1?˜2)
This is already enough to establish the first commutation relation.
[δ2 , δ1 ]Aµ =
1
21γ
λ2Fλµ. (137)
Next, we consider the supersymmetry transformations on the spinor ψ. We begin similarly
to the previous computation. There is a small difference, though. Since the variation of ψ
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contains Fµν , we must express this in terms of Aµ so that we get the correct second variation.
We do this by using the rule frule, which we have defined previously to express Fµν in terms
of Aµ.
In[381]:= gD[δ,{2},gD[δ,{1},s[ψ,{}]]/.frules]
-gD[δ,{1},gD[δ,{2},s[ψ,{}]]/.frules]//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[381]=
1
4
(γλ1,λ2?˜)(?γλ2?(dλ1ψ˜))-
1
4
(γλ1,λ2?˜1)(2?γλ2?(dλ1ψ˜))+
1
4
(γ*?˜2)(1?γ*?γλ1?(dλ1ψ˜))-
1
4
(γ*?˜1)(2?γ*?γλ1?(dλ1ψ˜))
This is not, however, quite the form that we are looking for. We would like to have something
of the form 2γµ1(. . . ), so it looks like using the Fierz rearrangement formula could be useful
to get this into that form.
In[382]:= % //gFierz
Out[382]=
1
2
(dλ1ψ˜)(1?γλ1?˜2)
This is the second commutation relation.
[δ2 , δ1 ]ψ =
1
21γ
λ2∂λψ. (138)
The last remaining relation is that involving the auxiliary field H.
In[383]:= gD[δ,{2},gD[δ,{1},H]]
-gD[δ,{1},gD[δ,{2},H]]//gOrd//gSimplify
Out[383]=
1
2
(dλ1H)(1?γλ1?˜2)+
I
4
(dλ1Fλ2,λ3)(1?γ*?γλ1,λ2,λ3?˜2)
The last term here vanishes by the Bianchi identity, as can be easily verified by expressing
Fµν in terms of Aµ.
In[384]:= %/.frule//gSimplify
Out[384]=
1
2
(dλ1H)(1?γλ1?˜2)
This establishes the final commutation relation.
[δ2 , δ1 ]H =
1
21γ
λ2∂λH. (139)
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A. List of Objects
Objects
Object Description
gBL[F,{i},{u[µ],d[ν]},n] 5.4
gCase[{X1},...,{Xn}] 5.1
gD[{u[µ],d[ν]},expr] 4.10
dc[x,{i},n] 4.4
gEqual[µ1,...,µn] 5.6
gForm[F,u[µ],d[ν]] 4.7
gIm[expr] 5.3
lcc[x,{i},n] 4.6
m[X,n] 4.2
gMajorana 5.10
gNegativeChiral 5.9
gPositiveChiral 5.8
rcc[x,{i},n] 4.5
gRe[expr] 5.2
s[x,{i},n] 4.3
gSymm[F,u[µ],d[ν]] 4.8
gTensor[F,u[µ],d[ν]] 4.9
gTensorProduct[x1,...,xm] 7.1
gUnequal[µ1,...,µn] 5.7
y[{a1},...,{an},n] 4.1
gΩ[a1,...,an][x1,...,xm] 7.2
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B. List of Functions
Functions
Function Description
gAddAssumptions[expr] 5.14
gAllowedSpinors[n] 5.16
gAllowedSpinors[signature,,η] 5.16
gBLToProduct[expr] 5.9
gClearAssumptions[] 5.15
gClearBilinearNames[] 5.10
gClearDecomposition[] 7.5
gClearDerivatives[] 4.2
gClearSpinors[] 6.4
gClearTensorProperties[] 4.1
gClearTensors[] 6.6
Conjugate[expr] 5.4
gDecomposeToSubReps[expr] 7.3
gDual[expr] 5.11
gExplicit[expr] 6.7
gFierz[expr] 5.12
gH[expr] 5.6
gOrd[expr] 5.2
gProductToBL[expr] 5.8
gReIm[expr] 5.3
gSetBilinearNames[n,bilinearNames,ccBilinearNames,γ5bilinearNames, 5.7
ccγ5BilinearNames,ξ,η]
gSetCoordinates[x1,...,xd] 6.2
gSetDecomposition[obj,decomposition] 7.4
gSetDecomposition[y,n,decomposition] 7.4
gSetIndices[n,indices] 7.2
gSetRep[signature,,η,ζ,startFrom0] 3.1
gSetRepMatrices[gammas,C] 6.1
gSetSpinor[s[x,{i},n],components] 6.3
gSetSubRep[n,dimension] 7.1
gSetSubRepMatrices[n,gammas,C] 7.6
gSetTensor[F,components] 6.5
gSimplify[expr] 5.13
gT[expr] 5.5
gTimes[x1,x2,...,xn] 5.1
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C. List of Options
Options
Object Description
gAConvention 5.1
gBConvention 5.3
gBLConvention 5.7
gCConvention 5.2
gIntertwinerOrder 5.5
gOperationOrder 5.6
gSpinorType 3.2
gSumIndexIndicator 7.1
gUseSpecialRep 3.2
gγ5Convention 5.4
D. List of Other Reserved Expressions
Other reserved expressions
Expression Description
u Denoted upper indices.
d Denotes lower indices.
λx Denotes dummy indices.
γ5 m[γ5] denotes the highest rank gamma matrix in even dimensions, γ∗.
σ1 m[σ1] denotes the sigma matrix σ1.
σ2 m[σ2] denotes the sigma matrix σ2.
σ3 m[σ3] denotes the sigma matrix σ3.
Id m[Id] denotes the identity matrix.
A m[A] denotes the A-intertwiner.
B m[B] denotes the B-intertwiner.
C m[C] denotes the C-intertwiner.
η gTensor[η,{µ,ν}] denotes the metric ηµν appearing in (1).
 gForm[,{µ1,...,µd}] denotes the Levi-Civita symbol µ1,...,µd .
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E. Properties of Special Matrices
In this appendix we summarise the most relevant properties of sigma and gamma matrices
and A- B- and C-intertwiners, and show how they can be decomposed in terms of subrep-
resentations in different cases.
E.1. Properties of Special Matrices
E.1.1. Sigma Matrices
Sigma matrices are given by
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (E.1.1)
and satisfy the following commutation and anticommutation relations
[σi, σj] = 2iijkσk,
{σi, σj} = 2δij.
(E.1.2)
All of the sigma matrices are Hermitian, σ1 and σ3 are real and symmetric, while σ2 is
imaginary and antisymmetric.
σ†i = σi,
σT1 = σ∗1 = σ1,
σT3 = σ∗3 = σ3
σT2 = σ∗2 = −σ2.
(E.1.3)
E.1.2. Gamma Matrices
We assume that for any representation the gamma matrices have been chosen so that they
have the following properties. Here α is a timelike index and a a spacelike one.
γ†α = −γα,
γ†a = γa.
(E.1.4)
A particular representation that we call the special representation, can be built out of tensor
products of sigma matrices. For the Euclidean signature (+ . . .+) it is given by
γ1 = σ1 ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ2 = σ2 ⊗ I ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ3 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ I ⊗ . . . ,
γ5 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ . . . ,
. . .
γd = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ2 in even dimensions,
γd = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ3 in odd dimensions.
(E.1.5)
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In case with timelike directions, the matrices corresponding to the timelike directions can
be multiplied by i to get a representation with the correct signature.
In even dimensions there is only one representation up to unitary transformations, so that
any representation is given by matrices of the form
γ′µ = UγµU−1 (E.1.6)
In odd dimensions there are two inequivalent representations that are related by exchanging
the signs of the last gamma matrix, γd → −γd.
E.1.3. A-intertwiner
In a generic representation the A-intertwiner is given in terms of gamma matrices by taking a
product of all gamma matrices with timelike indices A = γ1γ2 . . . γt. It satisfies the following
relations.
γ†n = (−1)tAγnA−1,
A−1 = A† = (−1)t(t+1)/2A,
AT = (−1)t(t+1)/2A∗.
(E.1.7)
In addition to these, the special representation with the gamma matrices given by (E.1.5)
has the following properties.
A∗ = (−1)bt/2c+tA,
AT = (−1)bt/2c+t(t−1)/2A. (E.1.8)
E.1.4. C-intertwiner
In a generic representation the C-intertwiner has the following properties.
CT = − C,
γTn = −η CγnC−1,
C−1 = C† = − C∗.
(E.1.9)
In addition for the special representation, for which the gamma matrices are given by (E.1.5),
the C-intertwiners are given by.
C = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ . . . for η = 1,
C = σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ . . . for η = −1.
(E.1.10)
And these satisfy the relations.
C = C† = C−1,
C∗ = CT = − C. (E.1.11)
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E.1.5. B-intertwiner
In a generic representation the B-intertwiner is defined by the relation BT = CA−1, from
which follows that B = (−1)t(t+1)/2+1ATC. B satisfies the following relations.
γ∗n = −(−1)tη BγnB−1,
B† = B−1,
B∗ = −ηt(−1)t(t+1)/2B†,
B = −ηt(−1)t(t+1)/2BT .
(E.1.12)
For the special representation B can be expressed as B = (−1)t2+1+bt/2cAC.
B−1 = ηt(−1)bt/2c+t(3t+1)/2B,
BT = −(−η)t(−1)3t(t−1)/2B,
B∗ = −(−1)(bt/2c+t)B,
B† = (−η)t(−1)(bt/2c+3t(t−1)/2+t)B.
(E.1.13)
E.1.6. Highest Rank Gamma Matrix γ∗
In even dimensions γ∗ is defined by γ∗ = (−i)d/2+tγ0 . . . γd−1. Therefore, in any representa-
tion, it has the following properties:
γ∗γnγ−1∗ = −γn,
γ†∗ = γ−1∗ = γ∗,
γT∗ = γ∗∗ .
(E.1.14)
In addition, for the special representation, we have
γT∗ = γ∗∗ = γ∗. (E.1.15)
E.2. Commutation Relations of Intertwiners
For a generic representation the following commutation relations between different intertwin-
ers hold.
CA = (−η)t(−1)t(t−1)/2ATC,
BA = ηt(−1)t+t2A∗B,
Aγ∗ = (−1)t γ∗A,
Cγ∗ = (−η)d(−1)d(d−1)/2 γT∗ C,
Bγ∗ = (−1)d/2+t γ∗∗B.
(E.2.1)
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For the special representation, we have the following relations.
AC = (−η)t(−1)bt/2c+t(t−1)CA,
AB = (−η)t(−1)bt/2c+t(t−1)BA,
Aγ∗ = (−1)tγ∗A,
CB = (−η)t(−1)bt/2c+t(t−1)BC,
Cγ∗ = (−η)d(−1)d(d−1)/2γ∗C,
Bγ∗ = (−1)d/2+tγ∗B.
(E.2.2)
E.3. Bilinear Relations
Here we summarise the relations that hold for commutative spinor bilinears in any represen-
tation. The relations for the anticommutative spinor can be obtained by simply changing
the sign on the right-hand-side of the relations.
For any spinors ξ1 and ξ2 we have the following relations.
(ξ1γ(n)ξ2)∗ = (−1)nt(−1)n(n−1)/2(−1)t(t+1)/2 ξ2 γ(n) ξ1,
(ξ1γ∗γ(n)ξ2)∗ = (−1)t(t+1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2(−1)t(d−1)(−1)tn ξ2 γ∗γ(n) ξ1
(E.3.1)
From this follows that
ξγ(n)ξ is
 real if (−1)
nt(−1)1/2n(n+1)(−1)t(t+1)/2 = 1,
imaginary if (−1)nt(−1)1/2n(n+1)(−1)t(t+1)/2 = −1.
ξ γ∗γ(n)ξ is
 real if (−1)
t(t+1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2(−1)t(d−1)(−1)tn = 1,
imaginary if (−1)t(t+1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2(−1)t(d−1)(−1)tn = −1.
(E.3.2)
We also have the following relations for charge conjugate bilinears.
ξ
c
1γ
(n)ξ2 = −(−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 ξc2γ(n)ξ1,
ξ
c
1γ∗γ
(n)ξ2 = −ηn+d(−1)d(d+1)/2(−1)n(n−1)/2 ξc2γ∗γ(n)ξ1
(E.3.3)
In particular these allow us to deduce when certain charge conjugate bilinears vanish auto-
matically.
ξ
c
γ(n)ξ = 0 if (−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 = 1,
ξ
c
γ∗γ(n)ξ = 0 if ηn+d(−1)d(d+1)/2(−1)n(n−1)/2 = 1,
(E.3.4)
If ξ1 and ξ2 are Weyl spinors with chiralities (±)1 and (±)2, so that γ∗ξ1 = (±)1ξ1, γ∗ξ2 =
(±)2ξ2, we get the following relations.
ξ2γ
(n)ξ1 = (−1)n+t(±)1(±)2ξ2γ(n)ξ1,
ξ2γ
(n)ξ1 = 0 if
ξ1 and ξ2 have the same chirality, and (−1)
n+t = −1,
ξ1 and ξ2 have the oposite chiralities, and (−1)n+t = 1.
(E.3.5)
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If ξ1 and ξ2 are Majorana spinors, then.
ξ1γ
(n)ξ2 = −(−η)n(−1)n(n−1)/2 ξ2γ(n)ξ1.
ξ1γ∗γ
(n)ξ2 = −(−η)n+d(−1)n(n+1)/2 (−1)d(d−1)/2ξ2γ∗γ(n)ξ1.
(E.3.6)
Bilinears with charge conjugate spinors on both sides can be related to the "normal" bilinears
trough the following relations.
ξ
c
1 γ
(n) ξc2 = ηn+t(−1)3t(t+1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2 ξ2 γ(n) ξ1,
ξ
c
1 γ∗ γ
(n)ξc2 = ηn+t+d(−1)t(t−1)/2(−1)d(d−1)/2(−1)n(n+1)/2 ξ2 γ∗γ(n) ξ1.
(E.3.7)
E.4. Decomposition to Subrepresentations
We have three qualitatively different cases when decomposing representation of Clifford
algebras under Cliff(d) → Cliff(n) × Cliff(d − n), depending whether we start with odd or
even dimensional Clifford algebra, and whether the subalgebras are odd or even.
E.4.1. Odd → Even × Odd
In the case d is odd, we have only one case to consider, since one of the subalgebras must
have an even dimension and the other odd. Let us choose the first subalgebra to have an
even dimension. The gamma matrices can be decomposed as:
γµ = γµ(1) ⊗ I(2) for µ = 0, . . . , n− 1,
γα = γ∗(1) ⊗ γα(2) for α = n, . . . , d.
(E.4.1)
Then the A-intertwiner can be written as
A = γµ0 . . . γµt1−1γα0 . . . γαt2−1 = A(1)γt2∗(1) ⊗ A(2), (E.4.2)
where µ0, . . . , µt1−1 and α0, . . . , αt2−1 denote the timelike directions corresponding to the first
and second subalgebras, respectively.
The C intertwiner can be written as
C = C(1) ⊗ C(2), (E.4.3)
if the signs η1 and η2 are given in terms of η of the full representation as
η1 = η,
η2 = (−1)n(n−1)/2η.
(E.4.4)
The signs 1 and 2 are then determined by the values of η1 and η2 and the dimensions of
corresponding representations (see table 1).
Finally, the B-intertwiner is given, as before, by expression B = (A−1C)T , which in this case
gives
B = B(1)(γt2∗(1))T ⊗B(2). (E.4.5)
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E.4.2. Even → Odd × Odd
In the second case the full algebra is odd-dimensional, and we decompose it into two even-
dimensional subalgebras. In this case we can decompose the gamma matrices as
γµ = γµ(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ1 for µ = 0, . . . , n− 1,
γα = I(1) ⊗ γα(2) ⊗ σ2 for α = n, . . . , d− 1.
(E.4.6)
The A-matrix can then be expressed as
A = A(1) ⊗ A(2) ⊗ σt11 σt22 , (E.4.7)
where t1 and t2 again denote the number of timelike directions corresponding to the first
and second subalgebras, respectively.
In this case, the dimensions n and d − n completely determine the allowed η1, η2, 1, and
2. The decomposition of C matrix is slightly different in each of these cases. For the
representations of gamma matrices we chose above, we have that
C = C(1) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ I; η1 = η2 = η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ2; η1 = −η, η2 = η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ1; η1 = η, η2 = −η,
C = C(2) ⊗ C(2) ⊗ σ3; η1 = η2 = −η.
(E.4.8)
The B-intertwiner can be calculated using the expressions for the A- and C-intertwiners.
We have again four different cases.
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt11 σt22 ; η1 = η2 = η,
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt11 σt2+12 ; η1 = −η, η2 = η,
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σt1+11 σt22 ; η1 = η, η2 = −η,
B = (−1)t2B(1) ⊗B(2) ⊗ σ3σt11 σt22 ; η1 = η2 = −η.
(E.4.9)
In principle, we would not need to include the constant prefactors here, but we include them
to be consistent in our conventions.
Finally, γ∗ decomposes as
γ∗ = ζ1ζ2 I(1) ⊗ I(2) ⊗ σ3. (E.4.10)
E.4.3. Even → Even × Even
The last case is the one where an even-dimensional algebra is decomposed into two even-
dimensional subalgebras. In this case, we can represent the gamma matrices as.
γµ = γµ(1) ⊗ I(2) for µ = 0, . . . , n− 1,
γα = γ∗(1) ⊗ γα for α = n, . . . , d− 1,
(E.4.11)
The A-intertwiner is then given by
A = A(1)γt2∗(1) ⊗ A(2). (E.4.12)
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If the signs η1 and η2 are determined by η as
η1 = η,
η2 = (−1)1/2n(n−1)η,
(E.4.13)
then the remaining signs 1 and 2 are determined by these (see table 1), and the C-
intertwiner is simply
C = C(1) ⊗ C(2). (E.4.14)
The B-intertwiner is
B = B(1)(γt2∗(1))T ⊗B2, (E.4.15)
where t2 denotes the number of timelike directions corresponding to the second subalgebra.
The highest rank Clifford algebra element γ∗ decomposes as
γ∗ = γ∗(1) ⊗ γ∗(2). (E.4.16)
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